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D. & D. TELEVISION 
(Wimbledon) LIMITED 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

Phone: 
CHE 3955 

Dept. B.II 

131 8 131A Kingston Rd., South Wimbledon, London, S.W.I9 

"Compare our prices with any others" 

For mor e Transistors and Components see our advertisement in "Prariiral Wireless" 

For the FINEST. SERVICE in the COUNTRY. We are open from 

10 a.m. until 7 p.m. -- 1 p.m. Wednesday. For any information or problems you 

have. Call or Phone, we are always pleased to help. 

LING; OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS AND SCAN ('OIL 
sec: IALIS I'S 

ALBA. All models available. ML'RPIIY. 214, 216. 240, 250. 

T301. T304, T394. 42/6. T644. 63/6. 270. 280, 310, 320. 410 to 
T724 FM 70/8. T65, 1'909 57/ -. 549. 72/ -. 

All models available. 
BUSH. TV36, TVG36. TV43. - - 
87/ -. 'PV63, PV66, 92/ , All PET(1 SCOTT. All models 
models available. available. 

055001. 97.1. 931, 933. 934, 935. 
938. 93J, 50/6. All models avail- 
able. 

DECCA. DM4 /C, DM14, DM17, 
72/6. DM45, 851-. All models 
available. 

EMERSON. All models. 52/6. 

EKC'O. '1'221. T283. T211.. T234, 
TC267. 52/6. All models avail- 
able. 

FER(: ['SON. 992. 994, 996, 
64/6. 204. 206. 84/8. 306, 308. 82/, 

PHILC'O. All models available. 

PAM. All models available. 

PILOT. All models available. 

PTE. CTM4, V4, VT4, V7. VT7, 
51/8. CW17, CTM17. 57/6. 

SOBELL. TS17, T347, 62/6. 
TPS173, 87/9. 

l'LTSUA. All models available. 
FlileleAN'rI. T4. T3. 17T3, 

_ 
- -_- 

17E3, 45/ -. 1001, 1002. 57/6. All 
models available. VIDOlI. All model available. 

THIS LIST IS ONLY AN EXAMPLE. if you do not see what you require, plea -c 

rend B.A.E. for ,pollution. We stock all types el Beau ('oil,, Frame a,ul leis,- 

Blocking llsc. Tra ,- formers. if it's Television -We stock it. Trade inquiries 
welcomed at Operi -i hates. 

TV TODES 

ALL TUBES ARE REGUNNED WITH FULL 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE. 

12in. MULLARD TYPE ...83.15.0 12in. MAZDA TYPE 63.15.0 

14ín. MULLAtiD TYPE, ..£4. 5.0 14ín. MAZDA TYPE, .... 24. 5.0 

15in, MAZDA TYPE ....£4. 5.0 18in. G.E.C. TYPE £4.15.0 

loin. M ILLARD TYPE...24.15.0 17ín. MULLAND TYPE £4.15.0 

17ín. MAZDA TYPE £4.15.0 17in. G.E.C. TYPE 84.15.0 

17in. BRIMAR TYPE £4.15.0 

90' AND 110' TUBES ON EXCHANGE BASIS ONLY 

ADD 5/- FOR ELECTROSTATIC TUBES. ADD 10 /- FOR 90" AND 110° TUBES. 

CARR. AND INS. 12/8. C.W.O. OR C.O.D. 

ALL VALVES ARE. BRAND NEW BOLA SUBJECT TO FULL 

GUARANTEE- CURRENT VALVE LIST 

CY31 
DF9I 
0E90 
IlAF91 
DAF96 
DH77 
DK91 
DK9'_' 
DK96 
01,92 
0L94 
DL9r, 
EABt'AO 
F.AF4'_ 
EB91 
F, BI'3:1 
EBl'41 
EBFBII 
EBF.+.`i 
EC'C81 
ECC82 
RUCK) 
Eï'CN4 
Rl{'85 
F,l'F80 
ECEa2 
F.CD 42 

14/8 ECIIAI 
5/8 Ei L 9 
8/- Ei 'LA) 
5/e EF:9l 
8/- Ea':+l, 
4/8 Ii F=o 

7/- El'N6 
8/- EF89 
7/. 4:F91 
7/3 EF9' 
8/- EI.á2 
7/3 EI.3a 
9/- F:1.04 
3/9 Eylza 
4/0 4:)1,1 
91- E 

SI- Ev-; 
8/- E'/.4o 
8/- 1:'/,41 
7/8 KZ,. 
7/6 F.7,,i 
^/8 17.3^- 

7/8 I:234 
9/- T83C 
9/- 1r3-r+4 
9/- PCC:S 

7/8 Pt'uv9 
8/3 Pl'FA0 
9/- F111,02 
4/- Pl'F86 
41- Pl'LA2 
5/3, Pl'1,83 
7/6 PCL84 
9/- PI'I,1+5 
8/3I P1,30 
3/9 PL3v 
4/- l'L81 
4/3 PI,K2 
9/- PLs3 
7/8 P1,64 
8/3 l'l'31 
8/9 I'Y:P2 
8/8 PS80 
8/8 FYB1 
6/3 PYF2 
6/3 PYA3 
6/- 124 
8/- ('25 
9/8 1-26 

12/8 1'31 
6/- 113, 
8/3 ('511 
8/3 1"191 

8/9. 139I 
9/3 I -KII I 

9/8 I .4F42 
10/8 In '41 
8/3 l' C F"9 

10/9 ('1.40 
9/. 1.111 

14/3 I. r,w 
12/- I-1"41 
18/8 :I14 
10/8 3v4 

7/6 51-411 
8/- GY3 
e/- 5'/.41: 

12/- 6a16 
10/8 6F1 

8/- 6F13 
7/3 8E15 
8/- ciLl 
9/- 61.1+ 

10/- Bx4 
11/0 6\5 

9/- 61'6 
7/- 5007 

12/6 611714 
9/- 8,1.17 

12/-17/17 

19/8 7C5 
25/- 71.6 

8/- 7H7 
8/- 10(12 

10/8119FI 
8/- 191'1:1 
8/- lilP14 

17/8 12Af 7 
6/9 I2AT7 
7/. 1.2A\7 
7/- 1'2E7I:T 
7/- 
8/- 30111 
9/9 2o F2 
6/- 201.l 
8/- 2111'1 

8/8 20F) 
11/8 20P4 
10/- 20P:5 

9/6 SOPII 
4/3 :59114 
5/6 301'12 
8/- 35L61:T 
5/8 7.57,4 

8/8 Ix511T 
8/8 1+07 

8/8 

8/- 
8/8 
7/3 

15/- 
5/8 
8/9 

12/9 
5/6 
5/3 
5/6 
5/- 
6/3 
8/6 

12/3 
19/8 
12/8 
19/6 
22/- 
19/6 
10 /- 
19/8 
9/6 
8/3 
6/6 

22/- 
7/6 

These are only examples of our valves: if you do not see what you require send 
stamped addressed envelope for special quotation. 

TERMS: S.A.E. all Inquiries. C.W.O. or C.O.D. 3/- extra. Postage 
se Valves, 0,1. each. C.H.T.- 1" /6 inv. insurance. SATISFACTION ASSURED. 

RETURN POST SEI1VIIE SUBJECT TO STOCK. 

March, 1963 

"SABRINA" 
STILL WELL IN 

FRONT 

Bring your TV set up 100% again by fitting 
our: 

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES 
ALL TYPES (including electrostatics) 

2" now ... 
14"" to 17" now 
21" now ... 

£5.10.0 S 

£5.0.0 
Single 

08 .0.0 Tubes 

ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED 

Special Bonus Scheme for Service 
Engineers -Reducing to: 

12" -8716; 14"/I 7"-9716; 21" -14776 

FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British 
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee). 

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO. 
Electron Works, North Bar 

BANBURY, OXON 
Telephone 2390 

TELEVISION TUBES 

PROVED M with 
A 

reliability: - 

PACK A GREATER PUNCH THAN EVER 

TRY ONE NOW AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE! 

18 month guarantee with all our tubes 

SIZE PRICE 
COST TO YOU WITH 

ALLOWANCE ON 
RECEIPT OF OLD TUBE 

12i n. £4. 7.6 13.17.6 
I4in. £4.15.0 14. S.0 

15, 16, I7i n. £5.15.0 14.1 S.0 
Carriage and Insurance 10/6 extra on all tubes 

*. BUY FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS WHO 
KNOW HOW TO REBUILD A TUBE 

MARSHALL'S for TELEVISION LID. 

131 St. Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N.IS 
STAMFORD HILL 3267 & 5555 
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March, 1963 PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

Tubes 
Carr. Si Ins. 12 /S 

MOST MILLARD, 
MAZDA, COSSOR, 
EMITRON, EMI - 
SCOPE. BRIMAR, 
FERRANTI TYPES, 
PROCESSED IN 

OUR OWN 
FACTORY 

HIGHEST QUALITY - 
COMPARE OUR PRICES 

GUARANTEED NEW TYPES 

8 Mouths 12 Months MW 31/74 
£4 -0 -0 12in. £2. 0.0 £3. 5.0 

14in. £2.10.0 £3.15.0 
15-17in.£3. 5.0 £4.10.0 
21 in. £3.15.0 £5.15.0 

MW 38/24 

£5-0-0 
CRM 172 

MW 43/84 
£(1-0-0 

VALVE HOLDERS. 676, 6d. ea., with 
Screen 84. ea,. B9A 6d. ea., with Screen 
8d. ea. Int. Octal 8d.. Mazda Octal 4d 
BIA 6d. Il.' 1:',0,, in dozens). 

SILICON RECTS. I 
'250V 5106111 snap, lanl 'l'\ replace- 
ment. Top quality 8/6 (3 for 24/-). 

COSSOR D,B. SCOPE TUBES. Type 
091) Split. Ream. Ideal for building your 

m quality oscilioncpe whilee 55 /- stocks last. 

LINE TRANS. 
Huge quantity, most makes 

at only 29 /- S.A.R. encuiries. 

P.M. SPEAKERS. all Top Makes 

,4Ín 
si ; r' +in. 8/6 . 716 

VALUE! 
4 watt AMPLIFIERS 

excellent amplifier with 
high gain preamp stage, 
1(113 driving 20P3 output 
stage, complete with sin. 
speaker. In attractive 2 
tone case. Tone control, 
negative feed -back, ready 
for immediate use. indivi- 
dually tested. Amazing 
volume and clarity, ideal 
for guitars, record Ida(ers, 
p.a. In small hall., baby 
alarms etc. Easily word h £L 
Our price whilst 
stocks last. Carr. 
Packing etc. 7/6. 45/- 

2 POTS. Popular values, 5K. to 
1 Meg. Unused. mixed, pre - A/6 
set, lung sp., switched, etc. Y V 

CO -AX. lox loen. ed. cd., '1, I3 . 

1/8; 50 yds.. 23/.: lÒ0 yds.. 12/6. 
110.05 Plugs 1/3. Wall outlet tu,, ' /6. 

TURRET TUNERS 
Most makes, y choice if at l able, with valve IN-, I.e- ,.1 
10 /.. B.A.R. en.l I 

100 RESISTORS 6/6 
Excellent. Sizes 1.3 wal t. 

100 CONDENSERS 10/- 
Miniature Ceramic and Silver M lea 
Condensers, 3 pl' to 5,000 pF. LIST 
VALUE OVER C5. 

PORTABLE RECORD PLAYERS 

R.M.I. turntable, complete in 
excellent modern carrying case 
wits amplifier and 7 4 speaker. 
Amazing value. £7.1 Os. Carr. 6/ -. 

GARRARD- ,TA MK. II PLAYERS. 
Latest quality deck at a £7.1 9s. most competitive price. 

P.V.C: CORRECTING WIRE. 100 yds. 
30 mill: Special Price, 7/6. 200 yds. 30 
mill: Special Price; 12/6. 25ft. Coll, 1 / -. 
5 Coils different eolonrs, 4/ -. Connecting 
Rex. Prices as above. 

TELEPHONE - C.O.D. ORDERS 

DISPATCHED THE SAME DAY. 

IVORY GOLD KNOBS 1- Diameter, half 
price 1/2, 5 for 4/8; 2" 1 / -, 4 for 4/ -; top 
quality I' op. grub screws. 

SPECIAL TEMPORARY OFFER. 
Due to huge Bulk Special Purchase 

we are offering MW 31/74 Tubes at 
the unrepeatable price of 29/-, MW 
36/24 ditto, 39/-. P.P. 12/ti. 'She 
above are guaranteed for 6 months. 

RECTIFIERS. 2250 v. SO A, 5/ -: 
6112, 6/9; RM3, 7/6; 1íM4, 19/6; 11115, 
19/6; 14A64, 17/ -: 14/97, 19/6; 
111100, 19/8; 14aC1- 1-16 -1, 7/9: 

1,.41 -1 -1-16-1, 6/ -; í'11:02- 2 -. -I, 14/-; 
1459 I-2-8-2, 17/ -: 1411 AI- 2-I -:3, 20/ -. 
ELECTRIC MOTORS. AC/DC 3 -8 
volts. Totally enclosed standard 

arating, 
powerfitl V pulley, 7/6 pare brushes, Sinn. x Sin. 

14in. T.V.s 
13C:1í with I'.RM 141 Tubes. 
Absolutely complete, tester) for 
ranter. F'amons make, large 
purchase enables us ' £4.19s to offer them at 

Carr. 12/6. 

CONDENSERS, Ceramic and Silver 
Mica. All values, Nd. ea., 8/- doz. 
CONDENSERS. 25 Mixed, Electrolytic. 
Many popular sizes. List value £5. 
Our Price 10 /-, 

TRANSISTOR SNIPS 
Huge reductions. Red Spot stan- 
dard 1,.1'. type now only 1/6; 
White Spot I1.F. 2/ -. Mallard 
Marched Output Kits (01'811) and 
2 -01'x l'e). 12/8. Receiver Kits. 
O6141. 0t40(21. lie ol1/, íf/ 
Ot'ßll'!1. ,n Iriedl.r+. L 

TRANSISTOR CONDENSERS, batest 
tingle-ended sulemi11iature 51íE 3\', 1 / -; 'µF 6V. 1/3; I10,th' 30, 1/3; st011' 3V 
1/3: 30121' tiV, 1 /6; 1001/11 6V, 1/8; 
12011E 9 \', 2/ -. 
RESISTORS. All values, carbon 1 -- 
watt. td. ea., 4/6 doz. 

3 VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Kit of 
I ew parts. t ing chassis mains 
and out 1 t t ransformetw valves 
/p61. 6611 X'E1 and alf compo- 
nents. \Vith full instructions fol 

making high gain amplifier will( 
separate base ami treble controls, 
negative feedback. etc. Truly on - 
mom I value at 29/ -. 

NEW SPEAKER CABINET. Covered 
attract ive I/cOnir, I :old Metal 

rent 11 /-. Or complete with 7 x 4 

Speaker, 19/ -. 

4 -SPEED RECORD PLAYERS. 
Latest Turntable. together with 
lightweight Staue galaxy bnal 
sapphire crystal turnover piek -up 
head. Amazing value (pick -up 
only 19/ -1. £3.10.0 Carr. 3/-, 

VOLUME CONTROLS. All values, less 
switch, 3/-, With switch 4/6. 

NUVISTORS 
Latest American, 6CW4, amazing 
V.11.1 ". performance, nee Practical 
Television article (Dec.), 17/6. 

PORTABLE RECORD PLAYERS. Takes 
all sizes Records, all speeds, amplifier, 
auto -changer, Garrard n 

"" 
"Sllmline" 

Maul. h1 two -tone l'use. 14gns. All absolutely new. 

THE 

241 

VALVES* 
by return of post ' 

MOST COMPREHENSIVE COMPETITIVE 
VALVE LIST IN THE COUNTRY 

10% DISCOUNT 
SPECIAL OFFER TO 
PURCHASERS al any 
SIX VALVES marked in 
black type (15,3 in 
dozen). Pest: 1 valve, 
lid., 2.11, 1 / -. 

NEW LOW 
PRICES 

GUARAN- 
TEED 3 
MONTHS 

FREE TRANSIT IN- 
SURANCE. All valves 

or of May 
guarani 

new 
ex- Govern- 

uent or ex- equipment 
origin. Satisfaction or 
'Money back 'Guarantee 
ou Gonds if returned un- 
used within 14 days. 

0Z4 5/- 6.I5GT 4/- 
lAúGT 5/- 636 4/- 
IA7C:'r 11/-6.17 8/6 
1C5GT 9/- 6370 4/9 
1115 8/- 6J70T 7/8 
1116 9/9 6J8 9/6 
.111511T 9/9 lIKOGT 8/6 
1L4 3131i1<7 5/9 
11,05 3/6 6K75 2/3 
11,N5 4/9 6K7GT 4/6 
1N50T 9/91iK813T 8/9 
1115 5/6 61525 7/6 
184 8/- 111,1 12/6 
Jxr, 416 61,1111 6/6 
I'l'4 3166LIS 9/- 
2A3 8/6 
2.47 9/6 
2121 5/- 
3A4 4/9 
3A5 9/- 
3146 4/6 
3144 7/- 
3Q50T 8/- 
354 

4 8j9 
5114t.Y 12/6 
'T4 8/- 
5U4G 4/9 
5\'4G "/9 
SY:lG 5/9 
5F3OT 5/9 
5Y4G 11/- 
5Z4 11/- 
5Z40 7/6 
5'/,4OT 11/- 
6/311L'2 9/- 
6,16 4/9 
557 10/- 
15A80 8/0 
68.81,5 13/6 
6.111s /- 
64I'7 3/3 
SAGS 3/- 
6.8137 7/6 
6AK.S 5/- 
8AL5 3/- 
eAM6 3/- 

áAQS 
6/- 

iA'l'6 5/9 7K7 9/8 
6.11111 7/6 7117 S/6 
I1117 8/6 797 9/- 
li6e0 3/- 714 6/9 
tilt 5,; 5/9 
61t56 5/9 
u6l:1iG 15/- 

i68116 
61- 

615.16 S/- 

12607 5/- 
1!0117 3/6 
12ßJ7 5/6 
12ßK7 4/9 
12SN7GT 7/9 
1303 5/- 
1407 14/9 
19AQ5 7/6 
19006 19/- 

111297 8/8 E6185 10/- 
111163 8/- 1:131 16/- 
1)1176 5/- El'51 /9 
UK32' 11/- EVx6 ' 7/6 
1116111 5/6 EZ;tS 6/6 
DK92 c/- 1,,166 6/6 
DM/6 7/3 EZ40 ` ' 6/8 
DL:I:t 8/- F,141. -/- 
01,35 - 9/- F.Z80 8/- 

20D 9/8 Dl.1i:1 8/- L:ZSL 818 
20F2 9/8 D1,75 6/- FW+15008/- 
SOLI 18/- 1)I92 9/- FW1418008/- 
20P1 8l9 1L91 8/- OTIC 7/9 1'52 4/9 
20P3 12/6 DL92 6/. 1:I2 8/8 U76 5/6 
'-'oI'+ 18/- D1,94 6/9 1:234 12/8 578 5/- 

1;1,19 11/- 201'5 15/- D1.915 7/3 H1.41DD8/- 17191 12/8 
nLU:; 8/- 25A6G 8(- F:AItCAO 6l9 111309 19/- U281 9/8 
dLUl2 819 25LSG 6/9 EAC9l 8/6 HVR2 1018 lP?tl2 151- 
6LD20 7/9 Y5L0uT 7/9 EAF4'2 8/- 1R'4/3507/8 Utt01 15/- 
liN7 7l8 =,YSIt 8/- E841 7/- 1W4/500 7/8 I11{09 8/9 
6Pl 7/6 aZ4G 7/- EB91 31- l<I.La2 8/6 1'329 819 
025 8/8 25Z,a 8/- EBC'.33 4/9 KT32 8/9 1-339 11/. 
6P28 12/6 -'o'/,li14 8/- EüC4t 8/- KT33C 4/6 Cb01 19/- 
6Q7G 6/- 30C1 7/- E I5081 7/9 KT36 1210 UABCRO 8/- 
6Q7GT SIB 0015 11/6 EBF80 7/9 KT44 7/6 UAF42 7/9 

7/9 
85A7 5I8 
8&7G 8/6 ÿgF;LI 

9/6 E111,69 Ly 8/8 KT65 8/6 l%BC41 7/9 
BSG7 4/9 30L15 

9/8 FIBL'31 17/6 161'70 8/8 CBFµO 818 r,BH7 3/- u 

BSK7 5/- 30p4 9I8 EG111 4/8 KTW61 5/9 l'B1+89 7/8 
1ìxL7GT 5/9 tOPl2 7/8 KCO3L 7/8 F'SW,2 5/9 UBL2114/8 
1ieN7GT 4/8 tUl'16 8/8 El'1:32 4/- R1'\V63 5/9 UI'l'84 1418 
6SQ7 5/5 tOP19 17/6 ECC33 4/8 KTZ83 518,UCC85 7/- 
BSS7 3/8 ;i111'LI 9/8 ECC34 91- L83 2/9 CCF80 15/. 
6114GT 10I8 311P6iIT113/8 

ECC40 14/- 
LN152 

7/6 11/3 BVBG 5/- ; ! EC C40 
6/- 1511 

5R'4 
25/- 
69 ECC82 8/8 N7S 13/- L CLI1 99 liX2 7/5 

1/4GT 5/8 Rt'l'x3 8/8 1108 18/- l'CL83 13/8 6s4 5/-:0'- 
bXSG 5I- t''/,oU'S 8/- Fa'l'+4 8/- N15:: 8/6 1/F41 7/6 
6X:51:T 6/8 4 1 7/6 Ec1'ß', 7/9 W 1 4/8 UP42 5/8 
61 tal ^/8 41 7/8 EC1'ß9 16/- P01 2/9 1.117s0 7/- 
7A7 á/6 im '5 9/- ECC91 4/- PABC8911/6 rPö5 7/6 
7117 5/- 101'1,11 19/- EeFeu 8/6 P0584 6/- 17F'86 14/6 
787 7/6 808.007 818 F:CF'C'S SIB PcCt15 8/9 111189 7/. 
7C5 7/3 y'-'I<L 10/6 ECH2112/6 l07C88 14/- U1,41 7/. 
1116 7/6 13k L 10/6 EC1135 7/8 P1'4'ß9 ' 8/- 11,44 11/. -°- -- 1181'T 11/- EC1142 8/6 P1'(18913/0 C1.46 9/9 

r1213T 13/6 EcBß1 7/9 PCP80 r/- I' 1. 7/- ` 6/6 I:CHß3 8/3 Pch'K2 ^/3 l'M1L94 +O B/8 
78 6/8 ECL80 7/- l't'F84 18/- 1'3117 S/. 
80 5/9 Er 182 9/0 18 UL81 12/8 17110 12/8 

,Z+ 7/ ''i 9/8 E1 1.a3 11/7 PCL82 /31 1.7 9/8 
8D3 3/- 1e5RT 19/8 EC1.80 10/6 PCL83 10/8 1'1'8 17/- 
101.1 11/8 ,0 111 19/6 E1'22 7/- 01:1384 /8 La'1N 11/- 
11102 14/6"071A) 5/-FII'36 3/3l't'1,115 11/61/1'L 11/. 
111'14 6/-'`0' 7/6 F:P39 4/6 l'I'1.96 12/8 U141 6/- 

414117 9/6 lOF1 5/9 813 55/- EF40 12/- PEN45 8/6 UVxS 6/8 
li6\Fli ^/8 I109 10/8 "33 141- F,I'4l 8/- PEN-16 5/- \'P+i 5/0 
a8\\'7 6/e IuFlß 10/- xO6A 1118 EF42 7/6 PL33 8/3 VR105 5/8 
BHXB 919 1.1,14 7/_ 954 21- EF50-BR2/- P1,36 9/8 VR150 5/- 
eC4 2/3 I01.101 7/9 9.56 2/6 EF50-USA 1'1.38 16/8 1v61111 11/- 

- 518 1.11,1114/6 7763 9(8 3/- P1sL 8/6 W76 4/9 iii 
3/5 1111.,1,12 8/- 9001 4/- EF54 313 PL82 6/6 lPel 7/3 

11(-1OP13 11/- 9un! 4/9 EF80 4/9 PLR3 8/8 XG1M 111- 
Ir,lld9 19/6 1OP14 9/- A'l'l'4 2/9 11P65 8/6 PI,.24 8/- X63 8/8 

Ill 

6l'711i 7/6 101'18 7/- AZ:41 8/- EFs6 9/. PI..u20 8/6 165 11/. 
6D2 3/- 12Aì 1/9 5Z41 11/. EI'99 6/9 PX4 12/6 888 11/. 
61m 9/6 125114 9/- B36 49 EF91 3/- IX25 9/8 X7611 11/. 
SUB 413 121T6 7/8 CIC 9/8 EF92 4/6 PY31 9/- X78 21/- 
6F1 4/9 12AT7 5/6 CltI,1 26/6 EF96 3/- P1 32, 30/- X79 16/6 
BFBG 5/9 12A1'4 9/6 1'111,31 21/- 1ï1'183 14/- Pl'IO 6/8 X81M 9/- 
81,12 3/- 1311'7 6/. (31133 14/- 1?5114 12/-PY81 6/8 llia 8/3 
6F13 6/9 1"A 17 6/6 C1.11:3 9/8 EL32 4/6 PY82 6/- Z83 419 
6114 9/8 I2ItA6 7/6 CV:11 9/- EL33 7/9 P8'.2 ^/- Z66 9/8 
6F'l5 9/8 126&1 7/8 D77 3/6 EISS 7/. P1 64 9/8 2155 4/9 
60li 6/- 1211117 9/9 1)152 5/9 E1.41 8/- PZ30 9/6 Z719 4/9 
61'19 8/6 121'I 6/6 11.4311 12/6 51.42 8/9 RII 11/- 10152 7/9 
61`23 8/8 121,I 17/8 11.88'32 9/9 E1,9L 11/- B19 11/- Trunxalors: 
61124 12/- 12.170T 9/. D.41191 4/8 E1,83 11/- 111.18 9/- 0C26 15/. 
61"25 13/- 12E;ET 4/9 1/A596 7/3 E1.64 7/. SP41 2/6 01144 81- 
6E32 6/6 12 I<s 11/- DE'l'l9 2/9 EL91 4/- SP81 2/6 01745 8/- 
61133 6/6 l'21(x1:'l' 9/8 01'::3 9/9 1111.0 7/9 Sll25 18l-OCPl 518 
6.1:5 4/3 12Q7111' 5/- DF91 3/6 111191 8/8 9)'1250 4/8 OCSID 5/8 
IMO 3/- 12917 7/- 0I'96 7/3 1:8184 9/-'1'41 7/61OC170 8/8 

TDD4 7/6 
1'14 8/. 
E18 8/. 
022 8/9 
C_4 . 161- 
l'26 11/8 
U26 9/9 
U31 7/- 
1133 14/- 
U35 12/8 
l'37 26/- 
150 5/9 

Poet: 2 lbs. 2 / -, 4 Ihr. 2/6. 7 lbs. 3/8, 15 lbs. 4/ -, etc. 11'.0.1) ALL ITEMS LESS 5; AND FOOT FREE IN DOZENS). Senddd, for list of 1,000IDIpL 

TECHNICAL TRADING C 

PET -811, SHOP 
350 -352 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH 
61.111. ORDER. 01141 DEVONIAN COURT, 

PARK CRESCENT PLACE, BRIGHTON 7, SUSSEX. 
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87 Experts guide you to advancement 
and higher rewards 

NEWNES PRA,CTICAL. 
YOUR FUTURE if it is in electrical engineering 

depends on your ability and the services you can 
render. The more experienced you are the better 

your prospects, the better your income ... it's as simple 
as that! This New Edition of Newnes comprehensive 
and authoritative publication is invaluable to you if you 
mean to progress. Produced with the full technical 
resources of NEWNES it covers every facet of the vast 
field of modern electrical engineering. 

INSTALLATION WORK OF ALL KINDS 

Commercial Buildings, Small Houses and Flats, Hospitals, 
Schools, Theatres, Cinemas. Electric Appliances, 
Alarm Systems. 

INSTRUMENTS, MACHINES, EQUIPMENT 

Electric Motors, Control Gear, Transformers, 
Rectifiers, Electronic Control in Industry, Measur- 
ing and Recording Instruments and Electricity 
Supply Meters. 

OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR 

Welding Plant, Electric Traction, Cranes, Lifts, 
X -Ray Equipment, Testing Domestic Equipment, 
Batteries. 

Use it Free 

for 1 days 
ABSOLUTELY COMPREHENSIVE! 

This is what you receive without cost or obligation - 
4 }/plumes (strongly bound in Grey Moroquette, 9/1 in. 
x 6} in. 2,352 Pages of instructive information on 
latest practice. Over 2,000 Photos, Diagrams, Perspec- 
tive and Working Drawings, Electrical Circuits, and Data 
on fest procedure, etc. 

o o o 

24=' Data Sheets in colour and 12 Quick- reference 
Blueprint Charts complete in Strong Chart Case. 

o o o 

Nuclear Power Stations Booklet Contains fascinating 
cut-away sections in full colour with explanatory text. 

O 0 o 
Free ! Newnes Electrical Pocket Book (Value 10/6) Nearly 
400 pages with 258 illustrations, diagrams, tables. 

o o o 

PIMs 2 Tears' Free Postal Technical Advisory Service 

P 

GENERATION, TRANSMISSION, DISTRIBUTION 

Power Stations, Power Cables, Public Supply, 
Underground Distribution Systems, Town and 
Rural Supplies, Cable- laying and Faults. 

Over 2,000 Instructive Action Photo- 
graphs, Diagrams, Working Drawings, 
Circuits. Many Concise Data Tables. 

SEND TO- DAY -FREE EXAMINATION will 
enable you to check it for your day -to -day 
problems -it will surprise you ! 

To: GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 15 -17 Long Acre, London, W.C.2 

Send me Newnes PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING without 
obligation to purchase. I will return the set in 8 days or send 16 /- 
deposit 8 days after delivery, then twenty monthly subscriptions 
of 16/- paying £16. 16s, in all. Cash in 8 days £16. 

Mr. 
Airs. 
Miss 
Address 

Occupation 

Signature 

Parent's f Mr. 
Signature if you are under 21. 1 Mrs. 

(PEE)572/4 

Tick V where appllWM 
The address ne left h- 

My Property 

seated unfurnished 

Parents' Nome 

Famished Aceos. 

Tamperers Address 
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Practical Television 
AND TELEVISION TIMES E 

iñ 

VOL. 13 , No. 150, MARCH, 1963 E 
E How Vital are Statistics? 

gunmm11uu1111uuunnnn1111nnnnn1111111nnn_ 

= Editorial and Advertisement E 
offices: = 

FOR many years, considerable amounts of time, energy and 
= expense have been expended in trying to assess the appeal 

E = of various TV programmes and in formulating who turns E PRACTICAL TELEVISION E to what channel at which time. 
George Newnes Ltd., Tower House = To some extent answers to these questions have been deter- Southampton Street, W.C.2. 

mined, but like all findings based on proportionately small 
E © George Newnes Ltd., 1963 = random samplings, there is bound to be controversy concerning 
= Phone: Temple Bar 4363. E the accuracy and significance of the findings, so that while one 

Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London. = authority challenges the figures quoted by its rival, it is, tacitly, ' 

_ = admitting that its own figures are suspect! 
= Registered at the G.P.O. for trans- E However, we are at the moment more interested in another E mission by Canadian Magazine Post = 
_ = aspect of this business of programme research for which we will 
E SUBSCRIPTION RATES = assume that broadly speaking the audience figures are some- = including post for one year = 

Inland - - - - L1.8.0 per annum 7,_. 
where near reality. 

= Abroad - - - - L1.6.6 per annum E For the first few years of its existence, commercial television 
E. Canada - - - - LI.5.0 per annum = undoubtedly commanded the bigger viewing audiences. During 
E E these years its detractors grouped the people switching to the 

Con to n is = Band III channel collectively as "the admass" and considered 

E. 
those prefering the BBC programmes to be on a somewhat 

= higher plane. 
E Page = Since then, however, the BBC has been making steady progress 

Editorial ... ... ... ... 243E in winning over (or getting back) considerable numbers of 
E Telenews ... ... ... ... 244 = viewers so that we come to the position when the latest figures 

Servicing TV Receivers ... ... 246 = published actually claim that the BBC audience has jumped from = High Voltage Supply ... ... 248 F. o 
E Principles and Practice of Tele- = 39 to 52 % of the viewers in the past two years. 
E vision 250 E If these figures are correct, then the BBC now has a bigger 

405 -625 ... ... ... ... 253E viewing audience than the ITA. The boot, so to speak, is on the 
E U.H.F. Tests ... ... ... 258E other foot. And this, to say the least, is most interesting and 
E Underneath the Dipole... ... 262 = provocative! 

Picture Adjustments ... ... 264 E For although fashions do change, it is highly unlikely that 
E The ABC of TV Circuits .. 268 E over the past two years a great multitude of viewers have under- S Servicing Data and Modirica- 

271E gone a fundamental cultural change. Therefore, one is led to 
Your Problems Solved ... ... 276 = the conclusion that if the viewing public has not materially 
Test Case ... ... ... ... 283 = altered its basic tastes then the programmes, or their presen- 

= Letters to the Editor ... ... 284 = tation, have changed. 
The Editor will be pleased to consider One point that springs to mind is this: if the trend continues, 

articles of a practical nature suitable = will the erstwhile detractors of commercial TV programmes publication "Practical 
o = Such shouldbewritt n on one = now become their champions, seeing that they are in the E side of the paper only and should eon- = minority, and will they condemn the BBC for putting out . fain the name and address of the sender. _ E Whilst the Editor does not hold himself = programmes which appeal to the "mass ". audience ? = responsible for the munuscripts. every effort E will be made to return them if a stamped = These implications are, perhaps, somewhat frivolous, yet and 

p 
envelope oE crrresondence ntenedfor the Edi r they are worth thinking about. But there is also another aspect should be addressed to The Editor, = E "Practical Television" George Newnes. E which bears consideration: is programme planning becoming = Ltd., Totter House, Southampton Street. = impersonal ersonal? E London. W.C.2. - p = owing to the rapid progress in the E 

E design of radio and television apparatus = Viewers are considered less as persons than as units in a set 
= and to our efforts to keep our readers E of statistics. The battle of the channels is won or lost, seemingly, E in touch with the Palest 

apparatus 
developments, = by sheer weight of numbers. If a broadcasting authority esti- = in give wi warranty that E 

described in our columns is not the sub - = o 
E Wet of letters patent. = mates that 51 % of all viewers switched to his particular pro- = Copyright in all drawings. Photo- = E ops gramme this is hailed as a victory. Even assuming that the gr and articles published - = = practical Television" is specifically =_ figures are correct (which they are probably not) it seems a E reserved throughout the countries = 

signatory to the Refine Convention and E hollow sort of victory. E the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations E 
E forbidden) 

these are therefore expressly = 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111IIIII111111111111111111111111111111111II111I111n1I1111111N 

1I111111I111111111u111111IIIIIIIIlIIl11111I1111111111II11111Ii= Our next issue dated ..,.ril, will be published on March 22nd. 
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TCICIWWS 
Television Receiving Licences 

THE following statement shows 
the approximate number of 

Television Receiving Licences in 
force at the end of 'December, 
1962, in respect of television 
receiving stations situated within 
the various Postal Regions of 
England, Wales, Scotland and 
Northern Ireland. 

Region Total 
London .. .. .. 2,034,585 
Home Counties .. .. 1,732,398 
Midland . .. .. 1.807,932 
North Eastern . .. .. 1,936,033 
North Western .. .. 
South Western 1.276: ,61037 069 
Wales and Border Counties 732,124 

Total England and Wales .. ,. 10,916,808 
Scotland .. .. .. .. 1,119,824 
Northern Ireland .. .. -. 194,355 

Grand Total .. .. .. 12.230,987 

0.8. Vehicles for New Zealand 

_LA 
this year a new outside 

A broadcast vehicle was shipped 
to New Zealand from London. 
This vehicle was the third to be 
delivered within a year to the 
New Zealand Broadcasting Ser- 
vice and, like the other two, was 
made by Marconi's Wireless 
Telegraph Co. Ltd. 

The delivery date arranged for 
this third vehicle made possible 
the use of all three units to cover 
the visit of H.M. the Queen in 
February. 

Closed -circuit TV at 11.5. Health 
Symposium 

oNE of the smallest closed - 
circuit television cameras in 

the world, an EMI Electronics 
minicamera, linked with a power - 
ful microscope was used to help 
demonstrate latest teaching 
methods when 100 members of 
faculties from medical colleges 
throughout the United States of 
America attended the recent Sym- 
posium on Medical Education 
and National Defence sponsored 
by the U.S. Public Health Service 
at Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Delegates heard discussion by 
Public Health Service experts on 
many aspects of nuclear health 
and observed slides blown up on 
television monitor screens as they 
appeared under the microscope. 

Tracks left by alpha particles 
embedded in light- sensitive emul- 
sion, when processed into slide 
form, reveal emission patterns 
which enable scientists to identify 
atomic characteristics of a number 
of alpha active isotopes and to 
assess the degree of radioactivity. 
The minicamera television system 
enabled large groups to study 
these atomic structures with con- 
siderable clarity. 

Goonhilly Contacts Relay 
Satellite 

THE 10kW transmitter supplied 
by Standard Telephones and 

Cables Ltd. to the GPO's radio 
station at Goonhilly Downs came 

into action for the first time in 
January. 

Television test card signals 
were transmitted to the Project 
Relay satellite and received at the 
Nutley, New Jersey, U.S.A., 
ground station of the Inter- 
national Telephone and Tele- 
graph Corporation's laboratories 
there. The pictures received were 
described as " very good and 
extremely clear ". 

At the same time the ground 
station operated at Fucino by 
Telespazio, the Italian space 
communications agency, reported 
that it had received the Goonhilly 
transmissions very clearly. The 
Fucino station was also being 
operated for the first time. 

Earlier in the month very 
successful transmissions were 
accomplished from Nutley to 
Goonhilly using the relay satel- 
lite. 

A Marconi television outside broadcast vehicle being hoisted above 
the Oswestry Grange at the Royal Albert Dock, London, en route for 

New Zealand. 
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Science Masters' Conference on 
Colour TV 

MORE than a thousand science 
masters and mistresses in 

Manchester recently saw one of 
the biggest demonstrations of 
" live " colour television staged in 
Britain. 

Using a £25,000 colour camera 
and two projection screens 9ft by 
7ft, the demonstration was staged 
by the Rank Organisation at the 
Manchester College of Science 
and Technology, where delegates 
to the annual conference of the 
Science Masters' Association saw 
the president's address televised 
in colour from the main con- 
ference room to two overflow 
lecture theatres. 

Retirement of Sir Harold Bishop 

THE BBC announces that Sir 
Harold Bishop, Director of 

Engineering since 1952, will retire 
on May 10th, 1963, the fortieth 
anniversary of the date on which 
he joined the BBC. He is the 
first man to complete 40 years' 
service with the BBC. In 1923 
Sir Harold joined the British 
Broadcasting Co., which in 1927 
became the British Broadcasting 
Corporation. He was Senior 
Superintendent Engineer from 
1923 to 1929, Assistant Chief 
Engineer from 1929 to 1943 and 
Chief Engineer from 1943 to 
1952, when he was appointed to 
his present post. 

Sir Harold will be succeeded as 
Director of Engineering by 
Mr. F. C. McLean, who is at 
present Deputy - Director of 
Engineering. 

Community TV for Army's 
Married Quarters 

\\TAR OFFICE architects who 
designed the newly- 

constructed married quarters in 
the Army garrison town of Tid- 
worth, Wiltshire, have solved the 
problem of unsightly rooftop 
aerials for radio and television 
reception. 

As houses and flats were built 
the 604 married quarters were 
wired for community television. 

Aerial arrays, supplied and 
erected by EMI Electronics Ltd. 
on a block of flats on the estate, 
obviate the need for the usual 
maze of individual rooftop arrays. 
From this one central receiving 
point signals are passed to EMI 
head -end equipment for the 
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Dr. B. V. Bowden (centre) examines the Rank Cintel large screen TV 
equipment which was used to televise his address, in colour, at the 

Manchester College of Science and Technology. 

amplification of signals, which are 
then relayed along coaxial cable 
to television receivers in per- 
sonnel's homes. 

TV at the Boat Show 

UNDERWATER television 
equipment was demonstrated 

at the International Boat Show 
held at Earls Court during 
January. 

Two closed- circuit television 
minicameras supplied by EMI 
Electronics Ltd. transmitted pic- 
tures from the bottom of the 
Deep Lagoon. The minicameras 
were housed in underwater 
pressure cases. 

A mobile camera was used by a 
diver moving around in the tank 
to televise the undersides of 
moored boats and demonstrations 
of dinghy capsize drill. 

The second camera, fixed at the 
bottom of the tank, transmitted 
general pictures of the under- 
water scene. Visitors viewed the 
events on four closed- circuit tele- 
vision receivers. 

Broadcast Vehicle Units for 
Belgium 

THE Belgian agents of 
Marconi's Ltd. have received 

a large order for outside broad- 
casting vehicles from Radio - 
diffusion Television Belge, a con- 
siderable proportion of which 
will be supplied by the. Marconi 
company. 

The order comprises four 
complex outside broadcast units 
-eight vehicles in all- consisting 
of four technical and four pro- 
gramme prime movers. 

Marconi's have been respon- 
sible for planning and designing 
all the O.B. units and are supply- 
ing all the vision equipment. The 
contract is particularly interesting 
in that all the specially designed, 
custom -built equipment will be 
designed in England and manu- 
factured in Belgium. 

The technical vehicles are to 
embody four Mark IV camera 
channels with 41in. image orthi- 
cons manufactured by the English 
Electric Valve Co. Ltd. Each 
camera channel will be remotely 
controlled from its associated pro- 
gramme vehicle. They will be 
capable of operating on either 625 
or 819 -line standards. 

BBC Morecambe Bay Relay 
Station 

THE new BBC television relay 
station at Stewnor Park, near 

Barrow -in- Furness is now fully 
operational. Transmissions will 
continue to be radiated cm 
Channel 3, with horizontal 
polarisation. Viewers who wish to 
take advantage of the improved 
service should use horizontal 
aerials designed for Channel 3; 
vertical aerials previously used for 
reception from Holme Moss on 
Channel 2 are not suitable. 
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No. 87: PETO SCOTT 1726 and 1729 

Picture Faults 

The frequent complaint of good BBC but poor 
ITA (except in regions of high ITA signal) 
normally indicates a low emission PCC84 (V1). A 
30L15 may be fitted to increase the sensitivity if 

'required. 

By L. Lawry Johns 

Inability to switch to a particular channel 
without moving the channel switch a little on either 
side of the proper " click " position normally 
indicates that the turret coil biscuit, silver- plated, 
studs require cleaning. It is only necessary to 
spring off the bottom cover of the tuner to gain 
access to the biscuits and the switch can be rotated 
to expose each section in turn for cleaning. 
Normally there is no need to clean or adjust the 
bow -spring contacts and these should not be tam- 
pered with at all unless absolutely necessary. 

Another common complaint is Band I (BBC) 
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Fig. 4 -The frame timebase and cathode ray tube circuits. 
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Fig. 5 -The sound section and the power supply circuitry. 

reception in order but no ITA Band III. This is 
nearly always due to a defective PCF80 (V2) and, of 
course, this is often the cause of no reception of 
either channel. In brief, if a raster is present and 
some indication of life can be heard from the loud - 
speaker, the tuner valves should always be the first 
to receive attention. 

The a.g.c. hne is fairly trouble free due to its 
simplicity, but if the contrast is lacking and the 
control has little effect check R33 (10MO), which 
feeds a standing positive bias to the contrast 
control. 

Sound and Raster OK 
No Picture 
If the sound is quite normal and advancing the 

brilliance resolves a raster on the screen check V3, 
V4 and stage components. The presence of about 
155V at pins 7 and 8 and 1.7V at 1 and 3 (V3, 2.5V) 
will indicate normal operation. 

The detector diode D1 (OA80) should next be 
checked. This should, when disconnected, show a 
fairly high reading when the ohmmeter is applied 
with the leads to either end and a low reading 
when reversed. If the same reading is obtained 
(high or low). when the leads are reversed the diode 
is defective and requires replacement. 

A 

AC. mains 

Generally an upset in the V5 stage will also upset 
the normal working of the brilliance due to the 
resulting alteration in the cathode (pin 11) voltage. 
Expected normal voltages are shown in Fig. 3. 
Deviation from these should direct attention to V5 
itself (6BW7) and R27, R28, R30. 

If V5 appears overheated and 'the raster over - 
brilliant check the decoupling of V3 and V4, par- 
ticularly C27 and C30 (0.001µF) from pin 8 to 
chassis, and, if the sound is affected, the tuner 
decoupling. 

Sound Faults 

There are two sound i.f. stages, VII (EF80) and 
V12 (EBF89). VI1 normal voltages are 135V at 
pins 7 and 8 and 1.5V at pins 1 and 3. Complete 
absence of sound at the loudspeaker . should imme- 
diately direct attention to V13, PCL83. This valve 
is prone to complete failure. If in the unlikely 
event of a replacement not restoring thé sound 
check h.t. voltage at pin 6. If voltage is absent 
check at pin S. If h.t. is present here the sound 
output transformer will be at fault. If the voltage 
is also absent here, however, check R77, 5600 and 
this sub -h.t. line for shorts. 

If the sound is absent but a response of some - continued on page 249 
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HIGH VOLTAGE SUPPLY 
FOR SMALL CATHODE RAY TUBES 
IIIIIIIIIIII 1111 1111 11111 III 1111 III 111 III III 111 III 11111 II IIIllllllllllllllilllllll 1111IIIIIIIII 1111 11111111111111111111111111111! by A. Sydenham 

Obtaining a final Anode Voltage from a conventional Power Unit 

eXPERIMENTERS desirous of building simple 
oscilloscopes are faced with the problem of 

obtaining a suitable first anode potential without 
involving undue expenditure. Small diameter c.r. 
tubes such as the lain. E4103/B4 or CV320 are 
comparatively inexpensive and operate 'surprisingly 
well and with a sharply defined trace at a final 
anode potential of 500 or so volts. 

Although this could hardly be described as a 
e.h.t. voltage it is, nevertheless, approximately twice 
that usually required for valve circuits and is not 
generally available from ordinary sources. 

Fortunately such a potential can be obtained 
from a standard mains transformer intended for full 
wave rectification and with a secondary winding 
voltage rating of 250- 0 -250V. At the same time 
normal voltage supplies may be taken off for other 
uses. 

Perhaps the simplest system is that shown in 
Fig. 1 where two separate half -wave rectification 
circuits operate from Tl. The lower half of the 
transformer, T1, secondary winding associated with 
V.1 provides a d.c. potential at X suitable for 
application to the normal h.t. rail of equipment, 
whilst at Y a d.c. potential of approximately 2X is 
,available due to use of MR1 and the whole 
secondary winding. 

Loads connected to either X or Y adversely affect 
the voltages, which fall sharply as current demands 
are increased. Although only negligible current is 

COMPONENTS LIST 
(For circuit of Fig. 2) 

Resistors: 
RI 2.2kS2 I W R3 INS?, I W 
R2 I0012, IW R4 100k0.2, ;W 
(All 10% tolerance) 

Capacitors: 
CIA /B 32 x 32µF electrolytic, 350V 
C2 0.01µF, 1000V 
C3 0.01µF, I000V 

" C4 0.1µF, 1000V 

Valve: 6X5GT (or see text) 
Rectifiers: K3/25 (2) 

Mains Transformer: 
A.C. Mains Input. Secondaries: 250- 0 -250V at 
60mA, 6.3V at 2A 

Switches: Toggle type, 250V D.C. (2) 

Valve Holders: International Octal (2) 

Miscellaneous: 
Panel Lamp 6.3V, 0.04A and holder, lens, etc., 
fuse bulb, 0 -15A. 

Tt 

2.2 k 

321JFI 132íF 

Cha sis 

83V A.C. 

Fig. I- Simple 

mains 

arrangement of two separate 
half -wave circuits. 

required from point Y this cannot be said of point 
X, where some 60mA or more might be demanded. 
The system is useful only where low current 
demands must be met and where regulation is of 
minor importance. 

Improved Arrangement 
By adding a few more items to those given for 

Fig. 1 considerable improvements can be made. 
Experimenters' workshops frequently feature a 
mains power unit used to drive miscellaneous gear 
as required. 

It is not usually difficult to add the few " extras " 
shown in Fig. 2 and here again two rectifying 
systems are used, these being of better design, since 
one -V1 and associated circuitry -operates in 
" full -wave rectification " mode, whilst the other 
-MR1, MR2, etc. -functions as a voltage doubler. 

Since this circuitry together with a c.r. tube, 
" Y " amplifier and timebase can easily be accom- 
modated on a chassis no larger than 8 x 4 x 2in. it 
will be appreciated that the " powering " items 
require but little space. 

By fitting a suitable output socket (a standard 
international octal valve socket will do nicely) 
supplies for external gear can be made readily 
available. The high -voltage output will not 
normally be connected to the output socket. 

The full -wave circuitry around VI is conventional 
but it may be noted that the centre tap of Ti 
secondary winding is connected to chassis and via a 
small fuse (a torch bulb will usually suffice) which 
would rapidly burn out should a fault cause 
excessive current flow. 
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The actual voltage available at 
the output will depend upon the 
actual transformer used and also 
on the load connected. The load 
will, however, not have such an 
adverse effect here as in the circuit 
of Fig. 1, for the reservoir capacitor 
C1B gets " topped up " twice as 
often and the regulation is 
better. 

The Voltage Doubler 
' When S2 is closed, alternating 

current is fed to this section, the 
rectifiers MR1 and MR2 being 
connected in such a way that they 
conduct in turn on the alternate 
half -cycles. Referring to the 
simplified diagram of Fig. 3 it is 
convenient to assume that MR1 is 
" open circuit " on one half- cycle, 
C4 being charged via MR2. 

When MR2 cuts off on the next 
half -cycle MR1 conducts and 
accepts not only the supply potential 
but in addition that existing on C4. Virtual 
doubling of the supply potential from Tl thus 
occurs and since only a very small current -perhaps 
less than 1mA -is required from the high -voltage 
output there is no need to employ a separate trans- 
former. One half of the normal mains transformer 
secondary winding may be utilised, the switch S2 
being useful in that it minimises shock hazards 
when the normal power output socket only is in 
use. 

Conclusion 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 249 

Minor problems can arise in actual construction 
and although a normal toggle type switch may be 
used for S2 it should be adequately insulated .from 
chassis, etc. If preferred a EZ80 or EZ81 may be 
used in place of V1, but in this case attention must 
be given to the basing differences. 

Any rectifier valve in which the cathode is tied 
to the heater must not be used in the circuitry 

AC 
mains 

Fig. 2 (above) -An improved version of the basic 
arrangement, using full -wave rectification. 

Fig. 3 (below) -Simplified circuit of the voltage 
doubler. 

T1 

shown unless arrangements are made to, feed such 
a heater from a separate 1.t. winding. The capacitors 
C2, 3, 4 must be adequately rated' and a panel lamp 
and associated warning lens are desirable inclusions. 

It should be noted that under no circumstances 
should a unit built along the lines suggested be run 
at any time with no load connected. 

SERVICING TV RECEIVERS 
--continued from page 247 - 

sort (soft hum) can be heard when the volume is 
turned up check V12 and stage voltages (Fig. 5), 
V11 and stages D2 and D3 in that order. 

Low and Distorted Sound 

Check R69 (1.8Mí1), V13, C67, C72 and R71 
in that order. 

Chassis Removal 

Remove back cover screws (6). Remove the 
front knobs, which are secured by recessed grub 
screws. Remove the two screws from the side 
control panel and pass through, hole in cabinet to 
rest on chassis. Unplug speaker leads and aerial 
panel. Remove two rear chassis screws from the 
rear flange or runner and slide out chassis and tube 
complete. 

Failure of Power Supplies 
Should the receiver appear completely dead 

ensure that the mains is being applied and check 
the IA fuse. If this is blown fit another, switch 
on and observe the PY32 closely. If there is 
evidence of sparking inside the valve replace it. If 
the valves heat normally until the line timebase 
warms up and then the PY32 lights brightly replace 
the PY81, V9. 

If there is no sign of the heaters warming up 
check the mains through the fuse -on -off switch- 
mains dropper VA1 thermistor (VA1015) and 
thence through the valve chain as depicted in 
Fig. 5, first V14 pins 2 and 7, V9 pins 4 and 5 and 
so on to the c.r.t. pins 1 and 12. 

Shorted Turn Linearity Sleeve 
This is on the neck of the tube and its purpose 

is to effect. changes of line linearity when inserted 
or withdrawn into or from the scanning coils. This 
sleeve should not be pushed in too far and should 
not be rotated. Violent sparking sometimes results 
when the covering of this sleeve becomes punctured 
and shorts to the line scan coils, causing severe 
disturbance on the screen. 

(Series_ w be continued). 
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The 

PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE 

a,G, K ng of TELEVISION 

THE VIDEO CIRCUITS OF DUAL 
STANDARD RECEIVERS 

(Continued from page 200 of the February issue) 

AST articles in this series have made it clear 
that a dual standard receiver may exist in one of 
three stages of development. Firstly, the true dual 
standard switchable set, embodying both v.h.f. and 
u.h.f. tuners Secondly, the true dual standard 
model as above but fitted only with a v.h.f. tuner, 
though having facilities for the simple installation 
of a u.h.f. tuner at a later date. And thirdly, 
the so -called convertible -to- switchable model. This 
latter as it stands is only suitable for the immediate 
reception of 405 -line signals, and although it 
incorporates a standard -change " 405/625 " switch 
this is not fully wired and as it exists in circuit 
it may or may not change the speed of the line 
timebase oscillator, depending upon the exact 
design of the model -as detailed in last month's 
article. 

To make the convertible -to- switchable into a 
true dual standard model it is first necessary to 
fit an extra sub -chassis or printed circuit section 
and wire this to the standard -change switch. Such 
receivers are designed to take these extras, includ- 
ing a u.h.f. tuner, as with the true dual standard 
model. 

The true dual standard model has a sufficiently 
wide passband in the vision i.f. stages to do full 
justice to the higher definition CCIR signal, while 
the passband is reduced to suit the requirements 
of the 405 -line signal by tuned filters which are 
introduced by the standard -change switch. 

The convertible -to- switchable, on the other 
hand, has an existing vision i.f. channel which is 
optimised for the 405 -line standard, while the extra 
sub- chassis or printed circuit section to be fitted 
is optimised for the wider passband of the 625 -line 
signals. The circuits here follow fairly con- 
ventional practice, but while the 405 -line vision 
i.f. section incorporates sound rejectors, the 
625 -line section is designed to let through a little 
of the f.m. sound signal along with the vision 
signal. 

The reason for this is to allow the vision and 
sound carriers to beat together at the vision 
detector, and because the two carriers are spaced 
by 6Mc /s, a 6Mc /s signal is produced owing to 
the beat effect. This signal is called the inter - 
carrier sound signal, and since it is frequency- 

modulated with the sound, as is the original sound 
i.f., it can be used in exactly the same manner as 
an ordinary sound i.f. signal. It is also amplitude - 
modulated with the vision signal, but this is of 
little consequence provided the circuits are 
correctly adjusted, because an f.m. sound detector 
is not responsive to amplitude -modulation any- 
way. There may also be a form of amplitude 
limiter in some receivers. 

Extracting the Intercarrier Sound Signal 
Let us first look at the basic vision detector in 

the condition for responding to the 405 -line vision 
signal. This is shown in Fig. 26(a). Here the 
vision i.f. signal at approximately 34.5Mc /s (the 
" standard " i.f.) is applied to the signal grid of 
the final vision i.f. amplifier valve. The vision 
detector diode is connected in the secondary 
circuit of the final vision i.f. transformer, and the 
video signal is developed across the detector load 
Rl. Note that Rl is connected in the positive 
(or cathode) circuit of the vision detector and that 
the negative side (or anode) of the detector is 
connected to chassis through the secondary of the 
i.f. transformer. 

The conditions are thus arranged for positive - 
going vision modulation (waveform A), and a 
vision signal which rises positively from the 
sync pulses will occur across the detector load 
(waveform B). 

Now look at Fig. 26(b). This is exactly the 
same circuit, but with the detector diode reversed 
with respect to the load Rl. This time the load 
is connected to the negative (or anode) side of 
the diode through the secondary of the i.f. trans- 
former, while the positive (or cathode) side is 
connected to the chassis through the filter choke. 

Here the conditions are set for negative -going 
vision modulation (waveform C) so that a vision I 

signal which falls positively from the sync pulses 
will occur across the detector load (waveform D). 

In circuit (b) the final vision i.f. amplifier valve 
receives in addition to the vision signal at the 
625 -line i.f. of 39.5Mc /s the natural sound i.f. 
signal at 33.5Mc /s. Both of these signals are thus 
present at the vision detector diode and due to 
the non -linearity of this component the two signals 
are inter -modulated. This means that two more 
signals are created -a 6Mc /s signal equal to the 
difference between the sound and vision i.f.'s and 
a 73Mc /s signal equal to the sum of the sound and 
vision i.f.'s. 

The original i.f. signals and the sum signal are 
filtered out of the detector circuit by means of r.f. 
chokes and filter capacitors so that all that remains 
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Fig. 26 -The vision detector of (a) for 405 -line positive -going modulation and at (b) for 625 -line negative -going 
modulation. The positive- and negative -going modulation are shown at waveforms A and C respectively, while 
waveforms B and D reveal the demodulated signals. Note the sense of polarity of the demodulated signals in each 
case. The vision and sound i.f signals applied to the signal grid of the valve in circuit (b) differ in frequency by 
6 Mc /s. This produces a 6 Mc /s intercarrier signal which is fed to the 625 -line sound channel through Cl. 

is the video signal with components extending up 
to 4.5 to 5Mc /s and the intercarrier sound signal 
at 6Mc /s. The intercarrier sound signal is con- 
veyed to the 6Mc /s sound i.f. channel when the 
set is switched to 625 lines, via the coupling 
capacitor CI, while the video signal is fed to the 
control grid of the video amplifier valve in the 
usual manner. 

Polarity Factor 
At this stage we must fully understand the 

polarity difference between the 405 positive -going 
vision modulation and the 625 negative -going 
vision modulation. While we are exploring this 
we must always have in the back of our minds 
that the picture tube requires a negative -going 
video signa; at its cathode, so that the beam current 
and scanning spot brightness rises as the signal 
increases negatively at the cathode (bearing in 
mind, of course, that a negative -going signal at 
the tube cathode is the same as a positive -going 
signal at the tube grid). 

It is safe to say that all modern receivers - 
including the new dual standard models -are 
arranged so that the video signal at the anode of 
the video amplifier valve is applied to the cathode 
of the picture tube and not to the grid. Thus, on 
both standards the video amplifier valve must 
receive a positive -going video signal at its control 
grid, since the natural phase reversal of the valve 
will give rise to a negative -going signal at the 
anode. 

With this in mind, therefore, whatever else 
happens the deteztor must produce a positive - 
going picture signal. Now, with the 405 -line 
system the vision carrier is modulated with the 
picture information so that the peaks of the modu- 
lation represent the picture signal -as shown by 
waveform A in Fig. 26(a). The troughs of the 

modulated waveform are then the sync pulses. The 
normal demodulation process rectifies the modu- 
lated carrier and produces one half of the 
modulated waveform relative to the base of the 
sync pulses, so that the signal rises from zero 
modulation at the base of the sync pulses to a 
maximum value as determined by the white 
content of the picture information. 

But as the picture information must rise posi- 
tively the positive side of the vision detector is 
connected direct to the detector load resistor R1, 
thereby ending up with the required signal for 
feeding to the video amplifier valve grid, as shown 
by waveform B. 

Inverted Waveform 
On the CCÍR 625 -line system the vision carrier 

is modulated with the picture information so that 
the troughs of the modulation represent the picture 
signal and the peaks represent the sync pulses. 
Thus, following demodulation the waveform is 
inverted with the sync pulses at the top and the 
picture signal at the bottom. If the circuit at 
Fig. 26(a) were used with such a signal the polarity 
would be wrong for feeding to the video amplifier 
valve. The signal would, in fact, rise positively 
from the peaks of the picture information to the 
tips of the sync pulses; or in other words, the 
picture signal would rise negatively from the base 
of the sync pulses -the opposite of the 405 -line 
signal. This would really cause trouble, for then 
the video amplifier would receive a negative -going 
picture signal at its control grid and produce a 
positive -going picture signal at its anode. The 
picture tube cathode would be swung positively 
on white signals (e.g., negatively on white signals 
at the tube grid) and instead of th: scanning spot 
becoming brighter with increase in brightness of 
the picture elements it would become darker! The 
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reproduced picture would, in fact, appear as a 
negative -with the blacks white and the whites 
black. Synchronising would also be affected. 

This problem is overcome simply by reversing 
the diode of the 625 -line system, so we end up 
with the same waveform but with a reversal of 
polarity- waveform D. Now, so far as the video 
amplifier control grid is concerned, this electrode 
" sees " on both systems a positive picture signal 
(in terms of absolute polarity), but on the 625 -line 
system its signal is rising less positive towards the 
tips of the sync pulses, as distinct from rising 
more positive towards the peaks of the picture 
information on the 405 -line system. 

This is the same as saying that minimum picture 
modulation depth on the 405 -line system produces 
a minimum (black level) signal voltage at the video 
amplifier control grid, while on the 625 -line system 
minimum modulation depth produces a maximum 
(peak white) signal voltage at the video amplifier 
control grid. This reversal of drive is accommodated 
on both systems by a slight alteration to the bias- 
ing of the video amplifier valve. 

Video Amplifier Biasing 
Fig. 27 depicts the circuit of the video amplifier 

stage used in some switchable models. The basic 
elements of the stage are conventional, with Rl 
as the anode load, R2 the screen dropper, Cl the 
screen bypass capacitor, Ll and L2 filter chokes 
and /or peaking coils, R3 damping resistor to avoid 
ringing, R4 and R5 the cathode bias resistors and 
C2, C3 and C4 bypass capacitors. 

The signal is applied to the control grid from 
the vision detector, and on the "405- line" position 
switch Si is in the position illustrated. This means 
that the voltage dropped across R4 and R5 in 
series is used to bias the video amplifier valve. 

L3 and L4 in series tune to 3.4Mc /s (with L4 
as the controlling element) to suppress the 3.5Mc /s 
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H.T. 
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amplifier 
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Fig. 28 -The brightness and contrast controls of a 
switchable receiver. Note that the contrast is 
controlled by a "video drive" control in the cathode 
circuit of the picture tube. The brightness control is 
conventional and the flyback lines are suppressed by a 
signal from the frame timebase being fed into the 

control grid circuit. 
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Fig. 27 -Video amplifier stage used in some switch - 
able receivers. On 405 lines the stage is biased for 
the positive signal drive by the voltage dropped 
across R4 and R5 in series, but on 62S lines the bias 
is reduced to cater for the negative signal drive by 

switch SI short -circuiting RS. 

beat between the 405 -line sound and vision i.f.'s 
(note here that on high definition receivers the 
3.5Mc /s beat can break the scanning lines up into 
small, dots and impair the overall horizontal 
definition). 

Thus, on the 405 -line standard the positive - 
going picture signal causes the anode current to 
rise and the voltage across the load Rl to fall, 
and in that way reflects a negative -going picture 
signal to the cathode of the picture tube, as we 
have already discussed. Note, however, that the 
anode current is at a minimum at signal black 
level, and that it rises in proportion to the rise in 
white signal level. 

This means that the valve requires a reasonable 
bias to cater for the positive -going excursions of 
the signal. If the bias was insufficient the positive 
signal on the grid would cause the valve to saturate 
on peak white signals. 

Now, on the 625 -line standard Si changes over 
and shorts out RS and L4. Under this condition 
the valve bias is reduced since it is now pro- 
portional to the voltage dropped across R4 only. 
L3 remains in circuit, however, and this by itself 
tunes to the 6Mc /s intercarrier signal, and thus 
avoids interference from this source. 

It is important at this stage to remember that 
the change of modulation and detector (from 405 - continued on page 257 
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405 -625 
The New Dual Standard Television Sets 

5HE new dual standard receivers, whether 
factory -designed for immediate reception of both 
405- and 625 -line transmissions or dealer- converted 
to switchable models, are all engineered to a 
common pattern -that is, in addition to providing 
the normal 405 -line functions the receivers embody 
circuits which supplement and /or replace certain 
405 -line circuits when the " standard change " 
switch is turned from the " 405 " to the " 625 " 
position. 

In the "405 " position all dual standard models 
behave exactly the same as ordinary 405 -line -only 
models and the circuits intimated abode are 
rendered quiescent. The way in which the 625 - 
line circuits are brought into effect and the way in 
which they actually perform tend to vary a little 
in detail between receivers of different make and 
model -as do the circuits differ in detail between 
the various 405- line -only sets -but the require- 
ments are ultimately satisfied in one way or 
another. 

ELEVEN BASIC STAGES 

All television receivers must have a minimum of 
11 basic stages. These are given below, where it 
is also revealed how they are affected by a change 
of standard : 

(i) Tuner -changed from v.h.f. (Bands I and 
III) on 405 lines to u.h.f. (Bands IV and V) on 
625 lines. 

(ii) Vision i.f.'s- passband increased from 
approximately 3Mc /s on 405 lines to approximately 
5.5Mc /s on 625 lines. In addition the various 
filters and rejectors are rearranged to provide the 
required tailoring of the 625 -line response in rela- 
tion to a sound i.f. of 33.5Mc /s and a vision i.f. of 
39.5Mc /s, as distinct from the normal 405 -line 
response, where the " standard " sound and vision 
i.f.'s are near 38Mc /s and 34.5Mc /s respectively. 
Note that the 625 -line response also permits the 
passage of the sound i.f. (at approximately 30dB 
below the vision signal) for inter -carrier sound (see 
later), while the sound rejectors. on the 405 -line 
standard eliminate the sound i.f. in the vision i.f. 
stages to avoid sound -on- vision interference. 

(iii) Vision detector- switched from the normal 
405 -line mode to handle the reversed polality of 
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the 625 -line signals. Note that on 405 lines the 
vision signal is positive going, while on 625 lines 
it is negative going. The detector thus has to be 
switchable to cater for both types of signal. 

(iv) Video amplifier -bias changed to suit the 
vision signal drive from both positive- and negative- 
going standards. This will be described in greater 
detail later. 

(v) Sound i.f.'s -designed to respond to both the 
405 -line sound signals centred on an i.f. of 38Mc js 
and the 625 -line inter -carrier sound signals at 
6Mc /s. The 6Mc /s signal here is created by the 
625 -line sound and vision i.f. signals beating 
together. 

(vi) Sound detector- switched from a.m. on 405 
lines to f.m. on 625 lines, having in mind that the 
405 -line sound signal is amplitude modulated and 
the 625 -line sound signal is frequency modulated. 

(vii) A.F. stages -these are not usually altered 
at all, being responsive to the audio whether a.m. 
or f.m. derived. The a.f. is applied via a switch 
from either the a.m. or f.m. detector but on f.m. the 
signal is passed through a de- emphasis filter. 

(viii) Sync separator -usually common to both 
standards but in some models flywheel line sync 
may be incorporated with the line timebase 
generator as the sync pulses are more susceptible 
to the impulsive interference on a negative-going 
picture signal than a positive -going signal. Other 
models may employ flywheel line sync on both 
standards. Note that on the 625 -line system impul- 
sive interference produces grey or black spots as 
opposed to the white ones of the 405 -line system. 

(ix) Line timebase- switched from 10,125c/s 
on 405 lines to 15,625c/s on 625 lines. The line 
generator often features two line hold controls, one 
for 405 and the other for 625. Also note the fly- 
wheel line timebase possibility in (viii). The line 
output stage is also switched in terms of third- 
harmonic tuning and loading so that optimum per- 
formance is maintained at both line frequencies. 
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(x) Frame timebase -remains the same on both 
standards at 50c /s. 

(xi) Power supply circuits -are generally unal- 
tered but switching may be adopted in the line 
output stage and in the first anode feed to the 
picture tube essentially for equalising purposes over 
the two standards. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Now that we have a clear -cut and definite idea 

of what is actually switched it will be instructive 
to look at a block diagram of a typical dual 
standard switchable receiver. The model chosen 
is the Pye V700D, for it will be recalled that this 
firm was one of the first to introduce the true 
switchable models. 

The block diagram is given in Fig. 1, from which 
will be seen that on 405 lines the v.h.f. tuner 
supplies signals to both the first sound i.f. amplifier 
V5 and the first vision i.f. amplifier V14. The vision 
signal passes through the second vision i.f. ampli- 
fier V15 to the vision detector V16, the output of 
which at the correct polarity, as determined by S4, 
then feeds the video amplifier V17A. The white 
spot limiter V17B is also associated with that stage. 
In accordance with normal practice the video 
amplifier drives the picture tube. 

The sound signal at the " standard " i.f. passes 
through the second sound i.f. amplifier V6 and 
thence to the a.m. sound detector V7. The result- 
ing audio is fed via S2 to the sound amplifier V1OA 
and then on to the sound output stage V1OB and so 
to the loudspeaker. 

The composite picture signal is also fed to the 
sync separator V19B. The resulting frame sync 
pulses are shaped by the vertical sync interlace 
filter V19A before being applied to the vertical 
oscillator V18B. The vertical oscillator drives the 
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vertical output stage V18A, which in turn feeds 
frame scanning power into the frame coils. 

The line sync pulses are compared with a hori- 
zontal reference pulse in the horizontal sync dis- 
criminator V20 and the resultant output ensures 
that the horizontal oscillator V21 is locked to the 
signal. S5 alters the line timebase frequency and 
introduces the appropriate horizontal hold control, 
while the horizontal output stage V22 receives the 
correct signal from V21. S6 changers the charac- 
teristics of the line output stage to match the 405 - 
or 625 -line signal. 

The efficiency diode V23 and the e.h.t. rectifier 
V24 operate in the conventional manner, as also 
does the h.t. rectifier V11/12. A.G.C. is applied 
to the sound i.f. stages on 405 lines only and to the 
vision stages on both standards via the overload 
diode V26 and the delay diode V13, the latter 
ensuring that the noise performance of the tuner 
is not impaired on weak aerial signals due to the 
application of unnecessary negative a.g.c. derived 
bias. The tuner is thus biased from the a.g.c. 
system only when the aerial signal exceeds a certain 
predetermined value. 

62E -LINE OPERATION 
On 625 lines Si switches out the v.h.f. tuner and 

introduces the u.h.f. tuner. Both sound and vision 
signals (at the 625 -line i.f.'s) are then applied to the 
first vision i.f. amplifier V14. These pass in correct 
level -as determined by the response shape of the 
stages- through V15 and V16 and S4 switches the 
detector to suit the negative -going signal. The 
output is applied to the video amplifier V17A 
which, again, drives the picture tube in the normal 
manner. 

S3 picks up the inter -carrier 6Mc /s beat signal 
(this being the difference between the sound and 
vision i.f.'s) and conveys it to the first sound i.f. 
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of the new Pye switchable Model V700D. Note that the stage references here 
correspond to those on the circuit sections. 
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Fig. 3 -The a.f and output stages of 
the Pye switchable receiver. Tags 4, 5 
and 71 correspond with those so 

numbered in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 -The sound i.f. stages of a 
switchable receiver. These are de- 
signed to respond equally to the 
6Mc /s 625 -line inter -carrier sound 
signal and the 38l5Mc /s "standard" 
405 -line sound i.f. An ordinary a.m. 
detector is featured for 405 lines and a 
ratio detector for 625 lines. A.G.C. is 
applied to VS via R27 and RIS from 

the a.m. detector only. 

38.15 
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION 
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5% 
J C27 

V8 0A79 55F 
50V 522 1k 

12pF 5% 27pF 5% R26 .29 
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PF 

C9 
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5% 

.01ÿ1= 

To vision 
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L2 
I.FC 

R23 1k R29 

V9 0A79 

C28 
330pF 10% 

R15 R28 
330 ÌÌ k 

C30 

From intercarr ier 
A sound take -ott 

amplifier V5, from whence it is fed to V6 and to 
the f.m. ratio detector. S2 now selects thé f.m.- 
derived audio and passes it to the sound amplifier 
and output stage, the latter driving the loudspeaker 
as before. 

Various other things happen, as we have already 
seen, for example: S5 introduces the 625 horizontal 
hold control, S6 alters the horizontal output stage 
and the video amplifier biasing is modified, though 
this is not shown on the block diagram. 

SOUND CHANNEL CIRCUIT 
Fig. 2 depicts the combined 405 and 625 sound 

channel circuit. This is rather like the i.f. stages 
of an a.m. -f.m. sound receiver in that both the 
control grid and anode circuits are loaded with 

C24 
0.15F 

series -connected tuned windings. For example, the 
upper winding (that connected direct to the control 
grid) of L3 is tuned to the 405 sound i.f. 
(38.15Mc/s in this set), while the lower winding is 
tuned to the 625 inter -carrier signal (e.g., 6Mc /s). 
Similarly the upper windings of T1 are tuned to 
38.15Mc /s and the lower windings to 6Mc /s. 

The upper windings of T4 are connected to a 
conventional a.m. detector circuit with V7 as the 
diode, while the lower windings form a ratio 
detector transformer, feeding diodes V8 and V9 in 
an ordinary type of ratio detector circuit. 

Thus it will be appreciated that the sound 
channel is responsive equally to a 6Mc /s f.m. 
signal and a 38.15Mc/s a.m. signal. The con- 
siderable difference between the two tuned fre- 
quencies avoids interaction between the various 
series -connected tuned windings. 

The a.m. detector load is R25, giving its a.f. 
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output at. tag 4, while the f.m. detector load (signal 
load) is C28. The signal across this reactance is 
fed to tag 5 via the coupling C29 and the 
de- emphasis network R28, R29 and C30. Tag 71 
is the common earth for both signals. 

The d.c. load on the ratio detector is R24 with 
C27 as the stabiliser. R22 and R23 assist in 
balancing the diode circuits under varying condi- 
tions of signal. 

The response at the input to the sound channel 
is given at " A ". 

A.F. STAGES AND SWITCHING 
The a.f. amplifier and sound output stage are 

given in the circuit section of Fig. 3. This connects 
up at tags 4, 5 and 71 to the circuit of Fig. 2. The 
switches S2N and S2B select the appropriate 
detector output with position " a " corresponding 
to 405 lines and position " b ", to 625 lines. 

Thus, in position " a " as illustrated the a.m. - 
derived audio at tag 4 is fed through S2B to the 
grid of the triode a.f. amplifier. At the same time 
S2N bypasses the inter -carrier take -off point via 
the earth tag 71 and C69. 

In the. 625 -line setting (position " b ") the f.m: 
derived audio at tag 5 is applied to the triode grid, 
while the bypass on the inter -carrier take -off line 
is removed and the a.m. detector output is shorted 
to earth. 

The selected audio goes through the a.f. stages in 
the normal way. R31 is the triode anode load and 
the amplified a.f. is fed to the volume control 
through -C34, from whence it is applied to the 
control grid of the pentode output valve section. 
Negative feedback is provided by R33. and 
frequency- selective feedback by C32 and R34, 

UHF 
tuner 
signal 

HT HTtoU.H,F 
tuner 

52A 5 :R6 
405 $120k 

HT to VHF White 
tuner :pot 

limiter 
To 

SOOk stage 

TELEVISION March, 1963 

VISION I.F. STAGES 
The circuits in Fig. 4" show the vision i.f. stages 

and the switched input arrangements. S2A simply 
switches h.t. voltage to either the v.h.f. or u.h.f. 
tuner (e.g., to that tuner which is in use at the 
time). This is accomplished by the h.t. supply being 
fed in at tag 12 and taken out at tag 77 via S2A. 
A.G.C. is applied only to the v.h.f. tuner from 
tag 16 (note, however, that a.g.c. is applied to the 
vision i.f. stages on 625 as well as 405 lines). It 
will be seen that the white spot limiter is removed 
from the h.t. circuit on 625 lines because, of course, 
impulsive interferences on this standard show up 
as grey or black spots anyway! 

The 405 vision i.f. signal is applied from Ll 
(Fig. 2) and is fed to the input filters L8, L11 and 
L12. These filters help narrow the overall response 
to suit the 405 -line signal characteristics. The 
signal is extracted from these filters via S2C and 
fed to the control grid of the first vision i.f. valve 
V14 through further filters L13 and L15. These 
provide the final touch -up of the 405 -line response 
so that it appears as shown at " B " on the control 
grid of V14. The signal is coupled to the second 
vision i.f. amplifier V15 by L16, Li7 and L18, 
which then gives the response as shown at " C " 
at the control grid of V15. 

T7 and L19 couple the vision i.f. signal to the 
vision detector V16 and points " A " and " B " on 
Fig. 4 circuit couple to the corresponding points 
on the vision detector load and video amplifier 
circuit of Fig. 5. In the " 405 " position S2F 
earths point B and the video signal in correct 
polarity occurs across the load R72 (Fig. 4) -at 
point " A ". This then is coupled through S2E 
to the control grid of the video amplifier (the pen- 
tode section of V17) via R80. The bias for the 
video amplifier is given by the voltage dropped 
across R81 and R83. 
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Fig. 4 -The vision i.f. stages and vision detector circuit and the tuner switching arrangements. The i.f. 
stages tire designed for the required 625 -line passband and filters are switched into circuit to restrict the passband 

on 405 lines. The "distant ", "intermediate" and "local" tappings alter the delay of diode VI3. 

0.466 70F 
125V 
10°. 
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Fig. 5- Showing the vision detector 
"reversal" switching and the video 
amplifier stage. Note that the triode 
section of VI7 is used as the white spot 
limiter valve on 405 lines only. Points 
A and B correspond with those 

similarly identified in Fig. 4. 
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From 
C69 
(Ficy,3) 

To inter'car -ler 
input (Fy.2) 
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la?+ 

Contrast 

1173 
12k 

To 
cathode 

of 
picture 

tube 

To sync. 
separator 

Now in the " 625 " position the " earth " is 
removed from point " B " and applied instead to 
point " A". The detector load then comprises 
R74 (Fig. 5) and, after filtering by L23 and L25, 
the video signal is applied in reversed sense to the 
control grid of the video amplifier valve via S2E 
-which is now in position " b ". 

S2G also changes over and short -circuits R83, 
thereby modifying the video amplifier valve biasing 
to suit the 625 -line signal. It will be seen that the 
3.5Mc /s inter -carrier beat suppressor L28 is short - 
circuited at the same time and the 6Mc /s rejector 
then functions. 

VI7 PCL84 
Video amp white spot limiter 

Other points to note here are the inter- carriez 
sound take -off from the output filters of the vision 
detector when set for 625 -line operation via C6,7 
and that the contrast control operates in the anode 
circuit of the video amplifier valve. Signal to dog 
sync separate is fed from the anode of the video 
amplifier valve in the usual way. Waveforms A 
and B associated with Fig. 5 show the composite 
video signal at the output of the detector and at 
the anode of the video amplifier respectively. 

The remaining circuits of the new switchable 
receivers will be discussed next month. 

PART 2 FOLLOWS NEXT MONTH 

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE 
- continued from page 252 - 

to 625) results in maximum video valve anode 
current at signal black level (the converse of the 
405 -line condition), and that the anode current 
decreases as the signal white level increases. 
Therefore a smaller bias is required to permit the 
valve to handle the negative drive of the 625 -line 
signals. 

Contrast and Brightness Controls 

On both systems the tube is biased to beam 
current cut-off on black level, and this is accom- 
plished in the usual manner with the brightness 
control connected to the grid circuit, as shown in 
Fig. 28. At picture black level a nominal positive 
voltage (relative to chassis) is present on the tube 
cathode from the anode of the video amplifier 
valve. The grid is also positive of a value which 
is adjustable by the brightness control. Thus, the 
brightness control is adjusted so that the raster 
just disappears. Now, when the picture has white 

content the voltage at the cathode of the tube 
falls (as also occurs, of course, at the anode of the 
video amplifier valve), which means that the grid 
rises positively with respect to the cathode, and 
in that way the scanning spot brightness varies in 
sympathy with the white elements of the original 
picture. The scanning function results in the 
formation of the picture upon the screen. 

A rather interesting feature of Fig. 28, however, 
is that the video drive applied to the tube cathode 
can be adjusted, and the effect is that of a varia- 
tion of picture contrast. This control is appropri- 
ately labelled " contrast ", and differs somewhat 
from the conventional contrast control which alters 
the gain of the vision channel. Nevertheless, on 
this type of receiver the gain of the vision channel 
is automatically adjusted to suit the signal con- 
ditions by the automatic gain -control system in the 
vision channel. 

Next month we will consider further features of 
the dual standard receiver. 

To be Continued 
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U.H.F. TESTS 

ON BBC 625 -LINE 

TV TRANSMISSIONS 

These tests were car - 
ried out by Peter Jones, 
chief designer of Aerial - 
ite Ltd. to provide 
information on recep- 
tion conditions in a 
wide variety of loca- 
tions, many of them 
regarded as difficult 
reception areas on 
Band Ill. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION March, 1963 

HE following notes were compiled from the 
results of experiments made on test transmissions 
from the BBC experimental transmitter on channel 
44 (vision 65525Mc/s, sound 661.25Mc/s) with an 
e.r.p. of 160kW. It should be borne in mind that 
power will be increased to 500kW when pro- 
grammes eventually commence. 

EQUIPMENT USED 
Field measurements were made with the Aerialite 

mobile unit during the first week of operation in 
more than 20 locations within a radius of 25 miles 
from the transmitter and in some cases up to - -50 
miles distant. Two receivers were used : an Eddy- 
stone 770S with a Hatfield calibrated attenuator 
and a standard production K -B VV20 dual 
standard television receiver. 

Tests were made with a variety of u.h.f. aerial 
arrays in selected locations, but for the purposes of 
field strength measurement, a single aerial (a type 
45/11 Yagi with folded dipole and mesh reflector) 
was used at a height of 30ft with a fixed downlead 
of 50ft of fringe area coaxial cable. 

This aerial, which is regarded as a typical " standard area " u.h.f. model, was sufficient to 
optain good quality reception in most of the areas 
tested, even though it was not always possible to 
raise it to roof height and to clear local obstacles. 

The tests very clearly confirm that transmitters 
coverage on u.h.f. bands is not likely to be restricted 
tQ line -of -sight paths, nor to locations situated 
within a radius of 10 -20 miles from the transmitter. 

In general, the pattern of u.h.f. reception followed 
that of channel 9, often of better quality and less 
subject to interference. In some badly screened 
localities, signals were, proportionally below the 
Channel 9 level but this was rare and only in low- 

This photograph, taken by the "Reading and Berkshire Chronicle' 
shows Mr. Jones adjusting a test card picture at Caversham, nearly 

-40 miles from Crystal Palace. 

lying parts of Luton and Sevenoaks was it im- 
possible to resolve a picture or to reject ghost 
interference. 

FRINGE AREAS 

Good reception has been achieved at places more 
than 50 miles from Crystal Palace and the following 
are notes on some of the areas tested. 

Didcot 
Housing estate on flat ground at an elevation of 

less than 200ft a.s.l. and less than 12 miles from the 
Chiltern Hills rising in the signal path to more than 
600ft. Quality of picture was at least equal to that 
of the Band III transmissions on channel 9. 
Distance from transmitter, 50 miles. Signal, 250µV. 

Reading 
Tests were made at two locations, (a) in a 

residential area on fairly high ground (270ft) and 
(b) in the town, less than 150ft. There was 
surprisingly little difference between the picture 
quality at (a) or (b), recorded signal levels being 300 
and 250µV respectively. Distance, 39 miles. 

Caversham 
The picture was good enough to allow a press 

photograph to be taken and reproduced quite well 
in the local weekly news. 

Luton 
Distance, 36 miles. Reception was variable 

because the town is very hilly and signals in the 
lower areas, particularly those on the southern side, 
lying in the lee of hills, were very weak. Tests in 
residential areas south of Luton gave good picture 
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MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION 

OF BRITISH CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES 

THERE IS AN ICS COURSE FOR YOU 
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plete your technical qualifications, or further special-- 
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD. 
EXPRESS SERVICE I I 

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER 
BY LETTER, PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED 

SAME AFTERNOON. 

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS 

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.I 
Nearest tube PRlmrose 
Chalk Farm 9090 

FOR ONLY Bd, EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL 
INSURE YOUR GOODS AGAINST DAMAGE IN 
TRANSIT. ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT 

CUSTOMER'S RISK. 

OAY 17/6 0 R 17/8 
OZ4 5/- 
lA5 6/. 
1A7GT 12/- 
1C3 12/6 
306 10/6 
106 17/8 
1H5GT 10/6 
11.4 3/- 
11.05 5/- 
lI.NS 5/- 
]N5GT 10/6 
]R5 8/- 
] 84 9/- 
305 5/- 
-]T4 3/- 
11,5 5/8 
3A4 8!- 
3A5 10/6 
3117 12/6 
306 6/- 
3Q4 7/6 
3Q5 GT 9/8 
364 6- 
3v4 7/8 
fi R40 17/8 
51140 9/8 
95'40 10 /- 
51-3 5/8 
57,3 19/5 
57.40 0/- 
6A7 10 /8 
BAs 9/. 
BAQ7 4/- 
6A01 5/6 

6007 7/8 
6A K5 8/- 
6A1.5 4/- 
6AM6 3/8 
6AQ5 7/8 
SATfi 6/- 
ßAU6 10/- 
fiRA6 8/- 
68E6 8/- 
66H6 8/- 
CROW, 6/. 
6ßQ7A 22/8 
6BR7 9/- 
fiRR6 18/2 
ßHW6 10/6 
681V7 5/- 
li('4 b/- 

'3C5 
6/6 

ìC6 6/6 
¢C9' 13/8 

3C í 7 10/6 
OCHO 7/6 
6CW4 24/- 
601 10/- 
6060 7/- 
6F13 10/- 
6F23' 10/8 
FS4 9/8 

6F:33 7/8 
6J5G 5/- 
6.16 3/- 
6.1714 4/8 
6.17GT 10/8 
filCi(: 2/- 
6K7GT 8/- 
6K8GT 10/8 

liKBG 5/- 
6K25 19/5 
61,1' 22/8 
61,6(1 7/8 
6L7GT 7/8 
6L17 9/- 
OLIO* 13/- 
6LD2015/7 
6P28 25/11 
6Q7(1 8/- 
6Q7GT 11/- 
6R7G 10/- 
61;511 7/0 
6v6a 4/6 
6VßGTG 8/8 
6X4 4/6 
fiX5 GT 5/- 
6/:3oL210/- 
787 8/6 
7C.5 8/. 
7C6 8/- 
7117 8/- 
787 34/11 
7V7 8/8 

OBWß 14/11 
(((CO 12/6 
IOC2 25/11 
lOF1 10/- 
101.D1115/7 
1001:3 15/- 
10P14 18/9 
12AC4 14/11 
12AI)616/10 
I 2AE6 18/7 
12A117 8/- 

12AH8012/8 90AV 87/8 EAU, 2/- '0039 4/8 EM85 18/10 10 .C84* 7/8 8U25 27/2 UCH81 9/8 12AT6 7/6 90C1 16/- EABC80 9/. EF40 15/- EN31 71/. PCC85 9/8 T41 9/- UCL82 9/6 1lBAfi 8/. 9000 37/6 EAF'4'2 9/- EF41 8/- EY51 8/6 PCC68 18/. TYRfiF 13/- UCLR3'18/9 
I2BE6 9/- 90CV 37/8 EB34 2/8 EF4'2 10/- EY83 16/2 PCC89 8/8 U12/14 8/8 UF'41' 9/- 
12K5 17/6 I50B'l 16/6 ER41 8/8 EF50IA) 7/- EYS4 18/2 PCFR9 7/8 016 10/- i1F42 12/6 
19AQ6 10/6 607 8/- EROI. 4/- EF50(E) 5/- EYBß 7/8 PCF82 10/8 L319 48/6 UFRO 10/6 I9Hl 10/- 5763 7/6 EBC33 5/- EF73 10/8 EZ40 6/6 POF84 18/2 L722 8/- 17F95 9/- 
20D1' 14/11 7475 5/. EBC41' 8/- E080' 5/- EZ410 7/- PCF860 9/6 U24 29/1 UFe6 18/8 20bl 25/11 AZ31 10/- EBCRI 8/- ECM. 6/- EMU* 6/- PCLR2 9/- Uo-5 17/6 UP69 8/- 20L1 25/11 AZ410 13/7 EBFRO 8/. EF88' 9/- E'l.81 6/- P('L8:3 9/8 1726 9/- 111,41' 10/6 2001 25/11 836 9/- EBF63 13/7 E069 9/- (l'Z:30 9/. I'C1.84 7/8 1131' 11/8 UL44 25/11 2003 22/8 RY100 8/- Eli 069 9/6 EFOI 3/6 OZIO 10/- PCL650 10/- 1733' 29/1 111.46 14/6 2004 23/3 (11.:33 18/9 FR .70 12/6 E 092 4/8 GZ:34 14/- ('(-L6ß 16/2 Ua.S 28/1 U1,04 8/8 2005' 22/8 CY3l 11/- EC01 27/6 EF97' 13/. HN309 29/1 ('CL68 21/4 U37 32/4 17M4 17/9 2,5Z40 11/8 DAC32 10/8 0C92 13/- EF96 13/- HVH2 10/- PEN46 4/6 U45 lb/8 UM34 18I30 
278U 25/11 DAF9I 5/- ECC3423/11 EF18:318/2 KT3:3C 8/- PL:i3 18/9 U76 8/- UMRO 14/11 30C1 7/6 DAF96 7/6 ECC35 8/6 EFI84 9/8 KT:16 32/4 11.:16 15/- U191 18/2 UY1N 18/2 
:30i'15 12/- 07741 13/7 ECC40 17/6 E 000 22/8 KT41 29/1 P1,38 25/11 U201 16/2 L7Y'21 16/2 
:30F5' 8/- DFt33 10/8 FICC81 5/- EK32 8/8 KT44 12/8 PL81' 10/6 -251 14/- UY 4l 8/8 
3001.1' 9/6 0066 15/- ECC82 5/. EL'32 5/- KT61 12/6 PL8'2 7/6 0.281 19/5 UY85 6/- 
3001,12 12/6 DF'91 3/- ECC83 /- EI.33 12/8 KTß3 7/- PL63 9/- U282 22/- VP13C 7/- 3ßLI 7/8 D1196 7/8 ECC84' 9/- EL34' 15/- KT06 15/- PL84 15/2 [7301' 22/$ VR105 7/- 
301,15' 9/- I)097 9/- ECC85 7/8 ELIO 18/6 KT88 43/8 PM64 18/10 17329' 14/- VR150 7/- 361'4 15/- DH63 6/- ECC88 21/. EL41' 9/. KTW61 6/6 PX4 10/6 11404 6/8 W1070 20/5 
30012 7/6 DK32 12/- FiCF6610/6 F.1.02 10/. KTW62 7/6 PY32 17/6 13801 29/1 W729 19/5 
30PL1 9/6 I)K91 8/- E(1082 10/6 EL81 16/2 KTW63 8/8 01330 17/6 UABCRO 9/- X66 12/6 
300L1'310/8 DK92 10/6 EC'F86 19/5 EL83 19/5 KT'1.63 7/8 PY.80 7/6 IIAF42 9/8 X76 29/1 
3001,1421/4 DK96 8/6 F.CF80420/- EL64 7/- 1,63 8/- PYR1 7/8 UR41 12/- X79 45/3 
351,60T 9/8 01.3:3 9/6 0CH21 22/8 E1,65 10/8 MHLD612/8 PY62 7/- UBC41 8/6 X109 29/1 
:15W4 7/8 D1.66 17/8 RCH:35 6/6 01.86 16/10 MU121148/- PY63 7/6 UBCRI11/- Yfi:l 7/6 
:357.447T 8/- DL68 15/- ECH42 9/6 EL91. 5/- N37 25/11 PY88 13/- URF80 9/- ZOO 9/8 
357..5GT 9/- 01.72 15/- F.CH81 7/6 ELM. 10/8 578 29/1 PZ30 19/5 I111F89 9/8 
:i0C5 10/- UL92 8/- ECH6313/7 E1.820 18/2 9108' 29/1 R18 18/2 UCC6414/8 Transistors 
:50L5GT10/- UL94 7/6 EC:H84 16/2 01.82125/11 N306' 20/1 1119 19/5 UCC85 7/6 and diodes 
85A2 16/- DL96 7/8 F.C'1.80' 9/- 01.822 19/6 N3:39 15/- 81'41 3/6 UCFRO13/- OA70 3/- 
90A0 67/6 DM70 7/6 E(21,82 9/6 EM34 9/6 P61 3/8 0061 3/6 UCH42 9/6 0A73 8/- 

U1'86 13/- RUMS 18/9 E5171 22/8 0(166 18/2 
EROF 30/- EC'L86 14/1 EM60 9/- Pc66 16/2 
E83F 30/- 11E36 4/- EMBI 9/6 PC9S 13/- 
EIROF 34/8 EF37A 8/- EM84 10/6 PC97 11/8 

Terms of business: --Cash with order or C.O.D. 
only. Orders cable 23 or more sent j ostlpaekìng 
Sore. Orders below £:I please add 6d. per valve. 
C.O.D. orders: Minimum fee, inelnding post and 
packing; 3/ -. We are "pen for personal .shoppers. 
5[nn. -Fri: 0.30 -3.30. Bats. 6.30 -1 p.m. 

0079 3/. 
OARI 3/- 
OA86 4/- 
0A91 3/- 
0A95 3/6 
0A210 9/6 
OA211 13/8 
0C18W 25/- 
OCIU 25/- 
0C22 23/- 
OC26 25/- 
0(128 17/6 
0(°29 27/8 
0('35 18/- 
OC:38 21/6 
0C41 9/- 
0C44 9/3 
OC45 9/- 
0065 22/6 
OC86 25/- 
0070 6/6 
OC71 6/6 
007'2 8/- 
OC73 18/- 
0(174 8/- 
0075 8/- 
OC76 8/6 
0077 12/- 
0U78 8/- 
01201 8/- 
O('82 10/- 
UC63 8/- 
OC'84 8/8 
0C'170 9/6 
0(1171 10/6 
0(2071 17/8 

Indicates valves with new type chemical cathode 
for extra life and reliability. 

All goods new, boxed, and subject to makers' full 
guarantee. We handle first grade goods only, and 
do not sell second.o, rejects, nor items stripped from 

used equipment. All orders despatehed same day. or 
Complete catalogue of modern and obsolete 

valves and components with terms of business. lid. 

B. & M. TUBES LTD. 
6a DENISON ROAD, LEEDS 3. 

Tel. LEEDS 24576 

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES 

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE 

TUBES - ALL TYPES 
12" - 14" £4. 5.0 

15" - 17" £4.15.0 

21" £6.15.0 

90' and 1100 also supplied 
Carriage& Insurance 10 /- extra 
ALLOWANCE ON OLD TUBE 

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ 
E 

E 

£ 

£ 

E 

£ 

Estd. 1940 

MONEY MONEY 
MONEY! * 

There's bags of it in Radio and TV 

if you know your stuff! 

and if you don't we will teach you, in 

our laboratory or by correspondence 

Mr. J. SYKES 
(M.I.E.E., M.Brit.LR.E. M.I.N.) 

Principal 

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL 

Red Lion Court, Stalbridge, Dorset 

£ 

L 

E 
Britain's premier Radio School specialising in £ 

City and Guilds examinations. £ 

* With apologies to Sinclair Lewis. 
£ 
£ 

£££££££££££££££££££££££££ 
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quality but lower down in places where ITA recep- 
tion was very poor, weak u.h.f. signals were 
received. On a housing estate on the Hitchin Road 
(400ft a.s.1.) signals in excess of 1mV -were received. 

In the areas mentioned above, a single eleven - 
element array will be practicable in favourable 
locations but these are fringe areas and in general 
bigger arrays (for example, double elevens or larger 
multi -element Yagis) will be more frequently 
required. 

MEDIUM FRINGE AREAS 

Guildford and Godalming 
At moderate elevations in these areas good 

pictures were obtained with very little noise at 25 
and 29 miles respectively. Signal levels averaged 
500µV but dropped appreciably in lower lying 
areas. 

Aldershot 
Similarly, in eistates south of the town, signal 

levels of the order of lmV were recorded. 
In the Guildford, Godalming and Aldershot 

areas, standard and medium fringe aerials will 
suffice for recepion of full power broadcasts on 
u.h.f. 

Dorking, Sevenoaks, Westerham 
Tests were made to measure the screening effect 

of the North Downs, in whose shadow these places 
lie. Reception of somewhat noisy pictures was 
found possible even in Dorking (18 miles distant) 
while in Sevenoaks (16 miles) good reception was 
possible in the lower towns. There were some 
patches of very weak signal where local screening 
added to the overall effect of the hills. 

At Westerham (12 miles) also in a badly screened 
location, good signals at 220µV level, were obtained, 
giving good quality pictures. 

Woolwich 
Reception here on channel 9 is unsatisfactory 

because of multiple interference. In three areas of 
Woolwich reasonable signal levels prevailed 
(200 -400µV) considering the very effective screen- 
ing of the locality by Shooters Hill and it was found 
that the single eleven -element aerial was quite 
effective in eliminating all ghost interference. In 
the Woolwich area generally, u.h.f. reception 
seems to be more easily achieved than on channel 9. 

STRONG AND MEDIUM 
SIGNAL AREAS 

St. Albans 
Distance, 26 miles. Despite local screening, 

excellent pictures were received free from ghosts 
and interference. Level 500 -800µV. 

Maidenhead 
At Bray (27 miles) on low -lying but unscreened 
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ground, signal levels in excess of 4mV were 
received and it became necessary to attenuate the 
receiver to prevent overloading. 

Leatherhead 
Here (14 miles) signal level was above lmV and 

ghost rejections from gasometer and overhead 
pylons was excellent. 

N.W. London 
In Kentish Town, in a heavily built -up area 

(10 miles) extremely strong signal levels of 6mV 
were recorded. But at Golders Green (12 miles) the 
level was only 200µV. Golders Green is badly 
screened by Hampstead Heath and is a difficult 
area on channel 9. U.H.F. reception was quite 
reasonable and subject to less interference and 
ghosting than the channel 9 transmissions. 

AERIAL SITING 

Tests made to determine the effect of aerial 
position and siting on received signal levels con- 
firmed very positively that large variations in level 
will occur with small aerial movements of less that 
lft in places where standing wave fields are 
prevalent. 

This is particularly likely where fascial móunted 
aerials are in use or where aerials are in close 
proximity to other aerials or to wall surface,5; 
roofts, etc. The differences in level amounted-to 
6 -9dB in the worst places tested and they indicate 
the great importance of site -probing in any other 
than strong signal areas. 

Aerial siting at u.h.f. requires much close 
attention to be given to the accurate directing o, 

arrays towards the transmitter. The acceptance 
angle in the horizontal plane of the 45/11 aerial 
used is less than 25° and very small angular move- 
ments are sufficient to affect the response 
significantly. 

The practice of vertical stacking for double arrays 
is to be recommended to avoid the narrowing of 
response angle which would accompany horizontall 
stacking. I 

During the test period, signals were frequently 
interrupted and varied both in regard to picture 
content and power level. The signal levels quote 
are based on Test Card C modulation, but it wa 
not always possible to estimate whether the transL 
mitter was operating on full power (160kW) or on 
reduced power, since a wide range of differerir 
power levels were being used from hour to hours. 

Because of this variation, some of the lowe 
quoted signal levels may be improved when con 
sistent transmissions are being made. 

At some locations, the main transmitter wait 

obviously not powered while tests were being mad 
It was possible, however, to receive a signal fro r$ 
the transmitter drive circuits whose power w 
obviously leaking through to the aerial. These very 
low power signals were received at Baldock (4 

miles) and at Stevenage (35 miles), indicating that 
reception is quite likely to be satisfactory in these 
areas, though it is not possible to quote full powet 
signal levels. 
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EFORE the advent of com- 
mercial television, the British 
radio and television industry 
made steady and not very spec- 
tacular progress. The pace was 
set by the BBC as a monopoly in 
the technical means of broad - 
casting, entertainment, instruction 
and public information. Artistic 
and technical developments were 
adequate, if rather slow. Every- 
body knew what was going to 
happen, both inside and outside 
the radio industry. The enormous 
power and funds of the BBC 
enabled it to inaugurate the first 
public television service in the 
world, without their engineers or 
producers developing high blood 
pressure in the effort! At least, 
not many of them! Everything 
was taken in its stride. 

Colour Standards 
In 1936, the interlaced 405 -line 

standard adopted for television 
seemed well in advance of any- 
thing else in the world. After the 
war, it still seemed to have many 
advantages, and the equipment 
was all ready and there had been 
a ten -year guarantee to viewers 
of the continuance of this stan- 
dard. I know that it is easy to be 
wise after the event, but what a 
lot of grief and pain, trouble and 
expense would have been avoided 
if the pause after the war had 
been longer and some kind of 
television common market had 
then been established with the 
other countries of Europe, includ- 
ing line standards. 

With only about 50,000 owners 
of pre -war television sets to con- 
sider, the Government of the time 
could easily have compensated 
owners of pre -war television sets 
in order to opt out of the exist- 
ing British Standards. America 
adopted the 525 -line 60 fields 
interlaced standard, which was 
more appropriate for their 60 

NDERNEATH 
THE 

DIPOLE 

cycle electricity mains supply. 
And later on, after several inter- 
national conferences, countries in 
Europe adopted the 625 -line 50 
fields standard, which was suit- 
able for a 50 cycle mains supply. 
Meanwhile, we were " fixed " on 
the 405 lines. 

The same situation mustn't 
Prise again, which might happen 
if Britain decided to "go it alone" 
in colour TV. It will be the best 
possible insurance policy for the 
future if the BBC colour tests 
carry on for a long time yet. How- 
ever, I think that the BBC is 
unlikely to repeat the impulsive 
action of establishing its own 
standards unilaterally. Let us hope 
that the engineers will not allow 
themselves to be panicked into 
making decisions which might be 
out of step with the rest of the 
world. 

Artistic Progress 

On the artistic or so- called 
creative side, progress has 
accelerated enormously since 
commercial television started in 
this country. American forms of 
presentation, informality and pos- 
sibly standards of taste have been 
injected not only into ITV pro- 
grammes but into the staid, safe 
and (in some programmes) 
slightly amateurish style formerly 
favoured by the BBC. The boot 
is now on the other foot, with a 
powerful ITA keeping the com- 
mercial programme companies to 
heel, while the BBC drops its 
dignity and breaks the old un- 
written rules. In so doing, it has 
broken new ground and titivated 
the jaded appetites of viewers 
satisfied with routine programmes. 

Standards of tastes now have to 
be considered. The late Saturday 
night show, " That Was The 
Week That Was ", has aroused 
many viewers to write or tele- 
phone praise or anger at the 
satirical content of this pro- 
gramme, which sneers at the 

A MONTHLY 
COMMENTARY 
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monarchy, the church and many 
individuals and organisations. 
Satire doesn't go down very well 
with the masses, though it may be 
highly successful in a smart night- 
club cabaret with an audience 
who have dined well, if not 
wisely. Satire which gently pulls 
a few legs, like the goon pro- 
grammes with Michael Bentine, 
Peter Sellers or Peter Jones, have 
warmth behind the craziness. 
Satire which is rude, crude and 
often based on inaccuracies is 
intolerable. Attacking individuals 
who are unable to reply is sadistic. 
I think it highly unlikely tht.t a 
programme like " TWTWTW " 
would be permitted on ITV. - 
What's gone wrong with the 
BBC? 

Sound with (or without) Vision 
It is delightful to have both 

"Steptoe and Son " and Tony 
Hancock back again with us. The 
famous rag- and -bone firm has 
marked a new high in situation 
character comedy, and the 
extremely good actor Harry H. 
Corbett, who plays Harold, well 
deserves the tributes and awards 
that are coming to him. 

The sound of some of the 
earlier " Steptoe " programmes 
has been transferred to discs, and 
these are achieving great 
popularity. Hearing one of these 
long -playing records, I was im- 
pressed more than ever with the 
superb timing of the dialogue 
between father and son. Both 
actors are superb, but without the 
aid of vision it seemed to me that 
Wilfrid Brambell, who plays the 
father, came over as a slightly 
better performance than son 
Harold. Whichever way you hear 
it, however, with or without the 
aid of the television picture, it is 
a classic, a first rate example of 
team work with script, direction, 
settings, camera work, and sound 
all making their contribution to a 
show which can be repeatedly 
replayed without boring viewers. 
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Tony Hancock, too, is very well 
served by script, supporting 
players and direction. But some- 
how I have a nostalgic feeling 
about the earlier Hancock series, 
in which Sidney James was his 
foil. Sidney now has his own 
programme, which is excellent, 
though not reaching the heights 
achieved in the most famous 
partnership in television comedy 
-'Ancock and Sid. 

Sound Perspective 

Miming of artists to play -back 
of musical numbers is a produc- 
tion subterfuge that has long been 
used in film studios. A vocalist 
will sing with a full orchestra or, 
alternatively, with a "quiet piano" 
backing, to which a full orchestral 
accompaniment will be added 
later. The resultant sound on 
disc, film or tape is played back 
when the musical scene is photo- 
graphed. Thus, a first -class 
musical balance is achieved, and 
the camera has the freedom to 
photograph numerous shots from 
all angles and distances -the 
sound for which is always in 
perfect synchronism. 

In films for the cinema, some 
directors take a great deal of 
trouble to create the illusion that 
the sound is " real " -that it was 
taken at the same time as the 
picture. Obviously, with a musical 
number being performed in a 
street or other exterior location, 
this method requires rather 
special treatment. A main require- 
ment is that the miming of sing- 
ing should not be merely the 
opening and closing of mouths 
without uttering a sound. The 
artist who is photographed may 
have to mime to someone else's 
voice, which sometimes makes 
things more difficult. He must 
sing out, even if he sings out of 
tune, to get the appearance of the 
correct breathing and movements 
in the picture. 

On television, the BBC made 
early experiments with miming 
opera to play -back, which were 
partially successful. Here, the 
fault at that time was a lack of 
appreciation of the need for 
matching the perspective of sound 
to the perspective of picture. This 
has now been overcome to a large 
extent, thanks to various artificial 
echo devices which can be varied 
in accordance with the distance of 
the artist from the camera, and 
the type of setting. 

The newest sound mixers made 
by the television equipment manu- 
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A production team shooting an episode of the popular children's sees 
Fireball XL5 at A. P. Films, Ltd. Special electronic synchronisation for 
character voices (super marionation) is achieved by using E.M.I. TR90 ¿ape 

recorders and special electronic lip movement equipment. All the characrs' 
voices are recorded and then played back in conjunction with electrohic 
mouth movement. The voices are transferred to 35 mm film and the tapes 

replayed to maintain quality and avoid variation in sound. 

facturers are of a most advanced 
and complex character, with 
dozens of microphone inputs and 
a variety of types of echo. There 
are mechanical and electrical 
delay devices for creating echo 
or reverberation in addition to the 
straightforward echo room, first 
used by the BBC at Savoy Hill. 

Second Programme Costs 

Alarming reports have been in 
circulation of the astronomical 
costs that would be incurred by 
the establishment of a second 
BBC programme. One Press 
report stated that the licence fee 
would have to increase to £9 per 
set, to cover sound radio and two 
BBC TV programmes, plus the 
" free " ITV programmes. If this 
estimate is true, then the major 
increase will probably be 
attributable to fantastic cost of 
equipment and operating colour 
television. It must be remembered 
that the adaptation and equipping 
fur colour of an existing medium 
size black- and -white television 
stage will be of the order of 

£100,000 in capital equipment 
alone. Engineering operation costs 
are also very much higher than for 
black- and -white TV. 

A much more economical 
method to transmitting colour 
television is to use a motion 
picture camera and colour film. 
The resultant negative or a pint 
from that negative can then, be 
played -off on a high -quality colour 
telecine machine. 

There are now methods of ;}}n- 
ning film cameras in the sane 
way as TV cameras, switching 
them on and off on a vision mixer, 
with the director looking a 
group of monitors, which pick up 
a picture from so-called elect{s 
view- finders. These are rely 
vidicon cameras patched on the 
side of the film camera and pick- 
ing up exactly the same picture 
that is being filmed via a btsrem 
splitter. Consistency of colour 
balance between cameras is mflch 
easier to maintain or correct by 
using film. This system is in use 
for black -and -white recording of 
films for television in several 
German and Italian studios ° 
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Part 

PICTURE tube can be considered as an 
electronic combination of a projector and a screen; 
the component parts in and round the neck 
representing the projector and the phosphor coat- 
ing on the inside of the face representing the screen, 
with electrons in a vacuum being used instead of 
ordinary light. 

It is not proposed to delve deeply into the theory 
of the picture tube, but one or two basic things 
must be understood before we can deal intelligently 
with the problems of picture adjustment. 

THE GUN 

The electrodes in the neck of the tube form an 
assembly' called an " electron gun " which, as its 
name implies, shoots electrons at a high velocity at 
the phosphor coating on the screen. The electrons 
are produced in exactly the same manner as in a 
thermionic valve: that is, they are emitted from a 
cathode whose temperature is raised by a heater. 

The cathode is coated with a special material 
which encourages electron emission, and it often 
helps to visualise electrons " boiling off " the 
cathode when it is heated. Electrons are minute, 
negatively- charged particles which are highly 
attracted to an opposite -positive -potential. How- 
ever, if there is nothing positively charged in 
proximity to the cathode, the " boiled off " electrons 
return again to the cathode, as shown in Fig. 1. 

Now, the gun assembly -which may be a triode, 

Fig. 1 -When heated by the heater the specially 
coated cathode produces electrons which fall back to 
the cathode if not attracted by a positively charged 

anode. 

UNDERSTANDING AND USING 
YOUR PRE -SET CONTROLS 

tetrode or pentode -contains cylinders through 
which the electrons can pass, and these electrodes 
are given a positive potential so as to attract the 
electrons from the cathode. The idea is shown in 
Fig. 2. Here is the basic gun assembly of a tetrode 
tube. We have the heater in the cathode, the latter 
which is surrounded by the grid, followed by the 
first and second anodes. The first anode is given a 
potential of between 300 and 500V, while the 
second anode (sometimes called the final anode) is 
taken up to as high as 18kV positive. 

These positive values -especially the highly 
positive final anode -cause the electrons to become 

Heater Grid Anode 2 ( +12 to 14kv) 

Electron 

Cathode Anode I (+300V) 71 
Tube neck 

Fig. 2 -This diagram illustrates the electron gun 
assembly of a tetrode picture tube. 

greatly accelerated so that they leave the final 
anode at very high speed, and are thus directed 
towards the screen of the tube. 

FLUORESCENCE 

When the high -speed electrons hit the screen 
phosphors, energy is released from them since, 
even though extremely small, they possess mass 
and mass accelerated leads to kinetic energy. The 
sudden release of such energy causes the screen 
phosphors to fluoresce, and a bright glow is visible 
from the front of the screen. 

This glow is the embryo of the scanning spot, but 
before it develops into a practical spot the beam of 
electrons has to be focused to a sharp point on the 
screen, as shown in Fig. 3. The focusing is either 
achieved by a magnetic field or by electrostatic 
means, but in each case, the end result is the same 
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and the beam of electrons converge to a 

point of focus on the fluorescent screen. 
A magnetic field can be used for focusing 

the electron beam because electrons arc 
deflected by a magnetic field in rather the 
same way as they are deflected by an 
electrostatic field (e.g., electrically charged 
bodies). The movement of electrons is, 
indeed, the same as a flow of current and the same 
attraction and repulsion relative to a magnetic field 
occurs whether the electrons are conveyed through 
a conductor or accelerated through a vacuum. 

Thus, Fig. 3 shows that the electrons in the beam 
undergo a twisting force as they pass through the 
magnetic field, and it is that action which results in 
their focus. 

THE GRID 

There are two more things ;hat we should look 
into, and one of them is the grid (see Fig. 2). This 
acts in the same way as the grid in a thermionic 
valve, and serves as a " tap " for adjusting the 
density of the electrons in the beam and hence the 
the brightness of the scanning spot on the screen. 

The grid is connected to a source of adjustable 
negative potential via the brightness control, and 
the more negative it is made, the more it repels the 
electrons from the cathode and the smaller the 
quantity of electrons that pass into the accelerating 
field of the anodes. 

Final anode 

-------- 

Focusing magnet 

Point of 
electron 
focus, 

7 
Fluorescent 

screen 

Fig. 3 -The electron beam is brought to a point of 
focus at the fluorescent screen either by a magnetic 
or electrostatic field. This diagram shows the 
twisting effect imparted to the electrons by a 

magnetic focusing field. 

E.H.T. VOLTAGE 

? w.» A 4. 4 4e íyi .. 
The remaining important factor is the e.h.t. 

voltage applied to the final anode. The degree of 
acceleration given to the electrons depends upon 
the value of this voltage -the greater it is, the 
greater the acceleration. To a certain limit, the 
brightness of the scanning spot also depends upon 
the e.h.t. voltage; but -more important -as the 
e.h.t. voltage is increased so the electron beam 
becomes effectively " stiffer ", and thus requires a 
greater electrostatic or magnetic field for beam focus 
and, similarly, a greater magnetic field for scanning. 

Modern picture tubes employ electromagnetic 
means for vertical and horizontal deflection of the 
spot, these taking the form of the line and frame 
scanning coils which are mounted on the neck of 
the tube and energised by suitable current wave- 
forms from the line and frame timebases. 

The scanning spot is deflected so that a synch- 
ronised raster of 405 or 625 lines appears on the 
screen; and upon the raster the picture is built due 
to instantaneous changes in the brightness of the 
spot of light as it traces out the lines of the raster. 
The changes in spot brightness are incited by the 
picture signal which operates between the grid and 
cathode of the tube. 

PICTURE TILT 

Having in mind the basic factors leading to the 
formation of the picture on the screen, we shall be 
able to appreciate the various adjustments now to 
be described. As the raster is effectively controlled 

continued over 
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Fig. 4- Excessive picture tilt due to incorrect 
scanning coil adjustment. 

by the scanning coils, and as the picture is built 
upon the raster, it follows that the scanning coils 
themselves will have quite an influence of the 
formation of the picture. Indeed, the scanning coils 
are akin to the " frame " or " slide- carrier " of an 
optical projector, and as a projected picture would 
tilt by rotating the slide, so a television picture tilts 
by rotating the scanning coils on the tube neck. The 
effect is clearly shown in Fig. 4. 

The scanning coils must be pushed as far as pos- 
sible towards and against the flare of the tube to 
avoid corner shadowing, a symptom which is caused 
by the electron beam fouling the neck of the tube, 
as shown in Fig. 5. The effect is rather like the 
corner shadowing at the top of the picture in Fig. 6, 
but here the picture is also badly out of centre. 

All receivers have some means of adjusting the 
scanning or deflector coils, as we shall see. 

FOCUS ADJUSTMENT 

The electron beam is focused in the majority of 
models by a mechanical arrangement which alters 
the magnetic field at right -angles to the axis of the 
tube. The focus is also affected by the position of 
the focusing magnet along the neck of the tube, and 
in some receivers a form of " rough " focusing is 
provided by moving the magnet a little up and 
down the neck. 

Fluorescent screen 

1111 IIIIIÑ11111I i', '. 

Scanning coils 

Fig. 5- Corner cutting often occurs due to the 
electron beam striking the neck of the tube when the 
scanning coils are removed from the flare of the tube - 

also see Fig. 6. 

Very early receivers used solenoids energised 
from the receiver's h.t. current for providing the 
focusing field. A variable resistor or potentiometer 
was arranged in the circuit so that the solenoid cur- 
rent could be adjusted -and hence the magnetic 
field. The focus control performed that operation, 
and it was often brought out as a main control. 

Recent trend is for the employment of electro- 
static focusing. A special picture tube, of course, 
is required for this, and an extra " focusing 
electrode " is incorporated in the gun assembly. 
This is connected to a " flying lead " which can 
be connected to one of several sockets ranging from 
zero up to 400 or 500V positive. Adjustment is 
made for the best overall focus on a Test Card. 

PICTURE SHIFT 

While the scanning coils influence the axial 
position of the picture (or raster) on the screen, the 
focus unit has a large influence on the horizontal 
and vertical disposition of the picture. By twisting 
the focus unit up and down or sideways about the 
axis of the tube the picture will move likewise on 
the screen. This is rather like moving the lens 
system relative to the slide in the optical projector 
analogy. 

Actually, this is not the correct way by which the 
picture should be centered on the screen, for to 

avoid " astigmatism" the focusing unit should be 
carefully adjusted until the field is perfectly at 
right -angles to the axis of the tube. 

Note that astigmatism shows up an inability to 
focus verticals and horizontals in the picture 
simultaneously, because the scanning spot is 
elliptical with the direction of its major axis 
dependent upon the degree of error of the focusing 
field. 

Models which employ magnetic focusing 
generally have a picture shift adjustment on top of 
the focusing unit. This works in conjunction with 
two discs of diameter approaching that of the focus- 
ing magnet. The discs are punched in the centre 
to take the neck of the tube with some to spare and 

Fig. 6 -This effect is caused by maladjustment of 
the picture shift controls. Note the corner shadowing 
at the top. This is similar to that caused by the 
scanning coils being too far along the tube neck - 

see Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 7 - -- Picture adja .unents on a Murphy receiver - 
see text. 

Picture 
position 
lever. 

Deflector 
Horizontal. 

"adjustment 
coil 

I 

l 

Idn trap magnet. \, 
Coarse focus. 

Fig. 8(a)- Sketch showing picture adjustments 
provided on some Ferguson models. 

are held on to the face of the magnet pole piece 
in such a way that they can be adjusted vertically 
and horizontally by means of the picture shift 
control. 

These discs, in fact, slide over the pole piece and 
in that way alter the major axis of the focusing field. 
The complete picture and raster can thus be shifted 
both vertically and horizontally until they are 
centralised. Some shift arrangements operate in 
conjunction with a single disc of ferreous metal. 

The discs described are sometimes called picture 
shift plates, and are always best adjusted with the 
picture reduced slightly in width and height so that 
the edges can be seen. Severe maladjustment of the 
picture shift controls would give a picture as shown 
in Fig. 6. 

METHOD OF ADJUSTMENT 

Fig. 7 shows the various adjustments detailed in 
the foregoing as fitted to a Murphy receiver. The 
focus is adjusted by rotating the dome which 
encloses the base of the'picture tube, while picture 
tilt can be corrected by loosening the locking nut 
shown on top of the assembly which then allows the 
scanning coils to be rotated on the neck of the 

Horizontal. 

Picture position 
lever. ' Vertical. 

o_0' _ 

267. 

Deflector 
coil 

adjustments. 

Ion trap magnet. 

Fig. 8(b)- Picture adjustments provided on other 
Ferguson receivers. 

Deflector coil assy. 
clamp screw. 

R90 

Deflection 
correction } © 

magnet. 

Alignment 
screw. 

Picture 
shift plates. 

Deflection 
correction 

magnet. 

Alignment 
screw. 

Fig. 8(c)- Picture adjustments provided on some 
Bush receivers. 

picture tube within the range of the slot in the 
cowling. 

The two discs whose edges protrude through the 
square cut in the cowling provide picture shift - 
one moves the picture horizontally and the other 
vertically, as already described. 

The adjustment, which is associated with the 
screw securing the neck assembly to the chassis 
support, allows the scanning coils to be pushed as 
far as possible against the flare of the tube and it 
also provides a degree of lateral movement to the 
focus unit to minimise astigmatism. 

Other methods of adjustment are shown in Fig. 8, 
and these are self -explanatory. The diagrams at 
(a) and (b) relate to Ferguson models and that at 
(c) to Bush models. Note that at (b) the focus field 
is altered by the use of two ring magnets, arranged 
so that their spacing can be varied by the focus 
control. This gives a range of field interaction and 
thus varies the total field applied across the neck 
of the tube. 

On receivers with electrostatically focused tubes 
a special unit is used for picture shift control. This 
will be looked into next month, as also will the ion 
trap magnet and the picture phasing control whic1^ 
is often incorrectly used as a horizontal shift control. 

PART TWO FOLLOWS NEXT MONTH 
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The 

ABC 
of TV Circuits 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

TELEVISION CIRCUITS 

By T. L. May 

(Continued from page 219 of the February issue) 

O conclude this present series we will look 
at some of the circuits which are to be found in 
the very latest dual standard receivers. A very 
interesting circuit is the interference -cancelling 
sync pulse separator, employing the Mullard 
ECH$4 triode -heptode " jungle " valve. This 
valve is designed specifically to supersede the 
older ECH81 in the sync separator application. The 
earlier type was intended primarily for use as an 
oscillator -mixer (frequency changer) valve in a.m. 
radio sets and was only subsequently adopted as 
a sync separator. The ECH84, on the other hand, 
was developed specifically with television in mind 
and thus has several advantages over the ECH81. 

On the negative modulation of a 625 -line CCIR 
transmission an interference pulse appears as 
shown in Fig. 36. It will be seen that the pulse 
rises in the opposite direction to the picture signal 
and, in fact, enters the blacker than black region 
along with the sync pulses. The great advantage 
of this, of course, is that the interference pulse 
fails to produce the classic white spot on the 
picture. A study of Fig. 36 shows that the inter- 
ference causes a small gap to appear in the picture 
signal, so that in effect a gap appears on the picture 
proper,, thereby giving a small black or grey spot 

Maximum Blacker 
modulation than black 

Zero 

Elack --- 

Peak 
modulation white 

Interference pulse, 

depending upon the amount of light falling upon 
the screen. 

From the picture aspect, therefore, negative 
modulation has the advantage over positive modu- 
lation with regard to impulsive interference. There 
is, however, the great disadvantage of the inter- 
ference badly affecting the synchronizing perform- 
ance, since it " looks " to the sync separator rather 
like an overgrown sync pulse of somewhat smaller 
duration. 

Fortunately, as the 625 -line CCIR system is 
presently transmitted on the u.h.f. channels, the 
problem is not so bad as it could be, for impulsive 
interference troubles diminish with increase in 
channel number. Interference is generally worse 
on the Band I channels, considerably less disturb- 
ing on the Band III channels and, under certain 
conditions, barely noticeable on the channels of 
Bands IV and V. 

Initially, however, there will be quite a lot of 
fringe area u.h.f. viewing where the strength of 
the signal relative to that of the interference is 
likely to be low (poor signal /interference ratio), 
thereby partly counteracting the u.h.f. interference 
attribute. 

Moreover, the noise contribution of the first 
stage circuits tends to be greater at u.h.f. -a factor 
which could cause very ragged vertical edges upon 
a picture of negative modulation due to the noise 
signal getting into the sync separator stage and 
causing random "firing " of the line oscillator. 

Eventually, of course, negative modulation and 
625 lines will be used on the v.h.f. channels so the 
problem will occur in almost all areas at some time 
or other. 

The ragged vertical edge effect is eliminated in 
the main by the use of flywheel line synchronizing 
circuits which are insensitive to noise and bursts 
of impulsive interference. Dual standard sets, 
therefore, either incorporate flywheel line sync on 
both systems or switch it in on 625 lines only, with 
direct sync on 405 lines. 

Blocking 
An ordinary type of pentode sync separator 

receiving a signal of negative modulation operates 
essentially in the same manner as when such a 
stage is receiving a positively modulated signal. 
That is, the sync pulses cause the valve to pass 
grid current, thereby charging the grid capacitor 
so that the valve is held at cut -off during the 
picture signal. 

In that way the anode circuit responds only to 
the sync pulses which are developed across the 
anode load resistor, while the picture signal is 
suppressed. 

Sync, pulses 

Picture 
~signal 

Fig. 36- Showing how an inter- 
ference pulse appears on a 
negatively -modulated television 
signal. Note that the pulse rises 
in the direction of the sync pulses. 
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Fig. 37 -A conventional pentode sync 
separator stage is likely to "block" 
as this diagram shows when an inter- 
ference -laden negatively -modulated 
signal is applied to its control grid. 
The blocking effect results from the 
grid capacitor charging to a higher 
than normal value due to the 

positive -going interference. 
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Stage ¡ 
blocked 

Normal sync, pulses Interference pulse 

Nów on a negatively -modulated signal inter- 
ference pulses " look " to the valve like extra large 
sync pulses and thus cause the grid capacitor to 
charge to a higher than normal value. This means 
that the valve is held at cut -off for a longer than 
normal period, depending upon the time- constant 
of the grid capacitor and resistor combination, so 
that subsequent to a burst of impulsive inter- 
ference the valve is " blocked " until the extra 
charge of the capacitor is exhausted. 

. This blocking cuts off the sync pulses as well 
as the picture signal at the anode, meaning that 
directly following a burst of interference the line 
and frame timebases are removed from the control 
of the synchronizing signals, as shown in Fig. 37. 

The flywheel line sync handles the situation 
from the line timebase aspect, but something in 
addition is needed for the frame timebase, since 
flywheel sync cannot be used here. 

Interference Gating 
The interference- cancelling sync pulse separator 

circuit using the Mullard ECH84 triode -heptode 
is shown basically in Fig. 38. This circuit avoids 
the blocking effect of Fig. 37. 

The heptode section of the valve is employed 
as the sync separator proper, while the triode 
section is arranged as a pulse clipper. VI is the 

Vision detector 
diode 

\_ 

Normal synç pub Ise 

. 
ordinary final vision i.f. amplifier valve which feeds 
the vision detector via Tl in the usual manner, 
bearing in mind that in a dual standard set this 
would be switched over on 405 lines to suit the 
positively -modulated signal. 

The output of the vision detector feeds both the 
video amplifier and the inter- carrier sound trans- 
former T2, as is made on 625 -line CCIR and dual 
standard sets, while the output of the video 
amplifier feeds the cathode of the picture tube and 
the sync stage, as is conventional practice. 

The problem is to prevent grid current blocking 
at the sync separator valve on bursts of impulsive 
interference. This is solved by utilising both the 
first and second control grids of the heptode. To 
the second is applied the composite video signal- 
as, for instance, is applied to the control grid of 
a conventional pentode sync separator. To the first 
grid is simultaneously applied the interference 
pulses only. Thus, each grid receives the inter- 
ference pulses, but only the second grid receives 
the video as well. 

Noise Detector 
The isolated interference pulses are derived from 

a noise detector, arranged so that the pulses as 
applied to the first control grid are negative -going. 
The noise detector is energised from the anode 

of the final vision i.f. amplifier 
valve, via the buffer resistor R1 
and the isolating capacitor C2 
(Fig. 38). 

The tuned circuit L1, Cl 
serves to separate the interference 
pulses from the sync information 
-an operation which is important 
for correct operation of the circuit. 
Frequency -selective discrimina- 
tion of noise and sync is possible 
because interference pulses have a 
distributed spectrum extending 
over a very wide frequency band, 
while the sync information is con- 
tained in a relatively narrow 
1Mc /s band (approximately). The 
tuned circuit is thus aligned for 
minimum low- frequency output 
from the noise detector. The 
negative -going pulses are 
developed across the ' load -R2 and 
fed to the first control grid 
through the r.f. choke and C3. 

Circuit Operation 
The first control grid is con- 

nected to a source of positive 
potential to maintain a flow of 
grid current, and under that 
condition the sync separator 
works in the usual manner from 

Contrast 
control 

Intercarrier 
sound 

take -off 

To 
screen 

20k grid of 
video 
amp. 

T2 To 
Video amp 

VI 
EFBO 

220k 

O05} 
F 

47O 
V`r 

ECHB4 

H.T.+ 

15k 

Sync 
out 

V2B 

Final 
vision 
IF amp 

R.FC 

' 600 

Noise 
detector 

Noise 

Sync 
sep 

Pulse 
dippe, 

C3 
0.05 

}IF 47k 

Fig. 38 -An interference- cancelling sync separator circuit based on the 
Mullard ECH84 triode -heptode valve (see text). 
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the composite video applied to the second control 
grid. Now when a burst of interference occurs, the 
first control grid is pulled away from its standing 
positive value, since the isolated pulse applied to 
this electrode rises heavily negative. 

This happens at the exact moment when the 
pulse from the same burst of interference, which 
is superimposed upon the video signal proper, is 
applied to the second control grid. At that instant, 
therefore, the valve cannot run into heavy grid 
current (because the first control grid is heavily 
negative), meaning that the sync coupling capacitor 
cannot acquire a " blocking " charge. The circuit 
is thus immune from the shortcoming of the con- 
ventional pentode sync separator under conditions 
of negative modulation. In effect, the valve is 
" gated " by the specially derived interference 
pulse, and the gating action prevents the valve 
from running into heavy grid current during a 
burst of interference, which in turn prevents the 
blocking trouble. 

So that the circuit will operate adequately at all 
video input signal levels, the positive potential 
applied to the first control grid is derived from the 
contrast control circuit. Here the contrast works 
by varying the screen grid potential of the video 
amplifier valve, so that when the contrast is 
decreased the potential applied to the first control 
grid of the heptode is decreased proportionally. 
This keeps the circuit in balance over the normal 
range of contrast control. 

Locked -Oscillator F.M. Detector 

Another heptode, the Mullard EH90, is finding 
its way into the new dual standard models. This 
valve, however, is replacing the ratio detector in 
the 625 -line CCIR sound circuit. It acts as an 
excellent f.m. detector, gives adequate amplitude 
limiting and also gives sufficient audio to drive the 
output pentode direct! 

The circuit is given in Fig. 39, a study of which 
will show that the sound i.f. signal is applied to 
the first control grid, while the second control 
grid is connected to a 6Mc /s tuned circuit. These 
two circuits are coupled due to a space charge 
between the two grids within the valve and the 
signal applied to control grid one is induced into 
the tuned circuit of control grid two, the latter 
having a voltage which lags behind that of the 
former by 90 deg. 

The coupling also produces oscillation and over 
a limited range of frequency the oscillatory voltage 
across Ll (Fig. 39) locks to the frequency of the 
signal applied via Tl. The signal via Ti is, of 
course, the intercarrier CCIR sound signal at 
6Mc /s (being the difference between the sound 
and vision carrier frequencies), so then if Ll is 
adjusted to 6Mc /s the intercarrier sound signal 
will "lock " the oscillation at that frequency. 

Now, if the applied signal is changed in 
frequency, as occurs due to frequency -modulation, 
the oscillation still remains locked provided the 
frequency deviation does not fall outside the 
control limits, but the phase angle between control 
grid one and control grid two voltages changes 
from 90 deg. by an amount depending upon the 
change in frequency. 

The anode current of the valve is governed by 
the phasing of the voltages, and as the phasing 
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Fig. 39- Circuit of the locked -oscillator FM detector 
using the Mullard íH90 heptode valve. 

changes due to the frequency modulation so the 
anode current of the valve changes in a correspond- 
ing manner. This, then, means that the voltage 
across the load resistor R1 also changes and pro- 
duces an audio signal which is a replica of the 
audio used at the transmitter to frequency - 
modulate the carrier. 

The correct .degree of de- emphasis is provided 
by RI and Cl, the value for the British f.m. system 
being 75 microseconds, as distinct from the 
American 50 microseconds. 

In conclusion, the author wishes to convey 
his sincere thanks to the various firms and manu- 
facturers for supplying technical information for 
this series, and to Mullard Limited for the 
information contained in this particular article. 

It's a great feeling to have a home of your 
own -and the easing of mortgage rates is mak- 
ing home -ownership possible for more and 
more people. 

If you're looking for a home, here's wonderful 
news! A great new weekly will make your 
search easier- because week by week it combs 
the country to offer you the widest possible 
choice of homes at all prices. 

You'll find them only in Property 
Advertiser & Holiday Guide, the paper with 
the national coverage. 

Ever thought of being your own boss? Then 
you'll find hundreds of splendid opportunities 
in the paper every week. 

See for yourself! Buy Property Advertiser 
& Holiday Guide this and every Friday. It's 
4d. from Newnes, publishers of the famous 
"Practical" series. 
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SERVICING DATA AND 

MODIFICATIONS a,DElliott 

(Continued front page 228 of the February issue) 

fi T sometimes happens that a frame or line 
timebase is operated towards one of its limits of 
tolerance due either to the tolerances of the various 
associated components all adding up in one specific 
direction or because of a definite fault condition. 

K -B Model OV30 (New Queen Special) 

In some of these models the symptom of only - 
just- enough- height is apparent even with the 
height control fully advanced. This means that 
there is no margin for component and valve wear, 
so that even a slight drop in the emission of the 
frame output valve or mains voltage puts the 
frame somewhat below correct height and outside 
the range of adjustment of the control. 

This can often be corrected by replacing the 
frame amplifier valve and always ensuring that 
this is at peak performance -but is expensive. The 
best thing to do is to achieve a wider margin of 
tolerance. This is possible by reducing slightly 
the frame linearity negative feedback capacitor. 
The original value is 0.05µF and this can be taken 

Frame output 
transformer 

H.ï.+ 

To Ilne flyback 
suppression 

circuits 

Prom trame osc. 

Line 
oils 

NF + 
1.2k 143M 

Fig. 55 -The basic frame amplifier circuit of the K -B 
New Queen Special, Model OV30. In the event of 
limited picture height, the capacitor marked thus* 
can be reduced from 0.051LF to 0.025µF (see text). 

down to about 0.02511F, but in most cases it will 
be found that a value of 0.04/IF gives a good com- 
promise of height and linearity in relation to the 
controls (see Fig. 55). 

Failing PL81 Valves 

In the line timebase a decrease in value of the 
screen grid resistor of the line output valve (often 
a PL81) can produce two symptoms, one very bad 
overheating of the valve itself, often with the 
screen grid glowing red hot, and the other exces- 
sive picture width which cannot be corrected by 
the width control. 

Apart from these things, however, the fault can 
result in premature failure of the valve. The 
initial symptom is lack of width -eventually 
followed by total failure -and when it is found 
that width is restored simply by replacing the 
valve and that the valve is, in fact, low emission, 
further analysis of the circuit is not usually under- 
taken until, perhaps, several valve replacements 
have been made in the same number of months. 

Screen feed resistors originally valued at, say 
4.4k9. have been found as low as 1.5k1Z. This 
drop in value results in a rise of screen voltage 
and current and anode current; the screen often 
rising 50 or 60 volts, while the corresponding rise 
in anode current may well cause the line output 
transformer to run hot and eventually fail duc to 
the higher current in the primary and the higher 
pulse voltage across it. 

Readers often write and ask what they should 
check before replacing the line output transformer 
and /or line output valve The answer is, of 
course, the line output valve screen feed resistor. 
This resistor controls the operation of the whole 
stage, and if of incorrect value can severely impair 
the performance. An increase in value, which is 
probably more frequent than a decrease, not only 
reduces the width but also incites the symptom of 
poor e.h.t. regulation, where the picture " blooms " 
and fades as the brightness is turned up beyond a 
certain point. 

Not all sets have a screen feed resistor, though, 
and one should not be fitted as a safety measure. 
Such models may incorporate a line drive control, 
and this should be adjusted in accordance with 
the service manual or sheet, for if this is well out 
of adjustment the picture may not exhibit any 
abnormality but the line output valve and line 
output transformer may be badly strained, exactly 
the same as with a decrease in value of screer 
grid feed resistor. 

Buzz on Sound 
We still get many readers seeking information 

for reducing the background buzz or hum on sounc 
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It must be remembered that this 
kind of disturbance arises essentially 
from one or more of three causes 
-ordinary residual mains hum, 
pick -up of the frame timebase 
signal by the audio stages and 
breakthrough of the lower frequency 
components of the composite 
picture signal into the sound 
channel. 

Residual mains hum can be 
proved by pulling the aerial plug 
from the set and turning down the 
volume control. If the hum remains 
attention should be directed to the 
smoothing electrolytics on the h.t. 
line. It is unlikely that one will 
be completely open- circuit as this 
would put a heavy hum bar across 
the picture and reduce the h.t. 
voltage, but a decrease in value 
may not affect the vision over- 
much, though may well introduce 
mains hum on sound. 

If the hum or buzz appears only when the 
volume control is turned up -still with the aerial 
disconnected -then it is almost certainly caused 
by breakthrough of the frame timebase. This is 
conclusive if the buzz alters in pitch as the frame 
hold control is rotated. Usual causes are low 
value electrolytic bypass on the h.t. line feeding 
the frame circuits and unwanted coupling between 
the frame timebase and audio sections of the set. 

In the latter event, check that the braidings of 
any screened audio connecting leads in the set 
are adequately bonded to the chassis, that the 
metal part of the volume control is connected to 
chassis and that the leads on the volume control 
are dressed well clear of the frame sections of 
the set. 

Vision breakthrough into the sound channel is 
responsible if the buzz occurs only with the aerial 
connected and the set operating in the normal 
way with the volume control turned up for normal 
sound. The symptom is typified by the buzz 
altering slightly in volume (and possibly in pitch) 
with changes of picture content. 

The symptom usually means that the sound i.f. 
channel is somewhat misaligned so that instead of 
the passband being just wide enough to cater for 
the sound sidebands, to allow for slight short-term 
frequency drift of the local oscillator and to avoid 
undue widening of the interference pulses -see 
Fig. 56(a) -it extends into the zone of the vision 
signals -Fig. 56(b). This means, of course, that the 
frame sync pulses and the lower vision frequencies 
are then permitted to enter the sound channel 
where they produce the characteristic picture buzz 
effect. 
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Sound channel res se Sound channel response 

Vision signal 
breaking into 

sound channel 

Sound 
IF 

Fig. 56 -Ideal passband characteristics of the sound channel (a). These 

allow for simple limiting of impulsive interference (note that a narrower 
passband would tend to widen interference pulses and thus make it more 
difficult to discriminate between them and the audio in the interference 
limiter circuit of the set), cater for oscillator frequency drift and, of 
course, adequately handle even the very highest audio sideband. 
At (b) is shown how misalignment of the sound i.f channel may distort 

the characteristics and allow breakthrough of the vision signal. 

an extra loud 

Sound Alignment 
Provided the picture is not in any way affected, 

the trouble can be cleared simply by realigning 
the sound i.f. channel. This is best done with a 
wobbulator and oscilloscope, the latter giving a 
display of the sound channel response curve 
during the whole course of adjustment. But if 
this sort of equipment is not available, the circuits 
can be aligned on a signal -preferably Test 
Card C. 

The receiver should be set up and the fine 
tuning control (and other controls) adjusted for 
the best possible picture -forgetting about the, 
sound at this time. The yolume control should 
then be turned up until the background buzz is 
clearly heard, and starting from the secondary of 
the final sound i.f. transformer, each core should 
be very carefully adjusted in turn for maximum 
sound and minimum background buzz. As the 
circuits are brought into tune it will be necessary 
to turn down the volume control to avoid over- 
loading. 

A non -metallic trimming tool must be used 
when making core adjustments and the final 
touches are best applied during a period when 
there is no sound modulation on the transmission. 
The volume control should, however, be turned 
full on until the carrier hiss can be heard, upon 
which is superimposed the buzz, and it is then 
a relatively simple matter to give the final touches 
to the cores for maximum signal /buzz ratio. 
Remember not to touch the fine tuning control 
during the adjustments and to wait until the set 
is thoroughly warm before making any adjust- 
ments at all. 

On 625 -Line Transmission 

On 625 lines, the effect is often called inter - 
carrier buzz, and is somewhat more difficult to 
eliminate. The cause can arise in the vision i.f. 
channel, as the result of a bad valve or misalign- 
ment here, as distinct from the sound channel 
proper. It can, however, also arise in the inter- 
carrier sound channel again due to misalignment 
as in the 405 -line case already considered, or can 
be caused by unbalance in the f.m. detector 
circuit. 

Remember that in dual standard receivers 
switched to the 625 -line CCIR system, the vision 
i.f. channel carries, in addition to the vision 
signals, the sound signals at a strength about ten 
times below that of the vision signals. Also that 
it is the beat between the sound and vision carriers 
at the vision detector which gives the 6 Mc /s 
intercarrier sound signal. 

Thus, on the 6 Mc /s intercarrier signal ampli- 
tude- modulated vision signals are present as well 
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SUB -MINIATURE 

ELECTROLYTICS 

FOR TRANSISTOR 

CIRCUITS 
These capacitors are ideal for miniaturised 
transistor circuits such as in pocket radios. Each 
is available with wires at opposite ends for hori- 
zontal mounting ( "H "), or at one end for vertical 
mounting ( "V "). 
Connection wires are welded for low resis- 
tance contact and solder coated for ease of 
assembly. The standard length is I4." for the 
horizontal range, cropped to -N" for the vertical 
range. 

273 

The capacitors are in insulated seamless' 
aluminium cases and sealed with a synthetic 
rubber bung. 
Capacitance and Tolerance Standard toler- 
ance is -20 %+ 100% of the rated capacitance. 
Operating Temperature Range: -20'C to 
+60 °C. 

T.C.C. 
TYPE 

CE.8 . . 

CASE SIZE 
IN INCHES 

MAXIMUM D.C. WKG. 
VOLTAGES AND 

CAPACITANCE (,1F) 

D 

CE.9 .. 

L 

1 

C 

0.14 

0.2 

3V. 6V. 10V. I5V. 25V. 

100 

250 

80 

200 

60 

160 

40 

100 

25 

60 

50V. 

8 

20 
C CTS. L 

DIA 

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD. 
RADIO DIVISION NORTH ACTON LONDON W3 Tel: ACOrn 0061 

BBC - ITV - F.M. AERIALS 
13.13E. (BAND H. Tele- 
scopic loft, 19/6. EXtei 
S /D, 28/3. 
I.T.V. I BAND 3). 3 Ele- 
ment loft array, 24/ -. 
Element, 32/6. Wall 
mounting, 3 Element, 33/9. 
5 Element, 41/3. 
l'O3IBINED 
LTA'. Loft 1 +3 Element, 
41/3. 1 +5 Element, 48/9. 

all mounting, 1 +3 Ele- 
ment, 56/3. 1 +5 Element, 
63/9. Chimney and n.ast 

mou 111117 units also available. 
BAND 1). Loft "H" 78! -. 3 Fle- 

men loft,, 52)6. SID loft, 12/6. External 
-ID, 2613. State channel when ordering. 
l'.W.O. or C.G.D. P.P. 2/6. Coaxial cable, 
8.1. yd. Coaxial plugs, 1/3. Send 6d. 
stamps For illustra I ed lists. 
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.) 
31, Godstone Road, Kepley, Surrey. 

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS 
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE 

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP 
WIRE, ANGLE, CHANNEL, TEE 

3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES 

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD. 
6 CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W. 

BELgravia 4300 

Works: 
36 ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON 

E.C.I. 
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester, 

Birmingham, Leeds 

No Quantity too smell 

VALVE kJ 
SAME DAY SERVICE 
NEW ! TESTED! GUARANTEED ! 

SETS DAF9651JF 8, DK 6VDL96F91, 
DF91, DK91, DL92, DL94 .. Set of 44 too=21698 

1A7GT 11/- 6LD20 8/- 
1D5 7/6 6P25 8/- 
1H5GT 9/- 6P28 11/6 
]NSGT 9/- 6Q7G 6/- 
1R.5 6/- 6Q7GT 8/- 
1S4 8/- 6SL7GT 5/9 
IS5 5/3 6SN7GT 4/9 
1T4 3/6 6U4GT 9/9 
1U5 5/9 6V6G 4/6 
2P 22/6 6V6GT 7/3 
3A5 9/- 6X4 4/6 
3Q4 7/- 6X5GT 6/9 
3S4 6/- 6/30L2 9/- 
3V4 7/- 7B6 9/- 
5U4G 9/6 7B7 8/- 
5V4G 8/- 7C5 7/9 
°Y3GT 6/- 7C6 7/6 
5Z4G 9/- 7H7 7/6 
6AL5 3/9 7S7 9/- 
6AM6 3/6 7Y4 6/- 
6AQ5 6/3 10C1 12/- 
6AT6 6/- 1002 16/6 
6BA6 5/9 12AT6 /- 
68E6 5/9 12AT7 4/9 
6BG6G 14/6 12AU7 4/9 
6BH6 8/3 12AX7 4/9 
6BJ6 5/9 12K7GT 4/9 
6BW6 8/- 12K8GT 9/6 
6CD6G 27/3 12Q7GT 4/9 
6E1 10/- 14S7 15/6 
6F13 9/6 19BG6G 14/6 
6E14 9/6 20F2 17/- 
61C7G 1/11 20L1 17/6 
6K7GT 5/- 20P3 18/9 
61{80 5/- 20P4 20/- 
6K8GT 9/- 20P5 15/9 

6L 6G: 
12/6 

6/6 25Z9GT 7/6 
6L18 10/- 27SU 17/6 

30L15 11/- EBC33 5/- EY51 7/6 3325 12/- 
30P4 12/6 EBC41 8/- EY86 7/- U26 9/3 
30PL13 12/3 EBF80 8/- EZ40 6/9 U50 5/6 
35A5 15/9 E131,139 8/9 EZ41 7/- U52 4/8 
35L6GT 8/3 EBL21 13/6 EZ80 6/3 U78 4/6 
35Z3 15/- EBI.31 17/- E'L81 6/6 U191 14/6 
35Z4GT 5/6 ECC4O 13/6 GZ32 9/6 U281 10/6 
50L6G 6/9 ECC81 4/9 KT61 9/6 U282 12/- 
18513T 21/6 ECC82 4/9 1ÇT71 8/- U291 18/8 
AZ1 12/6 ECC83 7/- MU14 6/6 0301 17/- 
AZ31 9/8 ECC84 7/9 MX40 13/6 U801 21/- 
CBL1 12/- ECC85 7/9 N18 7/- UABC80 6/6 
CCH35 13/6 ECF80 7/- N37 11/- UAF42 813 
CL33 12/3 ECF82 8/6 PCC84 7/6 UBC41 7/9 
CY1 12/6 ECH35 7/3 PCC89 9/3 UBF80 8/3 
CY31 8/6 ECH42 8/9 PCF80 7/9 UBF89 8/- 
DAC32 9/- ECH81 7/9 PCF82 8/- UBL2I 14/6 
DAF91 5/3 ECL80 7/6 PCF86 9/6 UCC84 13/3 
DAF96 7/6 ECL82 9/- PCL82 9/- UCC85 7/6 
DCC90 9/- ECL86 10/- PCL83 10/8 UCF80 14/6 
DF33 9/- EF9 15/- PCL84 71- UCH21 1318 
DF91 3/6 EF37A 6/9 PCL85 10/6 UCH42 8/- 
DEIS 7/6 EF39 4/6 PENA4 11/- ICHBI 8/9 
DH76 4/9 EF40 11/6 PEN36C 8/- UCL82 9/9 
DH77 8/- EF41 7/9 PLIS 11/6 UCL83 13/3 
DH81 9/- EF42 7/6 PUB 9/6 UF41 7/6 
DK32 11/- EF80 4/9 P1,82 7/- UF89 7/- 
DK91 6/- EF85 5/9 PL83 7/6 UL41 8/- 
DK92 7/6 EF86 8/9 PL84 8/6 UL84 6/6 
DK96 7/6 F.F8.9 7/- PL820 12/6 URIC 8!- 
DL33 8/- EF91 3/6 PX4 10/- UU7 9/- 
DL35 9/8 EL33 9/6 PX25 9/- UY21 11/- 
DL92 6/- EL41 9/6 PY32 11/6 UY41 6/6 
DL94 7/- EL42 9/- PY&) 7/6 UY85 6/6 
DL96 7/6 EL84 6/6 PY81 7/- VP4B 9/6 
DM70 6/6 EM34 7/3 PY82 6/6 VP41 5/- 

EAF420 8/6 EM801 8/8 PZ30 12/6 W77 -' 8/9 
EB91 3/9 EM84 9/8 TH21C 15/- Z77 3/6 

READERS RADIO 
24 COLBERG PLACE. STAMFORD HILL 
LONDON, N.16 STA. 4587 

Post 6d. per valve 
extra. 

Any Parcel Insured 
Against Damage in 

Transit 6d. extra. 
Any C.O.D. Parcel 3/- 

extra. 
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TELEVISION BOOKS 

ON FREE TRIAL! 
THEN ONLY 5/- PER WEEK 

FOR THOSE YOU WEEP! 

No. 200. TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE. Let this new coarse 
help you to TV servicing. A real bargain! Complete, only 88/6 full price 
for all lessons. You get lessons on picture faults, circuits, adjustments, 
short-cuts, alignment fact., trouble shooting, use of teat equipment, 
picture analysts. OPECIAL only 32/6. 
No. SL RADIO AND ELECTRONICS COURSE. If some of your basic 
theory of electronics is a little shaky then we recommend that you take 
this course. A good understanding of the fundamentals of electronics 
le essential for intelligent TV repair and this course will provide all the 
Information you will need. Just imagine! You get 35 large, fact- packed 
lessons for little more than 1/- per lesson! The lessons are crystal clear, 
practical, eaey to master and nee. Early lessons make fundamentals 
clear even to the beginner, while other lessons will give you the practical 
"know -bow" of an expert! The price? Only 38/ -, plus postage. Graduate. 
of No. 39 course can qualify for a certificate, details sent with each course 
ordered. 
YOU TAKE NO CHANCES WHEN YOU BUY FROM 
SIM -TECH! You can get books on no interest, free trial time 
payment plan at prices no higher than you would pay your 
local bookstore! We are positively the only company offering 
these terms anywhere in Great Britain. So why take) chances, 
always buy your books from Sim -Tech where you can be 
sure of a fair deal! 
No. 8. PIN -POINT TV TROUBLES IN 10 MINUTES. Price 3116. 

Without a doubt one of the most useful books ever published about 
television. Do you have a copy? If not you are really missing something. 
This is the only book of its kind ever published. It's not an ordinary 
text book. It's useful to both amateurs as well se experts! No matter 
how clever you are at fixing televisions, it would be impossible for you 
to have all the knowledge stored in this book. Over 340 croes indexed 
pages: 50 time -saving check charte. It's your most useful on- the -job 
- tool." Quickly and easily pinpoints the exact trouble in ANY television 
sett Also include. 290 diagrams and photos; explanations of circuits and 
deeigue. Thousands of Practical Television readers own and see this 
book every day! Why not send for your trial copy today? Then if you 
decide to keep it, pay only 5/. per week until completed. This book most 
be able to earn you more than its amt within two weeks or your money 
will be refunded! 
No. 29. TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK, by Gordon J. King. 
Here le a useful book by one of Britain's top technical writers. Tells 
you how to deduce from a given fault the most likely canes of the trouble, 
and how to do an effective repair. This book together with Pin -Point 
TV Troubles will give you real money -making TV repair knowledge. 
You can have this book on free trial, time payment plan privilege for the 
regular bookshop price of 
No. 6. TELEVISION SERVICING CYCLOPAEDIA. Harold P. Manly, 47/6. 
Here is a most reliable reference source of information on television. 
One of the most interesting books we have ever seen. You will enjoy 
reading thine publication, it's not stuffy or hard to use. It's not a glorified 
dictionary ae the title may imply, but a thoroughly readable book of 868 
pages representing the beat value in television information. The chapters 
are alphabetical order and cover such subjects as Alignment, Amplifiers, 
R.E. R.F' Tuners, Amplifiers Sweep, and Video, Antenna., Biasing, Brightness 
controls and so on. We feel that you will want to acid this book to your 
library once you have seen it, so why not send in the coupon now? You 

n always send it back If you don't agree with m. 
No. 1. COYNE'S ELEMENTARY PRACTICAL RADIO -TELEVISION 
SET consisting of three volumes. A reference set you will use for years 
to come. Has sturdy vinyl hard covers for long life. Written in an easy 
to follow manner, yet explaining everything completely. Teaches television 
and radio together, saving time. Each book available separately at 
eseh or 88.12.6 If you buy the set at one time. You could search all the 
bookstores in England but you won't Ilnd a better value than this! Pay 
only 5/- per week On ibis l,Oit° pace sot without Iolere -t sharers. 

BIG BOOK CATALOGUE SENT FREE! 

FREE TRIAL COUPON 

To SIM -TECH BOOK CO., Dept. P.TV28, Gatees Mill, West End, 
Southampton, Hants. 
D Please send me the books number 

1 I I I ) I I ) 

for cecen days' free trial. One at a time. If I am not satisfied with 1 
any book I may return it post paid without further obligation on my 
part.. Otherwise I will pay each or 6/- weekly after seven days I 
until paid. 

O Tick here if enclosing full price (we pay postage. Saine 7' lay money - 
1 back guarantee). Postage charges: Orders up to £3 allow I /6. f5 

or over allow 2/ -. Overseas customers please send fall amount. 

Name 

Addre. 

VACUUM 
ELECTRONIC 
LIMITED 

KEEPS YOU IN 

THE PICTURE 
WITH THE 

FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES 

12 MONTHS 
GUARANTEE . 

12"-14" £4150 
15w-17rt £5. 5 0 

21" £7-150 
CASH WITH ORDER OR 

PRO FORMA, ADD 12/6 FOR 

CARRIAGE ANO INSURANCE. 

15g- 
ALLOWED 

ON RECEIPT 

OF OLD 

TUBE 

DELIVERY FREE IN LONDON ÁREA 

WRITE PHONE OR CALL 

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD. 
35, SACKVILLE STREET 
LONDON, W.1 
REGENT 6404 (5 lines) 

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD. Phone 
621 3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12 ILFord 
Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. -10 mies. 6001, 2 3 

BARGAINS! 
RESISTANCES 51- per 100 
Assorted sizes, watts and 
grades. POST FREE 

EXTENSION t L 
SPEAKERS 1./ e. 
In cabinet, complete with flex 

Slim -Line De Luxe, 29/9 
P.P. 3/3. 

CONDENSERS 101- per 100 
New. Assorted.electrolitics and 
pis. Most types. POST FREE 

TELEPHONE HANDSETS 
15/6 Pair 

G.P.O. standard pattern. House 
to Workshop, garage, inter- 
office, etc. Works off any 
Bell battery. P.P. 416. 

SPEAKERS 7/9 Each 
6in.- 8in. -7in. x 4in. Money 
buck guaranteed. Enquire for 
other sizes. Ex. mfd. salvage. 

P.P. 213. 

Regunned TV TUBES 
21 in. 99/6 17 in. 901- 

15, 14 and 12ín. 70/- 
GUARANTEED ONE 

YEAR 
Ins. and Carr. 12/6 

Add 10/- refundable on OLD 
TUBE. 110° Tubes in Stock. 

Ex Rental 
35g- 36 24, 14KP4, 141. 

151- 121, 31/74 and others. 
Ex- Rental Stock. Carr. S/- 

VALVES 9d. Each. 40 -EI 
Thousands of Valves available. 
P.P. on 1-4 6d., 12 116. 

Stamp for List. 

COMPLETE TELEVISIONS g `;`. 
14 INCH 17 INCH`. 
£1.10.0 £11.10.0 kj 

* 12 months' free replacement on 
Tubes, Valves, Components. * Ex Rental and repossessed tele- /e 
visions. * All channels available. * Demonstrations daily. * Legs -39/6 per set. * Part exchange allowance on 
Radios, TV's, etc. 

Personal collection advised, or in- f 
sured Carr., 14ín., 20/ -; 17in., 30/ -. 
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as f.m. sound signals, so it follows that the f.m. 
detector must be endowed with good a.m. rejection 
properties to avoid vision buzz. The intercarrier 
amplifiers are often arranged as a.m. limiters to 
help with this a.m. rejection problem, but for 
optimum results it is essential that the vision 
channel, the intercarrier channel and the f.m. 
detector are all aligned and balanced accurately. 

On both systems the trouble can be aggravated 
or, indeed, caused solely by overloading in the 
tuner or common stages due to a too - strong aerial 
signal. In most cases, however, the a.g.c. circuits 
will handle the heavy signal, but in areas close 
to a transmitter the signal may be outside the 
dynamic range of the a.g.c. system. 

When this happens the sound and vision signals 
become intermodulated one with the other in the 
overloaded stages, and then it is impossible to get 
rid of sound buzz by the methods described. 
Sound -on- vision interference may also be present, 
and the only solution is to reduce the signal 
applied to the set by means of an attenuator. 

Arcing and Corona 

According to the query department it seems 
that some readers are not too clear as to the 
difference between corona and arcing in the e.h.t. 
circuits. Corona is essentially a mild form of dis- 
charge caused by conditions which are not quite 
bad enough to incite a more vigorous display. 
The very high electrical pressure in e.h.t. circuits 
is rather like very high water pressure in a hose 
pipe, for example. If there is a small leak in the 
hose pipe the water will spray out in all directions 
accompanied by a hiss. However, if there is a 
major leak the water will c),jscharge as a powerful 
jet 

So it is with electricity. A small insulation leak 
produces corona. There is a hissing noise, as with 
water, and if the e.h.t. section is examined in a 
darkened room a bluish ray will be seen radiating 
from the discharge area often towards the metal 
screen of the e.h.t. section (Fig. 57). 

On the other hand, a more severe leak develops 
into an arc. Tisis no longer sounds like the gentle 
hiss of water but more like sharp, staccato cracks, 
especially if the discharge is on the d.c. side of 
the e.h.t. rectifier circuit (e.g., on the e.h.t. lead 
or circuit to the picture tube anode). On the pulse 
side of the e.h.t. rectifier (anode) the arc discharge 
tends to be more constant, and owing to its 
greater powet here it can well cause the line out- 
put transformer to burn out or even catch alight 
to the associated wiring. 

Both corona and arcing can be aggravated by a 
dent in the e.h.t. section screening cage, for 
example, as shown in Fig. 57. In this case the 
trouble would almost certainly be cleared by 
removing the dent and re- fitting the screen. It 
sometimes pays to bend the screen so that there is 
greater- than -normal clearance between it and the 
e.h.t. point. 

It should also be noted that dirt and dust in the 
e.h.t. section can promote an insulation leak, as also 
can a damp or humid atmosphere. The latter is one 
of the reasons why a slight hiss may be heard in a 
receiver which has been switched on after standing 
several days during the winter in an unheated 
room. Mild corona is not usually harmful and 

Fig. 57- Arcing from the anode of the e.h.t. rectifier 
can be caused by a dent in the screening con or 
shield, as this drawing shows. Corona produces a 
bluish ray from the discharge point usually to a 
chassis member, and is accompanied by a hissing 
sound. Corona may need a darkened roam to display 
itself, while arcing is far more vigorous; it sounds 
like sharp, staccato cracks and is clearly visible 

even in daylight. 

clears in most cases when the set is properly warm. 
However, steps must be taken to clear it if it 
persists under normal viewing conditions, for it 
could develop into more serious arcing which is 
definitely harmful. 

Remember that both corona and arcing are 
encouraged by sharp points on e.h.t. connections. 
Care should, therefore, be taken to round off the 
connections with a soldering iron or file. Anti -corona 
grease is obtainable from radio dealers, and this is 
handy stuff for clearing corona around the tube 
e.h.t. point. 

It sometimes happens that the e.h.t. voltage rises 
due to a fault in the line amplifier circuits, and this 
should be suspected if sparks appear to jump over 
distances which have previously been far too great 
for discharges, but bear in mind the possibility of 
bent screening. 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 
Main Contents of the March Issu- 

DISTORTION 

TREMOLO UNIT 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

PROTECTING THE P.A. 

TEST GEAR TECHNIQUES 

HOME MOVIE AMPLIFIER 

A PARALLEL TRACKING UNIT 

TRANSISTOR SHORT WAVE CONVERTER 

PREAMP FOR THE QUALITY RADIOGRAM 

etc., etc., etc. 
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their 
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply 
diagrams or provide instructions for modyifying surplus equip- 
ment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional 
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDER- 
TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The 
coupon from p. 283 must be attached to all Queries, and if a 
postal reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope 
must be enclosed. 

EKCO T184 

I wish to replace an ageing. RM4 metal rectifier 
in this receiver, with a silicon diode. Would you 
please inform me of a suitable type, and also if 
it is necessary to shunt it with a resistor ? -F. 
Breakwell (Kidderminster, Worcestershire). 

The Mullard BY100 will replace the RM4, and 
it is advisable to fit a 200, 5W resistor as a surge 
limiter. We cannot trace an Ekco T184 in our 
manuals, and therefore are not absolutely sure if 
the conversion will be satisfactory. 

MURPHY V230 

On BBC the picture is satisfactory, but the ITA 
picture lacks contrast. The signal from my aerial 
gives a very good ITA picture when connected 
to a neighbour's set. -P. Scoone (Weymouth, 
Dorset). 

The usual cause of this trouble is a faulty 30L1 
r.f. amplifier. If the ITA signal is weak in your 
district, a 30L15 fitted as a replacement may 
improve matters. 

MURPHY V114 

When the set is first switched on the foldover, 
which is present on the picture, is not very promi- 
nent, but after about an hour there is a full inch 
of foldover and the picture does not fill the screen. 

Adjustment to the frame hold or picture height 
controls only temporarily cures the fault. 

I have replaced the valves T41 and Pen 45, also 
C82, C83, C52, C53, C68 and R83. -A. R. Elliott 
(Harrow, Middlesex). 

This fault is probably caused by a faulty 0.251/F 
grid coupling capacitor or 8µF screen grid 
decoupler, both of which are on the Pen 45. Also 
suspect poor pin contacts on the valveholder. The 
sound output valve is a Pen 45 and this can be 
used as a check. It is unlikely that the T41 is 
faulty. 

March, 1963 

EKCO T22I 

The picture on this set, when switched to ITA 
has very poor contrast and is subject to much line 
pulling. 

I have substituted the tuner valves, cleaned the 
contacts and studs and have adjusted the ITA 
oscillator coil, all without success. 

Also could you suggest a way in which I could 
operate this set out of its cabinet ? -E. Whibberley 
(Matlock, Derbyshire). 

These symptoms indicate a faulty capacitor 
decoupling the second grid of the PCC84. This is 
below the chassis between the dividing wall and 
the sixth switch contact spring. 

It is usually possible to operate the T221 
"unboxed" by turning the chassis on its side with 
the voltage selector panel near the tube and 
extending the loudspeaker and e.h.t. leads. 

H.M.V. 1841 

The picture fails to fill the screen by about half - 
an -inch at the top. The top part of the picture 
is cramped with thin lines permanently across this 
portion. 

I have checked C51 and R62 and have sub- 
stituted the PCL83 but with no improvement in 
the situation. -H. Cormell (Birmingham). 

The trouble lies somewhere, in the frame section 
of the set. If the frame timebase valves are in 
good order, check the capacitor on the control_ grid 
of the frame amplier valve. This may be leaky 
(e.g., poor insulation). Also check the components 
associated with the frame linearity control and 
ensure that this control is set correctly in relation 
to the height control (adjust on Test Card C). If 
the trouble persists, examine the components in 
the frame oscillator, particularly the anode resistor 
which may have increased in value. If the trouble 
is now still present, it could be caused by a fault 
in the frame output transformer. 

PHILCO 1000 

Recently the sound on ITA has become poor, 
even though the tuner is correctly adjusted. The 
picture on both ITA and BBC is good and the 
sound on BBC is also satisfactory. The PCC84 
valve is new. -F. L. Morais (Dudley, Worcester- 
shire). 

This seems rather like aerial trouble, for if 
there was a sound fault in the set, both BBC and 
ITA would be affected. Similarly, if there was a 
tuner fault the pictures would also be affected. 
We suggest that you first check the ITA aerial 
system and diplexer if used, for something may be 
attenuating the sound signal -such as a stub effect 
due to a mismatch. 

FERGUSON 204T 

just recently the fuses in this receiver are con- 
tinuously blowing, and although I have checked 
for a short, I can find nothing at fault. 

Also, I recently replaced the PY32 h.t. rectifier 
with a PY33 with the result that the picture now 
fills only about half the screen. I was informed 
that the PY33 is a direct replacement for the PY32. 
-K. Arnold (Bromley, Kent). 

Fuse failure should first lead to replacement of 
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Two invaluable data volumes for servicemen, 

engineers and the serious enthusiast , 

New, revised 2nd edition 

RADIO 
SERVICING 

POCKET BOOK RADIO 
SERVICI-NG 

POCKET BOOK 
EDITED B"1,t".FYFN4KER 

TELEVISION 

ENGINEERS' 

POCKET BOOK 

Only 12s 6d each 

edited by J. P. Hawker 
The fully- revised second edition of this popular pocket manual and data 
book contains much new information. Of particular interest will be the 
practical guidance on the servicing of transistor receivers and the repair 
of printed wiring panels. 
It provides the essential information and data needed in the day-to-day 
work of servicing the whole range of modern A.M. and V.H.F. F.M., 
valve and transistor radios. Experienced engineers, trainees and new- 
comers to servicing work will all find that this book shows an under- 
standing of their real needs, and will repay its cost time and time again. 

CONTENTS 
Modern A.M. Valve Receivers . Principles and Practice of F.M. Receivers . Transistor 
Receiver; . Car Radio Receivers . Mono and Stereo Record Reproduction . Workshop 
Organisation and Practice . Servicing Equipment . Fault -Finding and Replacements 
Receiver Alignment . Receiving Aerials and Earths . Electricai Interference . Useful 
Formulae . Colour Codes . Broadcasting Stations , Valve and Transistor Data 
Battery Equivalents. 

198 pages of facts, many line drawings and 
circuit diagrams 12s 6d (13s 6d by post 
Now in its third revised and enlarged 

edition ... planned for on- the -spot use 

TELEVISION 
ENGINEERS' 

POCKET BOOK 
edited by J. P. Hawker 

Much new information has been added to the enlarged and fully revised third 
edition of this pocket manual and data book, specially designed to meet the 
every -day practical needs of all concerned with the repair and maintenance of 
modern television receivers. 
Apart from essential reference data on cathode -ray tubes, valves, television 
stations and transmission standards, there are extensive sections on the basic 
circuits used in receivers, on fault finding- including a new trouble tracing 
chart -and on the alignment of Band I /III receivers. There is guidance on the 
conversion of Band I sets and a comprehensive list of receiver intermediate 
frequencies. Colour and transistorised receivers are described. 
There; are also special sections on servicing equipment, dealing with printed - 
circuit models and projection receivers, aerials and interference problems. 
Both the experienced engineer and the newcomer to service work will find this 
handy book invaluable for on -the -spot repairs as well as a most useful addition 
to his workshop library. 

258 pages. Over 200 illustrations 
12s 6d (13s 6d by post) 

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS 
. or, in case of difficulty, at post prices from 

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House, Southampton 
Street, London W.C.2. 

NEWNES 
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BUILD YOUR OWN COMPLETELY 

TRANSISTORISED TELEVISION CAMERA ! 

KIT No. I consists of Price £ 12. O. 0 
Scan Coils. Focus Coils. Horizontal Inductor Coils. Vidicon "Top Hat" Screen. Target Connector. Circuit 
Diagrams. Layout Instructions. Instruction Manual. 

KIT No. 2 consists of ... ... ... ... Price f14. O. 0 
Printed Circuit Panel. All Variable Resistors. All Hi- stability Resistors. All Capacitors and Electrolytics. Coil 
Former and Trimmer. Mains Transformer. Rectifiers. Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Clips. Solder and Hook -up Wire. 

KIT No. 3 consists of Price f6. 8. 0 
13 special first grade Mullard Transistors. 6 special first grade Mullard Diodes. I special Vidicon Base. 

KIT No. 4 consists of Price £4.10. 0 
Ready drilled and stove- enamelled heavy gauge steel case specially designed and produced for the Golden Rule 
Camera, complete with lens mounting ring. 

DEALER 
INQUIRIES 

INVITED 

OR COMPLETE KIT AS ABOVE Nos. I, 2, 3 & 4 £35. O. 0 

The completed Camera can be seen working at 

GOLDEN RULE ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
ONE OF THE JAGGERS GROUP OF COMPANIES 

SOUTH VIEW LABORATORIES, LITLINGTON 
Nr. Royston, Herts. Phone: Steeple Morden 366 (3 lines) 

ALL GRADES OF E.M.I. VIDICON TUBES IN STOCK FROM E10.0.0 UPWARDS 

The completely wired and tested camera with Vidicon is available at E65, less lens. 

New 1963 Edition 

WORLD RADIO 
TELEVISION 
HANDBOOK 

1963 -17th Edition 
221- Postage If- 

PRINCIPLES OF COLOUR TELE- 
VISION, by G. N. Patchett, 161-. 
Postage 6d. 

THE OSCILLOSCOPE AT WORK, 
by A. Haas & R. W. Hallows, 181 -, 
Postage 11 -. 

RADIO AND TELEVISION TEST 
INSTRUMENTS, by G. J. King, 
251 -. Postage 116. 

RADIO CONTROL FOR MODELS 
by F. C. Judd. 1St-. Postage 9d. 

TELEVISION EXPLAINED, by W. 
E. Miller & E. A. W. Spreadbury, 
1216. Postage 11 -. 

THE ELECTRONIC MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENT MANUAL, by 
A. Douglas, 3716. Postage 116. 

TELEVISION FAULTS, by N. Ste- 
vens, 5f -. Postage 6d. 

RADIO VALVE DATA, 7th Ed. 
Compiled by "WW ", 6f -. Postage 
10d. 

COMPLETE CATALOGUE If -. 

THE MODERN BOOK CO. 
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS 

of British and American Technical Books 

19 -21 PRAED STREET 
LONDON, W.2 
Phone: PADdington 4185 

Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m, 

TUBES 
Guaranteed 12 months 

Passgr. carr. free 

COMPLETELY REBUILT 
& RESCREENED 

14" - £5. S.0 
IS " -17" fS.10.0 
21" - £8. 0.0 

BRAND NEW 12" MW31 -74 
Carr. free - Only £4.4.0 

ION -TRAP MAGNETS 4/9 (P.P. 1 / -) 
FOCUS MAGNETS (Elac) 12/6 (P.P. 3/6) 

"OLYMPIC" L.O.T., F.O.T. and SCAN 
COILS. Connection data supplied. Few 
Only - 

Complete 65/- (P.P.5 / -) 

LINE OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMERS 

Bush, TV 11A, 1i; 12A, H .. 45/- 
Cossor, 930, 931, 93314. 94s 62/6 
Ebro, T+146: TOI13 14; T161 4:/6 

'P221, 231. Ttlt x.311, etc. , . 5916 
Ferguson, 341/2/3: 041 -943 59/8 

990 -vT; 103 745, 203, etc. C6/6 
Ferranti, 14'1':1. 4: 17KÁ, 1713, 4 45/- 

14T'2, T1203. 1215. 1223, 13.25 60/- 
G.E.C.-H.M.V. mostly .. 55/, to 60 /- 
Murphy, V240/230, V'/70 89/- 
Philips, 1114, 1115, 1437, 1490, 

17.26. 1746, 1747 73/- 
Pee. IAA,. 16iT, (1917, VTI7 ,. 69/9 

1 "1 \14, V4, VT4 V7, VT7 .. 55/- 
Add post 3/11. 

MANY OTHERS AVAILABLE 

CONVERTERS-New. Less valve>. 
ST sluts' ch. I. ! coesor 927, m 27, Ek 
TI'142, 109, 21Ì. U.E.C. uTNGI. 
4:36. Philipe 1446, 1716. 17471 

1 Oro ,I.i+'e ries. All 
10/6. 

X% 1"I'II ICNÇ)U1K11ti 

WESTWAY RADIO 
5 Westward Way 

Preston Road, Harrow, Middx. 
Tel. WOR 2663 
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the 0.1µF 300V a.c. working capacitor connected 
between a tag on the on /off switch and chassis. 
Also suspect trouble in the 400 +100µF electrolytic 
unit connected to the cathode circuit of the h.t. 
rectifier. This may also have a bearing on the 
lack of width. 

FERRANTI T1415 

The frame hold has recently become very 
critical on this receiver, and very often it is 
impossible to lock the picture at all, and it then 
either "judders" or rolls downwards continuously. 

In attempts to cure this fault, I have replaced 
the following valves: PL81, EY51, EF80, ECL80, 
ECC84 and ECF80. Other associated valves have 
been tested by substitution and the metal rectifier 
renewed. -C. H. Lennon (Chelmsford, Essex). 

The cure for this fault is to replace the frame 
blocking oscillator transformer. 

ENGLISH ELECTRIC T40 

The picture quality is good but there is a thick 
black border at the bottom of the screen. When 
the height control is adjusted to correct this, the 
frame hold control will not function to hold the 
picture steady. - R. A. Gray (Southampton, 
Hampshire). 

Check both the frame linearity controls in con- 
junction with the height control. If the low frame 
amplitude persists, check the PL82 frame amplifier 
valve by substitution. 

McMICHAEL MP17 
The vision is generally very good, but the sound 

on BBC is very often distorted. -A. Green 
(Middleton, Lancashire). 

There are three holes in the tuner giving access 
to the oscillator cores. With the fine tuning 
control at the centres of its range, one or two 
cores may be visible through the holes mentioned 
above. If only one core is visible (when the 
channel selector is switched to the required 
channel), this should be adjusted for maximum 
sound consistent with minimum sound -on- vision. 
If two cores are visible with the channel selector 
switch in the required position, the core nearest 
to the fine tuner spindle should be adjusted as 
described. If the set is in its cabinet, this will 
be the core inside the lowest access hole with 
the set placed the correct way up. 

BUSH TUG! 2B 

The fault with this set is that the width of the 
picture has been reduced to only 3in. although the 
height remains correct. The sound is still present. 
-R. T. Smith (Leicester). 

These symptoms suggest that the line output 
transformer inside the round can has shorted turns. 
You could also check the 2µF feed capacitor to 
the line scanning coils socket, but the transformer 
is almost certainly at fault. 

BUSH T85C 

When first switched on the picture is normal, 
but between approximately 8.30 p.m. and 10 p.m. 
each evening, the picture loses both height and 
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width. After 10 p.m., however, it returns to 
normal. -R. Williams (Colwyn Bay, Denbighshire). 

The reduction of picture size is almost certainly 
due to a drop in the mains supply voltage. Check 
the normal mains voltage and if this is much lower 
than the right -side mains adjustment is set for, 
it is quite in order to set the plug down one posi- 
tion, i.e. to the next lower voltage range. 

Check the LW15 metal rectifier and PL81 and 
PY81 valves is necessary. 

H.M.V. 1840 

The raster and sound is present on both BBC 
and ITA but I can obtain no picture at all. All 
the controls seem to be working correctly. - 
M. Swift (East Herrington, Co. Durham). 

You should check the voltage supplies to V5 
(PCF80) if this valve has already been found to 
be in working order. V5 is the next valve down 
from the N153. Check the h.t. to pins 3 and 6 
(via the 4.7kí2 dropping resistor). Next check the 
crystal diode detector (OA70 or equivalent) between 
the PCF80 and N153. 

K.B. LVT30 
I am unable to get the full picture width on the 

screen. I have replaced both the e.h.t. rectifier 
and RM4, the line output valve 6CD6 and the 
diode 6U4. The actual picture width varies during 
an evening's viewing. -E. Robinson (Halifax). 

Check the 5kf2 screen (pin 8) dropping resistor 
of the 6CD6G and the 12AU7 line oscillator. Also 
check the 0.111F boost line, capacitors. If the 5kí2 
(R133) is found damaged also check C117 0.1µF 
decoupling capacitor. 

PYE FVIC 
I have a fairly decent picture on each programme 

but when figures appear they are accompanied by 
repeat figures in the form of shadows. What is 
the cause of this double -figure effect? -F. H. 
Perkin (Greenford). 

Your symptoms could be due to a faulty c.r.t., 
especially if the halo disappears as brightness is 
reduced, or due to misalignment of the i.f. stages. 
Also check that the focus magnet produces optimum 
results, and if necessary fit a few soft iron shunts 
around it to reduce its strength. 

PYE VT7CD 
On switching on, the picture rolls vertically and 

it cannot be locked. After 1 -11 hours, the picture 
suddenly breaks down as if the horizontal control 
had been turned. There is also some trouble with 
the tuner on this set which shows itself in the fact 
that optimum vision and sound do not coincide 
with the variation of the fine tuning adjustment. 
-B. H. Connorton (London, S.E.15). 

Your horizontal hold trouble should clear up if 
you replace the ECL80 valve just in front of the 
" black box ". Picture rolling is usually due to a 
slow heating PL82 frame output valve, which is 
just in front of the ECL80. 

As regards your tuner problem, since the fine 
tuning control is an oscillator adjustment, and the 
sound and vision signals are on different carrier fre- 
quencies, the position of optimum sound does not 
coincide with the position for optimum vision. It 
is necessary to strike a compromise between picture 
quality and adequate sound. 
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PHILIPS 12000/15 
This set has, during the past month, developed 

the following symptoms: (a) top of picture cramped 
and gradually creeps down iin. with height control 
at maximum, (b) brightness control requires raising 
after 14 -2 hours, this causing the images to go 
whitish, (c) very occasionally the picture breaks 
up and horizontal hold is lost. I am preparing to 
replace the PL82, ECL80 and PL81. From item 
(b) the tube is probably failing. -J. P. Boasden 
(Plymstock). 

General wear in the timebase and video circuits 
it almost certainly responsible for most of the 
symptoms given. A worn h.t. rectifier could be 
aggravating the troubles, especially if the voltage 
falls within the time that the set is switched on. 
The frame troubles should lead to a check of the 
ECL80 valve, as you suggest, and the same may 
apply to the line breakup. A low emission tube 
could be causing the focus drift, but bear in mind 
that a fall in h.t. or a drift in one of the line time - 
base valves may give similar effects. 

PHILIPS 1114/11/15 

Recently the frame sync has become unreliable 
and the hold control has to be turned to the full 
extent. Slowly, however, the period of time during 
which the picture remains steady has become 
shorter and now, after changing around the 
PL82's and ECL80's (which made no difference), 
I have three pictures! -A. H. Potten (Lymm). 

Firstly, we would suggest that you have the 
ECL80 valve (nearest the PL82 in the timebase 
section) checked for emission and replaced if low, 
for just interchanging valves of similar type may 
not reveal the actual fault as the interchanged valves 
may also be low! If the valve is in order, replace 
the resistor connected to the centre tag of the frame 
hold control. 

K -B HV40 
The picture suddenly breaks up, sometimes after 

being on for a few hours and at other times as 
soon as the set is switched on, often after a few 
minutes. Sometimes the line hold adjustment will 
put matters right, and sometimes the frame hold, 
and sometimes it will suddenly right itself only 
to break up again for no apparent reason. I have 
tried replacing valves. -W. Bateson (Skipton, 
Yorks.). 

If. both frame and line break up, then the trouble 
is almost certainly in the sync separator stage or in 
the circuits which feed the signal from the video 
amplifier anode to the control grid of the sync 
separator valve. Firstly, check the valve by sub- 
stitution if possible; making sure that it is seating 
correctly in its holder and is making good electrical 
connection with the sockets. Secondly, check the 
resistor and capacitor connected to the control grid 
tag of the valveholder. 

PILOT PT4S0 

Approximately a quarter of the track of P8 will 
lock the frame, but after two hours frame sync 
is lost but can be regained by adjustment of the 
control. The set then remains normal until switch 
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off. No other picture faults exist. At first it 
was thought that either the 30PL13 (V13) or a 
component changing in value due to the closeness 
of the mains dropper was responsible but a new 
valve and the replacement of C96 (0.005µF), C101 
(0.031ÁF), C95 (0.1 AF, this one looked " cooked ") 
R88 (180k) and R94 (180k) did not improve 
matters. The new and the replacement V13 had 
a slight blue glow and loss of frame lock could be 
triggered off after a few hours by rotating the 
turrent tuner. 

This trouble is definitely caused by a drift in 
value or characteristics of a component related to 
the frame oscillator section. Check that the mains 
voltage tapping corresponds to the applied voltage, 
for if the frame oscillator valve is under (or over) 
run, characteristic drift is aggravated and the con- 
dition as described is bound to occur. 

FERGUSON 306T 

The trouble is a loud buzz on sound on certain 
scenes. A change of camera seems to either 
increase the buzz or cut it out altogether. Also 
the trouble is more pronounced on Band III than 
Band I. There is no sound -on- vision and one day 
the picture may be perfect while the next day it 
may be weak and watery with line tearing. I 
receive my signals via a " piped " system. -W. 
Houldsworth (Keighley, Yorks.). 

This is piped TV trouble. Have the relay firm 
correct the fault on the system. 

PHILIPS 176811 

Trouble is cramping at the bottom of the 
picture. I replaced the 100µF capacitor to the 
PCL82 as it had broken away from the chassis 
but this only improves matters slightly. Also, the 
picture continually jumps and stretches very 
slightly as if to correct this fault. The line hold 
control is at the end of its travel. -J. Strugnell 
(Walsall, Staffs.). 

Replacing the 100µF capacitor should have made 
a great improvement in frame performance. Check 
that the replacement is fitted correctly; if it is, then 
suspect it being of low value. The stretching effect 
may be tied to the 100µF capacitor or it could be 
caused by trouble in the coupling capacitor con- 
nected to the control grid of the PCL82 pentode 
section. The line symptom should lead to replace- 
ment of the resistor connected to the slider of the 
line hold control. This has probably increased in 
value. 

K -B HF4OH 

On switching on, the height is correct but after 
four minutes running the height is reduced from 
the bottom by ' -,in. On Band III reception at all 
times there is no contrast control; to brighten or 
darken takes the picture contrast beyond satis- 
faction.-E. Brown (Guisborough, Yorks.). 

Bottom compression should lead you to check 
the front left 6BW6 valve and associate com- 
ponents. For the contrast fault, check the r.f. ampli- 
fier on the tuner unit. This could be an ECC84 or a 
PCC84. As the contrast, when properly connected 
via the V1 valve base, only controls the gain of this 
valve it is essential for it to be in order. 
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"WAVE GUIDE AERIALS" 
Manufacturers of TV Radio and Ham Transmitting Antennas wish to offer examples 
from their range of products. For the amateur enthusiast and the Do -It- Yourself type. 

A SUPER HIGH GAIN ARRAY FOR THOSE DIFFICULT RECEPTION SPOTS 

£ s. d. 
3 Element BBC Folded Dipole, Channel 

I, with a Double Five Channel 9 ITA, 
complete with all clamps ... ... 7 IO 0 

or Double Eight Element ITA ... ... 8 IO 0 

Mast Equipment per your specification 
extra 

S!D5 Combined BBC, ITA Loft Aerial ... I IO 0 

S D 5 Combined BBC, ITA Outdoor 
Aerial, wall mounting, complete ... 2 13 6 

H & 7Combined BBC,ITA with chimney 
lashing equipment 

BBC Loft Aerial ... 
V.H.F. Loft Aerial 
5 Element ITA Aerial for attaching to 

existing mast ... ... ... ... 

4 13 0 

12 9 

II 3 

5 Element ITA Loft Aerial 
8 Element ITA Aerial outdoor 
Double 5 ITA Super Fringe outdoor 

Double 8 ITA Super Fringe outdoor 
Aerial ... ... ... ... ... 

32ft. Garden Masts, complete for erec- 
tion, two sets guy pickets, etc., with 
fitting instructions ... ... ... 12 IO 0 

Coax Cable semi low loss, 7d. per yard; super low 
loss 112d. per yard. 
Cross over boxes for combining separate BBC and 
ITA Aerials 976d. 
Please send 6d. stamp for full list of aerials and 
accessories. Terms C.W.O. orders over £4 post 

10 0 and packing free. 

£ s. d. 160 
2 94 

4 00 

5 00 

PLEASE STATE CHANNELS REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING 

WAVE GUIDE AERIALS 
DICKER MILL, HERTFORD 

ALL TELEVISION/RADIO COMPONENTS 

SUPPLIED CHEAPLY & QUICKLY 
L INE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types available 
fully guaranteed. A selection from our stock: 
EKCO 14ín., 17M. models (1221 to 13831 
FERRANTI 14in., 17in. models (T1001 to 

TI011) ... ... ... ... ... ... 
EKCO TC220, 268, 312, 313, 315, 335 ... 
FERRANTI 11006, 1012, 1023, etc. ... ... 
PYE V4, 7, 14, VT 17, CTM I7, RTL 17, etc. ... 
HMV 1840 to 1847, etc. ... ... ... 
MURPHY 240/250, etc., 300/400 range ... 
PHILIPS 1768, 2168, 1796, 2196, 17TG, etc.... 

57 /- 

57/- 
59t- 
59/- 
53 /- 
60t- 
55 t- 
90% 

Postage & 
Packing 

3/6 

C.O.D. 
I/6 

Extra 

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR ALL SETS 
SCAN COILS -Frame and line oscillator transformers, sound 
output transformers, width /linearity coils, control knobs, Electro- 
iytics, mains transformers, etc. 

C.R.T.'s -By long est. National Company. Guaranteed 15 months 
t s. d. 

MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE 14in. 4 15 0 

MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE I7in. 5 0 0 

5 18 0 

MULLARD, MAZDA 21in. ... ... ... 7 IO 0 

Plus Carriage 12/6 

VALVES -All types available GUARANTEED 12 months. 

TAPE RECORDER SPARES available for all British and some 
foreign makes. 

SPECIAL OFFER -Rexine covered tape recorder cabinet 13¡ x 
12 x 8in., 1St -. 

Your enquiries welcome, prices quoted by return. 

MANOR SUPPLIES 
64 Golders Manor Drive, London, N.W.11 
Tel. STO 5667 SPE 4032 (Evening) 

Better, Brighter 
Picture Tubes 

BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT 
excepting glass 

12in. ... £4.10.0 14in. ... £5. 5.0 

15-17in. £5.15.0 21 in. ... £7.15.0 

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes 
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar, 
Emitron, etc. 

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA 
TUBES 

12m. ... O. 0.0 14m. ... £4. 0.0 

15- 117ín. C4.10.0 21 in. ... E6.10.0 

All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS. 
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage 
and Insurance I0; , 

S.T.S. Ltd. 
35 POUND STREET, CARSHALTON, 

SURREY 
Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665 
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Great New Home 
and Holiday Finde 

..z r 
T 

AND :M 

Y 
Ap .ERTISERt 

PROPER OLIDAY GU 1 D E 
CARAVANS 

NOt4AAS ° . 
.. 

w 
YARIOOS PROPERTr 

S1iOPS a 6VtS1NESSES 

ACCOMMOOAl10K 

404FURNI9HE 
PROP6é=TV Fi OUT 

NOW 
'AD EVERY 
alle FR/DAY 

We've got what you want - 
HOUSES 

FLATS SHOPS 
BUSINESSES 
HOLIDAY 

ACCOMMODATION 
CHALETS 

CARAVANS 
-all over the country! 

PROPERTY ADVERTISER 
AND HOLIDAY GUIDE 

for quick results phone YOUR advertisement to NEWNE5 LONDON TEMPLE BAR 9651 

March, 1963 

PADGETTS RADIO STORE 
OLD TOWN HALL, 
KNOWLER HILL, 

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS. 
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866 

Complete TV Sets Untested. 141n. G.E.C. 
Bí'1746, all channels, £2.10.0. Bush TV43 
14in., all channels, £3.10.0. Philips 1446U 
and Stella ST6414U, 141n., 62.10.0. Coils 2 
and 10 only, Pye V14C console, 62.10.0. 
Carr. on each 10 / -. B.R.S. Well packed, but 
sent at owner's risk. 
Special Offer, 200 only. Magnetic Personal 
Earphone complete with cord and Jack Plug. 
4/3 post free. Optimum impedance 8 ohms. 
Co -Ax. Best make. 5d. per yard, post free' 
P.01. Sneakers, all 3 ohms. Removed 
from TV sets, perfect condition. Rola 
6 x 41n., 5/ -; Goodmans 7 x 41n.. 6/ -; Philips 
51n. round, 5 /-; 6 #in. Speakers, 3/ -: 6 for 
15/ -. Post extra on any speaker 2/ -, up to 
six can be sent for 3/6. 

Valves removed from TV Sets. All post 
free. All tested on a Mullard valve tester 
and are 100% as new. They carry a three 
months' guarantee. We also have a large 
stock of old type radio valves and other 
TV valves not listed. 
ECL80 4/- 10P14 5/- PCC84 4/8 
ECC82 5/- 20D1 3/- PL83 5/- 
EY51 218 20Pí 5/- PL33 4/- 
F.BF80 4/8 20L1 5/- B36 4/- 
EB91 9tí. 185BT 8/6 N37 5/- 
EF91 -9d. U281 5/- L63 3/- 
6F'í 1/- U282 5/- 6,35 3/- 
6F13 21- U329 5/- 2750 5/- 
6LD20 5/- KT36 5/- U12 4/- 
6SN7 2/9 PL81 5/- 
6Y6 2/8 PL82 5/- EF80 only 
6G6 2/6 PY8I 4/- 1/6 or 10/- 
6SS7 2/- PY82 5/- per doz. 
1002 5/- PY80 5/- 
10Fí 1/- P530 4/- Grade 2. 641. 
10P13 5/- PCF80 4/6 or 4/- per doz 
Perfect Reclaimed Tubes. 6 months' 
guarantee, 121n. 17/ -, 141n. 30/ -. Carr. and 
Ins. 7/6. 

TV Tubes Rebuilt and refaced, 12 months' 
guarantee. Old glass not required, 12, 14, 
15. 16, 171n., any make at the special trade 
price of 63.15.0. Carr. and Ins. 7/6. Pass. 
Train 12/ , 
Complete TV Chassis for Spares. Less 
valves, 12 In., four for 10 / -, carr. B.R.S. 7/6. 
14ín. chassis, four for 15/ -. carr. 8/6: 12ín. 
and 141n. chassis, your choice with scan 
coils, 
carr. 7/ -. 

less valves, untested, 10 /- each. 

"NU -GUN" 
REBUILT TV TUBES 

COMPLETE NEW GUNS 
-12 MONTHS' 
GUARANTEE 

12ín. 

14ín. 

15 -17ín. 

2lin. 

£3.10.0 

E3.15.0 

£4.0.0 

£5.10.0 

Carriage and Insurance extra. 

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD., 

3 THE MEWS 
Duckett Road, Harringay, 

London, N.4 
Telephone: MOUntview 2903 
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BUSH TV24 

Some time ago you suggested that I needed a 
new tube. This I obtained and all went well until 
recently. The set was going perfectly the night 
before and the next day only sound could be 
received and a thin white line appeared across the 
screen. I had the ECL80 frame valve tested and 
it was OK, but I still put in a new one. I then 
had sound only, and no white line. -Y. F. L. 
Young (Manchester). 

Check the line timebase and e.h.t, at the c.r.t. 
anode. If the e.h.t. is present, check the setting of 
the ion trap magnet on the rear neck of the tube. 
This often breaks after a new tube has been fitted 
as the fibre becomes brittle. When the white line 
has been restored you will have to check the h.t. 
voltages applied to the ECL80 at pins 1 and 6. 
Absence at pin 6 should direct attention to the 
frame output transformer primary winding. If 
present, check at pin 1, through the oscillator 
transformer to the 220kí2 resistor and 0.1µF 
capacitor. 

TEST CASE 
Each month we are going to provide an interesting test case of tele- 

vision servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, 
but are based on actual practical faults. 

A receiver working normally suddenly 
to developed the following symptorfl. It was 

found impossible to achieve full height even 
with the height control at maximum and cramping 
could not be removed from the bottom of the picture 
by adjustment to the vertical linearity control. 

What is the most likely cause of the trouble? 

See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the 
solution. 

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE -3 
(Page 236, last month) 

The symptom of sound -on- vision can be caused 
by four main faults : (i) misalignment of the vision 
i.f. channel or local oscillator, (ii) misalignment of a 
sound rejector in the vision i.f. channel or sound 
take -off circuit, (iii) microphony in the frame output 
valve and (iv) a common impedance between the 
sound output stage and the vision channel. 

Since the fault is present on both channels the 
possibility of local oscillator frequency drift can be 
ruled out where the receiver features a turret tuner, 
since it is unlikely that the drift would occur con- 
sistently on two channels and be outside the range 
of fine tuning control correction. This could 
happen with incremental tuners, but then the 
picture quality and the sound output would both 

L 

QUERIES COUPON 
This coupon is available until MARCH 22nd, 1963, and 

must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the 
notice on page 276. 
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FERRANTI 17T6 

The trouble is insufficient height, with a one - 
inch blank band at the bottom of the screen. - 
R. Kirkwood (Glasgow). 

This symptom is almost certainly caused by a 
weakened ECL80 (V13). Check by substitution if 
possible. If the symptom persists, replace the 50 /4F 
electrolytic capacitor connected to pin 3 of this 
valve. 

suffer and such accompanying symptoms are not 
present. 

Similarly, misalignment of the vision i.f. stages 
would considerably impair the picture quality, so 
this can also be ruled out. Misalignment of a 
sound rejector is possible provided the sound -on- 
vision is present even with the sound turned right 
down. 

If the symptom is present only with the sound 
turned up towards maximum, however, microphony 
in the frame output valve or a common impedance 
between the sound output stage and the vision 
channel are equally possible. 

Microphony can be proved by turning The sound 
down and tapping the frame amplifier valve with 
the handle of a screwdriver, when microphonv 
would be revealed by a series of dark, horizontal 
bars appearing on the picture. In this event 
replacement of the frame amplifier valve would 
effect a cure. 

Otherwise the trouble would be caused by value 
decrease, deterioration or breakdown of an electro- 
lytic capacitor which is common to both the sound 
output stage and vision channel h.t. filtering. This 
can be proved by bridging suspect electrolytics with 
a test component of suitable value and rating. Note 
also that a small decrease in the value of the main 
smoothing electrolytic capacitor may be sufficient to 
incite the symptom without introducing excessive 
hum in the sound channel. 

Misalignment of a sound rejector could result 
from a broken dust -iron core, alteration in the 
position of the core in the coil former due to vibra- 
tion from the speaker and open -circuit, short- 
circuit or value alteration of the fixed capacitor 
connected in parallel with the sound rejector coil. 

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2, and printed 
in England by WATMOUGHS LIMITED, Idle, Bradford; and London. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH 
(A /sia), Ltd. South Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. East Africa: EAST AFRICAN STANDARD LTD. Subsrrir- 
taon rate including postage for one year; Inland 51.8.0. Abroad 21.6.6 (Canada 21.5.0). Registered at the General Post Office for thr 

Canadian Magazine Post. 
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Letters to the Editor 
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents 

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we 
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of 
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes 
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also 
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a 
source of supply of such apparatus. 

DISC TELEVISION 

SIR, -I recently became interested in the theory 
of disc television and I would now like to do 

some practical work on this subject. 
I would therefore be grateful to any reader who 

would lend or sell me the circuit and constructional 
diagram of such a piece of apparatus. - C. L. 
VIGGARS (17 Allen Street, Hartshill, Stoke -on- 
Trent, Staffs). 

FREAK RECEPTION 
wonder if any of your readers have either 

experienced or have reasons for what is 
apparently freak television reception? 

I experienced this on Sunday, 2nd December, 
from about 8 o'clock when it was first noticed until 
the close -down of the received stations. 

The stations were, I believe, Mendlesham on 
channel 2 and a Northern and Midlands station on 
channel 10,, both of which were received with good 
sound and vision. Both channels were received 
along with our usual two which are Pontop Pike 
channel 5 and Burnhope channel 8, giving us a 
choice of 'four channels in all. On the following 
evening sound was received faintly on channel 11 
but disappeared later on. The aerial this was 
received on was a simple dipole with reflector, the 
common H aerial. -R. LANGDOWN JNR. (Ashing- 
ton, Northumberland). 

VERTICAL LINES 

SIR, -Mr. -L. Pearson, Liverpool (Your Problems 
Solved, November issue), complains of vertical 

lines on his Ferguson 992T. If after checking 
PY81 efficiency diode, and PC81 horizontal scan 
output valve, fault is not cured, I would suggest the 
replacement of R35 (91052) across line linearity 
inductor, also check or substitute C29 which is also 
across this inductor. These components are easily 
replaced without removing the chassis. Remove 
screws securing the bracket on which linearity coil 
is _. mounted, the coil together with resistor and 
capacitor can then be withdrawn on their leads. 
The noise -like interference could be caused by 
arcing in a faulty line output transformer. -S. 
WHITTON (Buckingham). 

FRAME CRAMPING 

SIR, -Referring to the letter entitled "Mysterious 
Fault " from R. W. T. Home, published in 

your January 1963 issue, I would beg to suggest the 
following explanation of the need for different 

settings of the linearity control for BBC and ITA 
reception when this control is used to combat the 
effect of hum in the frame timebase. 

The crux of the matter is that the frame 
synchronising signals of the two programmes are 
not mutually in phase. While, to minimise the 
stringency of design of receivers, the frame repeti- 
tion frequency is locked to the power -grid frequency 
by both BBC and ITA, the frame synchronising 
pulses are not simultaneous. It must be borne in 
mind that the phase of the power -grid cycles will 
not in general be co- phased at the two video- genera- 
tion points owing to the phase -shift which occurs in 
power transmission lines. 

At your correspondent's location, hum in the 
frame time -base distorts the frame scan. Whether 
this hum stretches the bottom of the raster or 
compresses it depends upon whether the mains are 
positive -going or negative -going when the bottom 
of the raster is being formed. This depends on 
when the formation of the raster was initiated by the 
sync -pulse, and in turn depends on the phase of 
the sync -pulse generated at the video -generation 
point. 

Any attempt to combat the effect of hum by use 
of the linearity network is almost certainly doomed 
to failure on one programme unless, by sheer luck, 
the two sets of sync -pulses are temporarily co- 
phased-F. P. MASON (Sutton, Surrey). 

SIR, -In reply to R. W. T. Home's query in your 
January issue, requesting an explanation to 

frame cramping at bottom of ITA picture with 
extended top and the reverse effect on switching to 
BBC, i.e., cramping at top with extended base. His 
logic is quiet sound and he almost succeeded in 
answering his own question! 

These peculiar symptoms are, in fact, caused 
externally in transmission by the BBC and ITA 
locking their generators on different half- cycles of 
the mains supply. Therefore, faulty smoothing or a 
heater cathode leak will show fault symptoms in 
reverse on respective channels. -D. J. COLWELL 
(Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk). 

PUBLIC TELEVISION 

SIR, -I do not understand why obstacles are being 
put in the way of public television in cinemas 

and theatres. As you say (p.195, February issue), 
there are many events of national interest which 
lend themselves to wide -screen showing. 

Suitable televised events could be inserted to 
form part of a normal three -hour cinema pro- 
gramme. This would demand flexible planning, 
geared to happenings of the moment, but I imagine 
that many cinema managers would welcome this as 
a challenge, offering a more inspiring future than 
that of becoming an administrator of a bingo hall! 
-F. HAYES (Perivale). 
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LAWSON 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 285 

DIRECT REPLACEMENT 
TELEVISION TUBES 

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER 
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND 

100- "MICRO FINE. ALUMINISED 

75 

LICHT 
OUTPUT 

50 

25 
SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT 

OR RECUNNED BUT NOT 
RESCREENED 

BRILLIANCE CONTROL 

EXPRESS PASSENGER SERVICE - 
Orders received by 3 p.m. are despatched same day. 
Special direct services to Scotland and Ireland. 

Full fitting instructions with every tube. 

LAWSON TUBES LTD. Tel. 2100 

2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE, MALVERN, WORCESTERSHIRE. 

12 MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT 

GUARANTEE 

DESIGNED FOR 

PERFORMANCE 
The Modern Lawson television tubes are specially designed to give 
all types of television set very much improved performance. 
Their new silver activated screens are much brighter with better 
contrast, exclusive "microflne" controlled thickness aluminising 
gives 50% more light output (superb daylight viewing). New 
small anode aperture electron guns by Millard, Mazda, G.E.C., 
Brimar, E.E., Cossor, etc., ensure needle sharp definition and 
focus, and silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes 
give very long life. Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass 
excepted), and Lawson are the only tubes guaranteed to be exact 
replacement for the original tube, ensuring complete accuracy 
and efficiency. 

FROM STOCKS OF OVER 5,000 TUBES OF OVER 
200 TYPES WE CAN SUPPLY THE EXACT TUBE 

YOU REQUIRE BY RETURN. 

12" - £4.10.0 C.O.D. or C.W.O. 

14" - £5. 5.0 10' m, 
15 - 17" - £5.15.0 Gladly refunded 
19 ", 21 ", 23 ", also available if you wish to return 

o 
CARR. and INS. 7/6 exce tin tube 

(excepting 12 ") 

NEW VALVES! 
Guaranteed Set Tested 

24 -HOUR SERVICE 
1R5, 1S5, :T4, 3S4, 3V4. DAF91, DF91, DK91, 
DL92, DLS4, SET of 4, 181- - 
DAF98, DF96, DK98, DL96, SET of 4. 25/6. 
1133 7/- 131,92 5/11 PCL82 8/3 
1115 5/8 1)1,94 8/9 PCL83 10 /- 
185 4/6 DL96 6/9 PCL84 7/- 
1T4 3/3 EB91 3/- PENDD4020 
384 5/11 EBC41 7/6 17 /6 
3V4 6/9 F.BF80 7/9 PL38 9/6 
5Ú4G 4/8 EBL21 12/- P1,81 8/8 
5Y3GT 5/3 ECC40 13/- PL82 8/8 
5Z40 8/6 ECC81 4/6 PL83 6/8 
CAME 2/9 ECC82 4/6 PL84 8/- 
6KK7G 1/9 ECC83 6/3 PY31 8/6 
6K8G 4/9 ECC84 7/6 PY32 11/- 
801(7G 5/6 ECC85 7/6 PY80 7/- 
6V6G 41- ECF80 6/9 PY81 6/6 
6X5GT 6/6 ECF82 8/3 PY82 6/- 
12K7GT 4/3 ECH42 7/9 PY83 7/3 
125DIGT 9/- ECL80 6/9 1.125 11 /- 
12Q7GT 4/6 EF40 11/- U28 8/9 
128N7GT 7/3 EF41 7/6 UABC80 6/- 
35L8GT 8/- EF80 4/3 1./AF42 8/- 
35Z4GT 5/- EF85 5/9 UBC41 7/- 

CL33 
8/9 

ÉF8899 88/9 UCC855 7/- 
DAC32 8/9 EF91 2/9 UCH21 11/8 
DAF91 4/6 EL41 9/- UCH42 7/6 
DAF98 6/9 5L54 6/3 UCH81 8/9 
DF33 8/9 EY51 7/3 UCL82 9/3 
DF91 3/3 EY86 6/9 UCL83 13/- 
DF96 6/9 57,40 6/- UF41 8/9 
DH77 6/- EZ80 5/9 ÚF89 8/9 
DK32 10/6 5281 6/- 131,41 8/- 
D8t91 5/6 ó1U14 5/6 UL84 6/6 
DK92 7/6 PCC84 6/9 UY21 10 /8 
DK98 7/3 PCC89 9/- ÚY41 5/6 
DL33 7/8 PCF80 7/8 UY85 6/3 
131_35 9/6 PCF82 7/8 Z77 2/9 
Postage ed. per valve extra. Any Parcel 
Insured Against Damage in Transit Ed, extra 

Any C.O.D. Parcel 3/- extra. 
Office address, no callers. 

GERALD BERNARD 
(Note new address -formerly of Leeds) 

83 OSBALDESTON ROAD, 

STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.I6 

Everyman's guide to astronomy - 
a fascinating book- 

FOCUS 
ON STARS 
Julius D. W. Staal, F.R.A.S. 
Today, probably more than over before, 
astronomy is a vital study. This fascinating 
book by a distinguished astronomer is an 
account of the universe which will be a 
practical inspiration to both the layman 
and the amateur astronomer. The reader 
will experience a real pioneering excite- 
ment as astronomical calculations are made 
step by step and the wonderful workings 
of the heavens are unfolded. Clear and 
simple diagrams are used to illustrate the 
cause of the tides, the complex motion of 
the earth, the seasons of the other solar 
planets, eclipses, the nature of galaxies. 
Monthly star charts give a unique all -the- 
year -round guide. The author was pre- 
viously at the London Planetarium. 

292 pages, 16 plates, numerous figures 
and 12 star charts. 
40s. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS 

. or, in case of difficulty, 41s. Ed. by 
post from George Newnes Ltd., Tower 
House, Southampton St London, W.C.2. 

NEWNES 

RES/CAP. BRIDGE p3& /6 r6 

Checks all types of resistors, condensers 
6 RANGES 

Built in I hour. Direct reading 
READY CALIBRATED 

Stamp for details of this and other kits. 

RADIO MAIL (Dept. W) 
Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham 

FIRST -CLASS RADIO 

AND T/V COURSES... 
GET A CERTIFICATE ! 

After brief, intensely interesting study 
-undertaken at home in your spare 
time -YOU can secure a recognised 
qualification or extend your knowledge 
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how. 

FREE GUIDE 
The New Free Guide contains 120 
pages of information of the greatest 
importance to both the amateur and 
the man employed in the radio 
industry. N.I.E. provides first rate 
postal courses for Radio Amateurs' 
Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert., 
C. & C. Telecoms., Grad. Brit. I.R.E. 
Guide also gives details of range of 
diploma courses in Radio /T.V. Ser- 
vicing, Electronics and other 
branches of engineering, together 
with particulars of our remarkable 

Guarantee of 
SUCCESS OR NO FEE 
Write now for your copy of this 
invaluable publication. It may well 
prove to be the turning point in your 

career. 
FOUNDED 1885 -OVER 

150,000 SUCCESSES 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
ENGINEERING 

(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN 
LONDON, E.C.I 

S. Africa: P.O. Box 8417, lo'burg. 
Australia: P.O. Box 4570. Melbourne. 
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TELEVISION TUBE SHOP 
We have the following 

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes 

in stock now 
AW36 -20, 21 [5. 2.6 
AW36 -80 £5. 7.6 
AW43 -80, 88 £6. 7.6 
AW47 -90, 91 £7.10.0 
AW53 -80 £7.12.6 
Cl2A, Cl2B £4.12.6 
CI4BM, FM £5. 5.0 
CI7BM, FM, HM £b. 7.6 
CI7LM, PM, SM £6.12.6 
C21 HM, SM, TM E7.17.6 
CME 1402 £5. 7.6 
CMEI702, 1703 £6.12.6 
CRM9 I, 92 £4.12.6 
CRM93 £4. 2.6 
CRM121,2,3,4 £4.12.6 
CRMI41,2,3,4 [5. 7.6 
CRMI52, 153 £5.12.6 
CRMI71, 2, 3 C6. 7.6 
CRM2I I, 212 £7.17.6 
MW6 -2 L5.12.6 
MW22 -I6 £4. 2.6 
MW31 -16, 74 L4. 2.6 
MW36 -24, 44 £5. 2.6 
MW4I -I L6.12.6 
MW43 -64, 69 L6. 7.6 
MW43 -80 £6. 7.6 
MW53-20 £7.12.6 
MW53 -S0 £7.12.6 
T901A £6.12.6 
I4KP4A, 141 K £5. 2.6 
171K,172K,173K C6. 7.6 
690IA £6.12.6 
720IA,7203A £5. 2.6 
7204A £5. 5.0 
740IA £6. 7.6 
7405A £6.12.6 
All tubes tested before despatch 

and guaranteed for 12 months. 

CARRIAGE 7/6, via B.R.S. or 
12(6 via passenger train. 

TERMS £2 down (plus carriage) 
balance LI per month. 

A few 19in. and 21 in. still available 
now, at £8.10.0 and LI1.0.0 
respectively. 

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused) 
(Subject to Availability) 

12in. 3/18, 3/31 45( -. Others 57(6 
14ín. CRM 141, 2 6716. Others 57(6 
17ín. CRMI71, MW43 -69, 43 -64, 

751 -. Plus Carriage. Guaranteed 
for 12 months. 

TEIEYISION TUBE SHOP 
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD 
LONDON, S.W.I I. BAT 6859 

South of the Bridge. Open Sats. 
until 4 p.m. 

RATES: 4/- per line or part 
thereof, average live words to line, 
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra. 
Advertisement must be prepaid 
and addressed to Advertisement 
Manager `Practical Television ", 
Tower Rouse, Southampton St., 
London, W.C.2. 

SETS & COMPONENTS 

NEW VALVES! GUARANTEED! 
DELIVERY BY RETURN! 

EBF80 
EBF89 
ECC81 
ECL80 
ECL82 
EF85 
EF86 

716 
819 
416 
519 
9/- 
S/9 
8/9 

EL84 
EY51 
EY86 
EZ40 
PCC84 
PCC89 
PCF82 

616 
7/6 

6/6 
6/9 
9/3 
7,- 

PCL84 
PL81 
PY32 
PY81 
U25 
UY85 
6X4 

7,3 
816 

I 11- 

71- 
1116 
616 
5,- 

Postage 6d. per valve extra. 
S.A.E. FOR LIST OF OVER 200 TYPES 

Over 10,000 valves in stock 

LEWIS 
WOODFORD AVENUE, GANT 

HILL, ILFORD, ESSEX 
Telephone: Crescent 5685 

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE; Picture tubes, 
brand new, Mazda 19in.. CME1901, 
Mallard 19in., AW47 -90/91 £4/10/ -; 
Mullard 23ín.. AW59/90 £8/10/ -: car- 
riage (insured) paid, 12 months 
guarantee. Note, all brand new. We 
also supply most other sizes com- 
pletely regunned at £4/17/6, guaran- 
teed 12 months. TOMLINS. 156 
Lewisham Way, New Cross. SE14. 
TID 3857. 

BARGAIN OFFER ! 

BRAND NEW Brayhead Turret 
Tuners, Type 35P. Complete with 
Valves. Cyldon Turret Tuners, 
Types E I OL, U I OL, E I6H, U 16H, 
U38H. Complete with Valves. 

Above Types 39(6 
plus 216 post and packing. C.W.O. 

OSBORN (Electronics) Ltd. 
382 Brockley Rd., London, S.E.4 

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD., 
largest stockists of TV Components in 
the U.K. Line Output Transformers, 
Frame Output Transformers. Deflector 
Coils for most makes. Official sole 
suppliers for many Set makers. Same 
Day Despatch Service. Terms C.O.D. 
or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes. 
Day and night telephone: TlDeway 
6666. 138 Lewisham Way, SE14. 

REBUILT RESCREENED 
TUBES ! Famous make 
12 "/14 ", £4.5s.; 17 ", £4.15s. 

ALLTUBES, I YEAR GUARANTEE! 
NEW Valves, 12 months' guarantee! 
ECC8I /2/3, EF80, PY82, E891, 616; 
EY51, EY86, ECL80, PCF82, EZ8I, 716; 
Ú25/U26, PY33, PCL82, PL8I, 91 -; 
30L15, RI9, PCC89, PL36, 30P4, 
U801, 6CD6G, 5OCD6G, 200, 20P4, 
U37, IOFI, X78 -9, 30P19, 30PL13,15/., 

P. BEARMAN (Tubes) 
3 PANK AVENUE, NEW BARNET 
HERTS. Tel.: Bar 1934 

TELEVISION TECHNICIANS 

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

SCAN (OILS ETC 

LABORATORY TESTED 

ALBA: T301, T304, T394, T484, T494, etc.. , 46/6 
BUSH: TVI!A, 11B, 1.2A, 12B, TVG12A, 

laB, TR612A, 125 44/- 
TVG26, TV3'3, TV33, TVG34, TVGS4A, 
T36, TV36, TVG36, TVSBC, TVG36C, 
'1 V4S 88/8 
TV53, TVLi9, TV57, TV58 TV6S, TV63, 
TV66, TV67. etc... .. .. .. 94/- 
TV80 with EY51 , 109/ - 

COSSOR: 9311 and 'r931, 933 -4-5, 937, 938A, 
and F, 939 and A and 1' .. .. .. 61/6 
943T, 940 -946, 945, 9458 58/6 
9541', 947, 949 68 /8 

DECCA: 5)17 and C 88/6 
DM1, DMSC, DMS, DM4 /C , . 74/- 
ÚM5, 00114, DM17, 444, 555 .. .. 74/- 

DEFIANT: 'l'1í1453, T551753 .. .. .. 59/6 
DYNATRON: 
EKCO: 'r893, TC8102, T0105, T8114, 

'rRC124, TCISS, T8188, T0193 .. 54/- 
TRCIS9, TC140, P141, TV142 .. 78/8 
TlCt, TCIOS, T164, Tl65, etc. - 78/6 
T3.208, TV209, T231, T221, T2318', 
T248, T283, T284, 7,20s, etc. 58/6 

FERGUSON: 103T, 105T, 113T, 135T, 145T 65/6 
941T -953T inclusive .. 58/6 
991T -997T inclusive 68/8 
'03T 246T inclusive 68/8 
306T, 308T 64/- 

FERRANTI: 1413, 14T3F, 13TA 97/8 
17K3 and F, 1713 and F 47/8 
17K4 and 1', 178K4 and F 47/8 
17T4 and F 47/8 
14T5, 1781(5, 17K5 47/6 

O.E.C.: BT1251, BT1S52, BT1746, BT1743, 
BT4743 48/6 

131'4643, 
BT5147, BT5246 -48 ,. .. 88/8 

15T5348- BT5643R inclusive 48/6 
and 88 /6 

H.M.V,: 1824 and A to 1831 inclusive ,. 66/8 
1840, 1841, 1842 -1848 ., .. .. 66/6 
All models available. 

INVICTA:'rilo. TIlO, TI20 54/- 
All other models available. 

LFT50, LVT50, 1,1760, MV60 106/6 
All mo.lels available. 

MARCONI: All models available. 
MASTERADIO: Most models in stock. 
MCMIOHAEL: Most models in stock. 
MURPHY: V200, V2O2C ,. 58/- 

V240, V250 94/8 
PETO SCOTT. PHILCO: Most models in stock. 
PAM: 908, 909. 952. 953, 958 54/- 
PHILIPS: I76817. 2168U .. 104/ - 

1100V. 1200V 74/- 
7 _GU, 1236v. 1239V .. ,. .. 74/- 
1141íF, 1 1 4 1 : M , 115U 74)- 
14371,', 1446U 74/- 
Most models in stock. 

PILOT: Most models in stock. 
PYE: CTM4, FV4C. FV4COL 54/- 

V4, VT4. V7. VT7 .. .. .. 54/- 
LV30. EV1, FVIC 68/6 
C8171', CTM17F. CW17 68/6 
CW17C, CWI7CF, CW17F, etc. 68/6 
Most motels in stock. 

RAYMOND: Moot models in stock. 
REGENTONE, All models available. 
R.O.D.: 6017T. 7017, C54. etc. .. 58/8 

Most models in stock. 
SOBELL: T017, T346 64/- 

Afoot models in stock. 
STELLA: 8T5721Ú .. 104/ - 

ST8617U, ST8621U .. 104/ - 
ST8917tl 104/ - 
ST641411, ST6417U ,. .. 74/- 
8T8314Ú 79/- 

ULTRA: 06 series, 185 aeries, with U25, etc 
complet .. .. .. 78/6 

Most model, In stock. 
TIBOR: CN4217- CN4231 inclusive .. 64/- 
Poet and Parking 3/6, C.W.O. Only 

Alen: Used O.P, Tee., Bean Coils, etc. 
ALL GUARANTEED 90 DAYS 

(All enquiries B.A.E.) 

WYI DSOR TELEVISION 

TECHNICAL DIVISION 
ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS. 

BAR 1769 
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SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON 

A MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE 

TESTER 

AC/P 2/6 
1136 2/8 
11329 4/- 
Dl 2/6 
D36 2/6 
1)77 2/6 
DA F91 4/- 
1)D4 2/6 
DD41 2/6 
DDL4 2/8 
DF9l 4/- 
DH77 4/- 
DK91 4/- 
EA50 1/3 
E1134 1/3 
171141 1/3 
1111C33 2/6 
EBC41 41- 
E1X:33 2/6 
ECC34 2/6 
F:tOS1 4/- 
ECC82 4/- 
ECL80 4/- 
BEM) 1/3 
F.F80 2/8 
EPOS 1/3 
KT33C 1/3 
KT81 2/6 
KTZ41 2/6 
1,63 2/8 
N308 4/- 
N329 41- 
N330 4/- 
N389 4/- 
11379 4/- 
P41 2/8 
P81 2/6 
PCV 84 5/- 
PCFSO 6/- 
PCL82 4/- 
PCLg3 6/- 
PEN46 2/8 
PEN44 2/6 
ELM 4/. 
PL81 6/- 
PL92 4/- 
PL83 4/- 
P1.84 4/- 
Pl'31 4/- 
PV81 4/- 
PZ30 2/8 
BF41 1/3 
131.42 2/6 
SP61 1/3 
U3l 4/- 
U'251 4/- 
U3'L9 4/- 
UF42 2/6 
VP4 4/- 
W77 2/8 
Z63 2/8 
266 2/8 
277 1/3 
ZPO 1/3 
2719 2/8 
4TPB 2/6 
6AL5 2/8 
CARO 1/8 
6BW7 4/- 
611X6 2/8 
616 4/- 
6116 4/. 
BF12 1/3 
6F13 1/3 
645 2/8 
6J7 2/6 
6P25 2/8 
6P28 2/8 
SDI 1/3 
906 2/6 
lOF'1 4/- 
10P13 4/- 
10P14 2/8 
1211117 4/- 
20E2 4/- 
20P1 2/6 
2oP3 4/- 
20P5 4/- 
251.6 2/8 
30C1 6/- 
30C15 5/. 
3OL1 6/- 
30PL1 4/- 

S1PL18 86 
42 2/8 
43 2/6 
807 41- 

EXAMPLES 
FULL CATALOGUE 9d. 

VALVE HOLDERS 
American Octal 5/- dos. 
Novel Sd. each 

RESISTORS 

Card of /1,V Resistors, 72 values 
covering complete 10% range. 

24/- per card. 
Full range of separate Resistors, 

Condensers, etc. 

VARIABLE CONDENSERS 
3 -5Opf concentric trimmers 8/- dos. 

GRC CRT'S (SALVAGED) 
SPECIAL OFFER 

12in. O.E.C. 7102 .. 10 /- ea. 
Personal Callers Only 

35 Mice, 16 Mies, 10 Mica INCRE- 
MENTAL OR TURRET TUNERS 
LESS VALVES. EX- RECEIVERS 

12 /6. 
We can often supply for the 
actual set you want the tuner to 
fit. But cannot guarantee what 
channels are fitted. 

TRANSFORMERS 

CRT Boost Transformers. 
2V, 4V, 6V, 10V, 13V 
State which required. 12/6 ea. 
Heavy Duty Output Trans - 
f ormers. 6 ratios from 13 : 1 
to 43:1 . 25 /-ea. 
Miniature Output Trans... 3 /9ea. 
Standard Output Trans- 
formers, Multi -match , 10 /-ea. 
Translator Driver: 1 -1 CT 10 /-ea. 

3.6.1 CT 12 /6ea. 
Traueletor Output: 6.6.1 CT 10 / -ea. 

9.2.1 CT 10 / -ea. 
Microphone Transformers, 
ratio 65 : 1 36 /-ea. 

S.F. TRANSFORMERS 

Standard 465 kc /s .. 12/6 per pair 
Midget 465 kept 18/- Per pair 

AUTO TRANSFORMERS 
250W 67/8 ea. 
100W 27/6 ea. 
50W ., 20/. ea. 

TRANSISTORISED FAULT 
FINDER 

Enables faults to be located 
quickly. Consists of a two - 
tranelstor, multirlbrator In a box. 
Complete with battery. 82/6 

CRYSTALS 
GENUINE POLLARD. Boned, 

0A5 8/- OA81 3/- 
OA70 3/- 0Á85 3/- 
OÁ79 3/- 0Á91 3/8 

TRANSISTORS 

OCIO W 48/- 
0C19 48/- 
OC'l6 25/- 
0044 11/- 
0043 10/- 
0070 8/6 
0(771 6/6 

0075 8/- 
0072 8/- 
0076 8/- 
0078 8/- 
0031 8/- 
OC82 12/- 
0C170 17/8 

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D. 
Orders under Al, P. a P. 1 /3. 

Opon till 11 p.m. most can. 
3d. stamp for list or 9d. for full catalogue 

Dept. PTA 

Arlon Television 
Notated Road, S.E.IS NEWX 7152 

SETS & COMPONENTS 
(continued) 

TUBES -AERIALS - VALVES 
Regunned tubes, guaranteed one year. 
full range of aerials and fittings. I.T.V. 
boosters. valves. brayhead tuners. TV sets, 
transistor radios and all electrical applian- 
ces. Co -axial cables and house wiring 
cables, fluorescent fittings. 
All quotations without obligation. Special 
terms to the trade and Home Engineers 
S.A.E. for Catalogue. 

G. A. STRANGE 
61110 ADF11!1,D, NORTH 1VRAXRALL, 
nr. Chi ppennam, Rilt.. Tel. Marshfield 236 

' HEATHKITS" can now be seen In 
London and purchased on H.P. Free 
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACE- 
MENTS LTD.. 138 Lewisham Way. 
SE14. TID 6666. 

The K.E. rebuilt tube - 
your Scottish Re- gunner 

12- 141n.C4.17.61 12 months' guarantee 
171n. 75.10.0 }10 /- allowance on old tube 
21in. 17.10.0 Free transit and Insurance 

Cash or cheque with order or C.O.D. 
Top quality coaxial cable Ad. per yd. or 
£2.10s. per 100 yards. Aerial clamps lin. x 
lin. 318 each, plus post and packing 1 / -. 
tin. x tin. 5/6 each, plus post and packing 1/ -. 

(1 doz. or more postage free) 
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED 

FOUntafnbridge 3936 

H. KINNEAR ENTERPRISES LTD. 
!.i St, Peler', figes. I;di nburgh :3 

TV SPARES 
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY 
C.O.D. 

Ekco T221, 231, 311, 284, 330, 283, TC208, 
TU209, T248, TC267, all 551-. 
Ferranti T1001, T1002.5, etc., 551 -. 
Murphy V240/250, 6216; V270/200, 7716. 
Pye VT4, V17, V14 & Pam 906 -53, 501 -. 
H.M.V. 1840 -9, 2805 -5902, only 601-. 
Bush TV53, 7916; TV24C, TV80,. etc., 8916. 
Philips 1768U, 9216; 1 114 -5, 1437 -46, 89t6. 
Decca DM14, DM3C, 651.; D17, D14, 651, 
Masteradio T917, TE7T, T409 -12, etc., 751-. 
Alba T301, 304, 394, 484, 494, 42/6. 
Cossor 930-8, 5816; Ferg. 992 -8, 6216. 
Baird P2014/7, P2114/7, 59'6, etc. 
L.O.P.T.'s for ANY MAKE and MODEL 
supplied. USED trans., often available ask 
for quote. SCAN COILS. 
Ekco T221, T231, etc. 55/ -. Pye VT4 -7, SOI.. 
Used 14 -inch Ex- rental 13 Ch. Sets. 
Pye /Ferguson /Sobell, lot- each Min. 
Lots of 25 for Callers Only. 
Callers welcome. Open all day Saturday. 
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post and Pack. 
and Insurance, 4/ , 
TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY 

C.O.D. 

TELEVISION CONSUMER 
SERVICES LTD. 

112 Camberwell Road, S.E.S 
RODney 7917 
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SETS & COMPONENTS 
(continued) 

MURPHY /EKCO /PYE 
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
NEW, LONDON'S CHEAPEST! 
MURPHY V.240/V.250 59'- 
EKCO 221/231/283/311, etc 54'- 
PYE VT4ìVT7 /VT I7 etc 49'- 

P. H. BEARMAN, 
3 PANK AVENUE, NEW BARNET 

BAR 1934 

FOR SALE 

VALVE CARTONS as keen prices. 
Send 1/. for sample and list. J. & A. 
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street, 
Bradford 1. 

EXCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR Port- 
able Tape Recorder, value £6/19/8 
complete with crystal microphone, 
earphone. spoofs, tape, batteries, 
instructions. presentation box lextra 
tapes 100 4/6), ideal gift. £6/1916; 
satisfaction uaranteed. Postage 
packing 2/6. TOMLINS. 156 Lewisham 
Way, New Cross, 8E14. 

CASH BARGAINS:- 
Latest BSR tape decks, with 
digital counter.. .. .. .. £7.18.9 
Latest Collaro "Studio" tape - 

transcriptor decks. speeds life.. 
:gin.. 71,m.. spools 71n. .. .. 211,0.6 
ESE UA14 four -speed auto-change 
record player decks .. .. .. £8.8.9 
Two -speed record decks. 45 and 
33 r.p.m. with 5 volt motor for 
transistor grams .. .. .. £4,18.9 

Carriage on these Stems. 12/6. 

CATHODE RAY TUBE SERVICE 
35 Broomwood Rd., ST. PAUL'S CRAY, 
Kent. Orpington 29.285 

BRAND NEW Television Cabinets,. 
17in. size. . Continental style. fully 
complete as used by Pye, on:y 30/- 
each plus 10 /- carriage and packing. 
GLICKSONS, 32 Cradock Street. 
Swansea. 

E. R. NICHOLLS 
47 Middle Hillgate 
BUMPER PARCEL 

100 Assorted Resistors. 
50 Assorted Condensers. 

1 51n. 3 ohm Elac Speaker. 
1 Isolating Transformer. 
4 Terminal Blocks. 
2 Rotary Toggle Switches. 
1 Small Chassis containing 60 com- 

ponents. 
2 Westectors. 
2 Thermistors. 

100 Cartridge Fuses. 
All for 20/- Post Free In U.H. 

20ft. Steel Telescopic Mast, 50/, 
High Stab Resistors ed. each. 
List now ready for Paper Block 
Condensers, Valves, Oscillators. Test 
Sets, S.A.E. Please. 

Mail Order To: 
33/35 Carrington Field Street, 

Stockport, Cheshire. 

(Continued an west page) 
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FOR SALE 
(continued) 

BEST BRANDED Goods at Cash 
Discount, all post free C.W.O. 
Branded Valves (Makers 12 months 
guarantee): EY51 10/6, PL81 13/6, 
11191 13/6, EY86 10/6, PY32 14/6, U301 
19/ -, PCC84 11/6, PY82 7/9, 201'4 21/6, 
PL36 16/ -, U25 14/6, 30P4 17/ -, TV 
Silicon Rectifiers, 250V 500mA 13/6. 
All makes Line Output Transformers 
from 37/6. S.A.E. for quotation will 
save your cash. Ekco L.O.T. 208, 
209, 221, 231. 248, 283, 284 etc. 55/- 
post free. These Ekco L.O.T. with 
defective housing only, can be fitted 
with new housing and set tested for 
35/; New Housing for these Ekco 
L.O.T.S's 161- post free. " Be: -Cleer " 
Hi-Eli Tape,- Sin. 600fí 12/6; 5in. 900ít 
151 -; 7in. 1,200ft 18/6; Tin. 1,800ft 
25/ -. Tape Recorders, Test Gear. TV 
Spares etc. at Discount. Send S.A.E. 
for list or quote:.BOYLAN, Duke St., 
Warrenpoint, Co. Down. 

METAL RECTIFIERS 
RECTIFIERS- CONTACT COOLED 
1415A1202 (PC101) type 250 v., 250 InA, 13/6; 
121EA1285 (PU31) type 250 v. 300 mA, 17/8; 
350 mA, 19/8; FAA 13/ -, 

RECTIFIERS -FIN TYPES 
Equive. for RM4 250 V., 230 mA, 13/8, R315 
250 v., 300 mA, 17/8; 14A989 400 mA, 18/8; 
14A86 18 /6; 14A47 10/ -; 14A100 22/8; I4A949 
20/ -; I.W7 17/8; I.WI 20/ -; I :K6 20/ -. 

MULTIMETERS 39/6 100M 
Hl, 39/8; Ml, £2.14.0. A10, B20, 1'E -10' 
if1.2, ?0,000 O.Y.V. £5,5,0, MT953, etc, 

Stamped envelope for full latest selection and 
barga oliere. 
Under El P. R P. 6d., over El Post Free 

C.O.O. 2/6. 

DURHAM SUPPLIES 
175 Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire 

TV TUNERS Ex- equipment, all 1.1.5. 
less valves 12/6 including postage. 

Speakers, Ex -TV and Radios, 7/6 
including postage. 

Valves. EF80 1/6 each, ECL80 2/- 
each, PY82 2/- each, ECC82 2/- each, 
10F1 2/- each. Thousands of other 
valves in stock. All tested before 
dispatch. Postage 6d. per valve orders 
over 10 /- post -free. Send for our 
bargain list 9d. CAPITAL TELE- 
VISION, 55 Honour Oak Park, London 
SE23. 

1,000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from 
£3 working, 10/- not. Callers only. 
9 till 6, including Sats. 39 White- 
horse Lane, Stepney, London. 

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 

FIND TV SET TROUBLES in minutes 
from that great book " The Principies 
of TV Receiver Servicing ", 10/6 all 
book houses and radio wholesalers. 
If not in stock from: Secretary, 
I.P.R.E., 20 Fairfield Rd., London NO. 

PIN -POINT TV TROUBLES IN TEN 
MINUTES. The title can be imitated 
but the contents never! The book 
that really tells you how to fix tele- 
visions. Over 340 cross- indexed 
pages. MUST be able to earn you 
more than its cost within two weeks 
or your money refunded! Price 33/- 
incl. postage. Write for free trial to: 
SIM -TECH . BOOKS, West End, 
Southampton, Hants. 

WANTED 

NEW VALVES WANTED EY51, ECL80, 
PCC84, PCF80. PCL93, PL81, PCL82, 
PY81. R19, U801, 30P4, etc. Best cash 
prices by return. DURHAM SUPPLIES, 
175 Durham Road, Bradford 8. Yorks. 

WANTED: NEW VALVES and Tran 
sistors, any quantity. S. N. WILLETS, 
43 Spon Lane, West Bromwich, Staffs. 
Tel: WES 2392. 

A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your 
surplus brand new Valves and Tran- 
sistors. R.H.S., Beverley House, 
Mannville Terrace, Bradford 7. 

SERVICE SHEETS and New Valves 
purchased for cash. HAMILTON 
RADIO (P), Western Road, St. 
Leonards, Sussex. 

VALVES WANTED 
IMMEDIATE CASH SETTLEMENT 
Boxed or loose, but must be new. 

Phone, write or call 

Radio Facilities Ltd. 
38 Chalcot Road, London N.W.I 

PRlmrose 9090 
The valve specialists 

SERVICE SHEETS 

WHY TOLERATE DELAY when we 
can supply your Radio or TV Service 
Sheet by return of post at 4/- each 
plus postage. List 1/. Also Manuals 
for sale and hire. List 1 / -. S.A.E. 
with inquiries, please. Mail orders 
only to: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44 
Old Bond Street, London W1. 

SERVICE SHEETS 
For all makes of Radio and Television 
1930 -1963. Prices from 11 -. 
Free fault- finding guide with all Service 
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries. 
Catalogue of 6000 models. 116. 

Special offer of 125 Radio /TV Sheets 
covering many popular models, 201 -. 

HAMILTON RADIO 
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex 

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV 
4/ each. List 1/ -. All orders dis- 
patched on day received. Also Manuals 
for sale and hire. List 1/ -. S.A.E. 
please. SULTAN RADIO, Pantiles 
Chambers, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 

FAULTFINDER FILES, showing com- 
mon faults that each receiver is 
prone to and other useful servicing 
information. 2/- each. List 9d., plus 
postage. Mail orders only. S.P. 
DISTRIBUTORS, 44 Old Bond Street, 
London W1. 

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV. 5,000 
models. List 1/. S.A.E. enquiries: 
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston. 

SERVICE SHEETS 130.0001. 3/- each 
with S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George 
Street, St. Helens, Lancs. 

SERVICE SHEETS 
(continued) 

TRADE SERVICE SHEETS offered 
by retired engineer. If I haven't got 
it you won't get it! All 4/- each by 
return. Please include large S.A.E. 
Mail orders only. ETZIONI, 80 
Merrion Avenue, .Staamore. Middx. 

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and 
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN 
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shep- 
herd's Bush Road, London, W6. Tel.: 
SHE 8441. Nr. Goldhawk Rd. Station. 

EDUCATIONAL 

THE INCORPORATED Practitioners 
in Radio and Electronics (I.P.R.E.1 
Ltd. Membership Conditions booklet 
1 / -. Sample copy of I.P.R.E. Official 
Journal 2/ post free. Secretary, 20 
Fairfield Road, London N8. 

BECOME "Technically Qualified" 
in your spare time. Guaranteed 
Diploma and Exam. home -study 
Courses in Radio /TV, Servicing and 
Maintenance, R.T.E.B.. City and 
Guilds, etc. Highly informative 120 - 
page Guide -Free! N.I.E. (Dept. 4684 
148 Holborn, London EC1. 

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS 

RADIO TECHNICIANS required for 
Ocean Weather Ships with a sound 
knowledge of at least three of the 
following types of equipment: Single 
Side -Band Transmitter, Radar Navi- 
gational. Radar Height- Finding Echo 
Sounders and Radio Receivers. Auto- 
matic DF v.h.f. and MF. Low voltage 
Servo Recorders, Digital Telemeter - 
ing Equipment. Salary scale £617- 
£1.007 per annum plus £120 per 
annum overtime allowance. Free food 
and accommodation provided on board 
ship. Applicants must be natural 
born British subjects. Full details 
from: Shore Captain, Ocean Weather 
Ship Base, Great Harbour, Greenock. 

Please mention 
"Practical Television" 

when replying to 
Advertisements 

RECEIVE LOUD & CLEAR 

INDOOR AERIAL 
o. \1.1 16/6 P.P. 21-. 

Scientifically designed 
and made by craftsmen. 
Telescopic rods of brass 
for easy pick -up, chro- 
mium plated for beauty. 
Each rod extends to aft. 
61n, and can be swivelled, 
making your aerial fully 
directional. Perfect for 
ITV, BBC. AFM and FM 
reception. Attractive 
base. 

Money refund guarantee 
MARLBOROUGH CABLES & 

ENGINEERING LTD. 
Eleot, Lane, Marlborough, Wiltshire 
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REBUILT TUBES! 
You're safe when you buy from 

RE -VIEW LTD! 

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely 
new gun assembly and the correct voltage 
heater. 

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee 
card covering it for a year against all but 
breakage. 

Each tube is delivered free anywhere 
in the U.K. and insured on the journey. 

Each tube is rebuilt with experience and 
know -how. We were amongst the very 
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding 
television tubes. 

RE -VIEW (LONDON) LTD. 
173 STAFFORD ROAD, WALLINGTON, 
SURREY. Tel. WALlington 4382 

HERE IS WHAT YOU 
PAY: 

12in. 

I 4i n. 

15i n. 

I7in. 
21in. 

E4.10.0 

E4.15.0 

E5. 0.0 

E5. 0.0 

E7. 0.0 

Cash or cheque with 
order, or cash on delivery 

FRE l0 AMBifiOUS ENGINEERS 
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 

Have you sent for your copy? 
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
is a highly informative 056 -page guide to 
the best paid engineering posts. It tells 
you how you can quickly prepare at home 
fora recognised engineering qualification 
and outlines a wonderful range of modern 
Home Study Courses in all branches of 
Engineering. This unique book also gives 
full details of the Practical Radio & Elec- 
tronics Courses, administered by our 
Specialist Electronics Training Division- 
the B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains 
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and 
shows you how to qualify for five years 
promotion in one year. 

We definitely Guarantee 
" NO PASS - NO FEE" 
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford 
to :Hiss reading this famous book. If you are 
earning less than Las a week, send for your 
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" 
today -FREE. 

WHICH IS YOUR 
PET SUBJECT ? 

Mechanical Eng., 
Electrical Eng., 

Civil Engineering. 
Radio Engineering. 
Automobile Eng., 

Aeronautical Eng., 
Production Eng., 

Building. Plastics. 
Grau ghtsmanih IP. 

Television, etc. 

GET SOME 
LETTERS AFTER 

YOUR NAME! 
A.M. I.Mech.E. 

A M.I.C.E. 
A.M.I. P rat. E. 

A.M. I.M.I. 
A.I.O. B. 

A.F.R.Ae.S. 
B.Sc. 

A.M. B rIt. I.R.E. 
City & Guilds 

Gen. Cert. of Education 
Etc., etc. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes) 
(Dept. SE 20 ), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8 

EQpmENt 
Basic Practical and Theore- 
tic Courses for beginners in 
Radio, T.V., Electronics, Etc.. 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E: City A Guilds 

Radio Amateurs' Exam. 
R.T.E.B. Certificate 
P.M.G. Certificate 

Practical Radio 
Radio & Television Servicing 

Practical Electronics 
Electronics Engineering 

Automation 

INCLUDING 
TOOLS! 

The specialise Elec- 
tronics Division of 
8,1.8. T.( incorporat- 
ing 8.,51.1. Institutes, 
NOW offers you a 

real laboratory train - 
trig at borne tenth 

Apractical equipment. 
sk for details. 

BIE.T. 
SCHOOL OF 

ELECTRONICS 

POST COUPON NOW 

I 
ADDRESS 

Please send me your FREE 156 -page 

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" 

(Write if you prefer not to cut page) 

NAME ....................... 

SUBJECT OR EXAM 
THAT INTERESTS ME 

ISE/2D). 

THE B.I.E.T. IS -THE' LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD 
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REBUILT AND RESCREENED 

CATHODE RAY TUBES 
Complete with all new components excepting glass 

FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S 

LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT 

CATHODE RAY TUBES 

SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED 

1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD 

PUTNEY, S.W.15. 

Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267 

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED 

37 GEORGE STREET 
MANCHESTER, 1. 

Tel: Central 4568/9 

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD 

25 ADDINGTON SQUARE 

CAMBERWELL, S.E.5 

Tel. Rodney 7550/7559 

ALL TYPES - KEEN PRICES - PROMPT DELIVERY 

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE 

Winter Trading Co. Ltd. 
95 Ladbroke Grove 
London, W.11 
and Branches 

Weston Hart Ltd. 
236/8 Fratton Road 
Portsmouth 
Tel: Portsmouth 24125 

Lawsons Ltd. 
36 Cornhill 
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304 

J. H. Sunderland 
11 Clements Street 
Rochdale, Lancs. 
Tel: Rochdale 48484 

Wizard Productions 
16 With), Grove 
Manchester 
Tel: Dea 2772 

Chester Radio 
11 City Road 
Chester 
Tel: Chester 24727 

Taylors 
162 Eastney Road 
Milton, Portsmouth 
Tel: Portsmouth 35000 

Millards Southern Rentals 
3 High Street 
Aldershot, Hants. 
Tel: Aldershot 20408 

Lucketts of Banbury 
57a/58a High Street 
Banbury, Oxon 
Tel: Banbury 2813 

Electrical Marketing Co. Ltd. 
12A College Square North 
Belfast 1 

Tel: Belfast 33340 

R.E.D. Ltd. 
Waltham Street 
Crewe 
Tel: Crewe 4364 

WRITE FOR BROCHURE 

Fylde Television Services 
460 Talbot Road 
Blackpool 
Tel: Blackpool 31159 

Hi -Lite Ltd. 
89 Southbourne Grove 
Southbourne, Bournemouth 
Tel: Bournemouth 44344 

R. Watson 
Leathern Bottel 
Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks 
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027 

R.E.S. Ltd. 
17/19 Paynes Lane 
Coventry 
Tel: Coventry 28781 

J. Wildbore Ltd. 
6 -12 Peter Street 
Oldham 
Tel: Mai 4475 
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